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PREF A CE. 

THE former volume of PHILosoPHI'CAL RECREA
TIONS had for its basis the experiments, the amuse• 
ments, and tricks, many of- which have been, fo1 
the best part of a century, before the Public, in 
various large works, or copied, incorrectly enough, 
into small Collections, similar to that volume ; 
and Hooper, Salmon, Boyle, Lupton, Smith, and 
Imison furnished these with the most valuable 
part of their contents. But fruitless is the in
quiry, whether it arose from the fashion, from a 
perverse adherence to old modes of explanation, 
in those who undertook to hand down those an
cient authors to l!S, or that these times have 
refined upon written language as well as upon 
manners ;-they we~·e frequently found uninteUi
gible, always insipid, and sometimes trifling. 
" Provide a,"-" You take a,''-" Take your-in 
your hand," formed the boundaries of their 
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refinement and choice of words ; and if, in avoid
ing such vulgarisms, we may thereby have added 
nothing to elegance of teaching, it is not to be 
denied much was done towards clothing old ideas 
in a newer and clearer style. All wonder-raising 
epithets were in like manner struck out, and 
rationality sought in the exposure of false notions 
respecting supernatural agency and witchcraft, 
that are too prevalent among young folks, and 
last some to old age. 

More could have been doue upon that OC(''.l

sion, and newer and better subjects introduced; 
but the duty of rapid revision was imposed apon 
the Editor with so much earnestness by the un
dertakers, that the first intelligence which reached 
him of the sheets being in hand, was the an
nouncement that they were also " off the press;" 
and he had to lament the presence of typographi
cal error in the most vulnerable part-the neu, 
articles, which having been " thrown off at a 
heat," stood particularly in want of re-revision. 
Even the Title was before the public eye too soon 
for the Editor's optics; and if he really breathed 
the first lines of it, it is a fact, he is rather in
clined to believe than to assert. 
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No apology, however, oaght to be received for 
actual carelessuess, but that which includes pro
mised amendment, at least: performance is much 
better. The mere trifles which were intended to 
attract juvcnility in the former volume, in this give 
place to scientific research, worthy a more ad
vanced period of life; and although Recreation 
and Amusement are always kept in view, the at
tention due to the developement of new and im
portant inventions, improvements, and discoveries, 
is as unremitting as these a.re useful, ingenious, 
and honourable to the national character. Davey 
and Brewster, Faraday, Phillips, Paris, Thomsou, 
nd Leslie, who all contribute by their labours to 

sustain that character at the present epoch of 
Science, and to carry it triumphantly above the 

oasted pretensions of the French savans, con
;tantly excite our patient regard ; whilst the ex

eriments of Messrs. Oersted, Ampere, Monge, 
.\rago, Hansteen, and other foreigners are richly 
~ntitled to attentive consideration ; and they have 
.1ere received that attention duly (_as will be seen) 
vith frequent acknowledgments of the benefits 
lerived frc,m their learned labours. 

To every one of those philosophers do these 
~ages owe more or less of value; but if one fact 
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brought forth by them, or either of them, has lost 

a particle of its interest, by the state of compres

sion in which it now appears, insomuch is the 

Editor's design frustrated,~a misfortune, heap

prehends, which has not attended the articles on 

Galvanism (page 125, &c.) nor those on the Acid 

of Woods (page 15, &c.); but on the contrary, 

in these and most others, discussion having sub

sided, the reader will here fiod the results pre

sented in a condensed and lucid form. Regarding 

the two discoveries adverted to, it is worthy of re

mark, that on the first mentioned, which originated 

in the experiments of Professor Oersted, the other 

four foreigners, and seven out of the eight Eng

lish writers just named, have all ably written 

something, more or less; whilst those persons 

who have favoured the world with their inquiries 

concerniug Pyrolignous Acid, amount to twice 

that number ! No very agreeable labyrinth for 

him to wade th1ough who has no time to cast 

away upon controversy. 

Of nearly three hundred articles which the 

volume comprises, a goo<l proportion have been 

proved; the remainder rest on respectable autho

rities, for the most part, or as regards a few, the 
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shades of doubt have been cast over them. 
Should more remain under the same predicament, 

and so seem to any inquiring reader, the cause 

of science will be served by friendly suggestions, 
by letters addressed to the Editor, under cover, 

at the Publisher's, in Ludgate-street. [Such let
ters, however, should not be put into the post

office, unless p.aid.] Many of those articles, the 

domestic remedies particularly, have been already 
laid before the Public in various fugitive publica

tions of the day, where some underwent the dis
cussion usual to such prints, which seek for con

troversy; but in this respect also results only are 
here detailed. 

Numerous are the friends from whom hints have 
been received; but mostly from Mr. Hinds, of 

Moorfields, whose valuable assistance has beea 

acknowledged in several instances, though not in 
all. The papers of his indefatigable father too, 
" on Horses," and the corresponding arts, have 

afford ed the means of adding an ingenious article 

or two on this neglected subject. 

Much more might be added by a writer of re

tiring modesty-a pretence that need not be set up 
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on the present occasion; but after the volume has 
been at press upwards of a year, he still has to 
acknowledge more Err1.1ta than would have 
escaped him, if he had been nearer the press at 
the ti.me these were committed. 

Haxton, 
February, 1823. 

JOHN BADCOCK. 

~\/ If another volume, similar to the present, 
should appear at the end of the next year, it may 
be considered as realizing present hopes, rather 
than the fulfilment. 

ERRATA. 
Page 59, the figure not inserted should consist of two parallel lines only, 

thtts II, within a circle. 
Where figures are referred to by their Number, a.s fig. 5, fig 8, &c, read 

annexed fig. 
Page 100, line 21, for camphor, read snuff. 
- 103, - 14, after article, add 19. 
- 105, - 10, after a filtre, add (see page 101.) 
- 111, Note, after page, add 26, 
- 117, l,ine 6, after membrane, add connected. 
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.DOMESTIC Al\1USEMENTS. 

1. To preserve Animal Maller. 

T IIE au tiseptic q nali ties of smoke were known to re
motest antiquity, but the exact principle by which this 
was effected, remained subject of controversy, wh~n the 
means of obtaining the acid of wood in a liquid form, being 
invented, placed the dispute beyond doubt"'. Pyrolignous 
acid,-so called from lignum ( wood) and py1'0 for the rnan

,ier in which it is obtaine<l,-is now extensively used for 
the manufacture of white-lead, of vinegar, aud other such 
purposes; and contains, in its concentrated state, a much 
superior power to that which had been immemorially em
ployed, in the form of smoke, to preserve animal matter 
exposed to its influence. 

• The mode of making it will be described in a future article. It is a 
curious fact, that those who maintained the doctrine that the antiseptic 
principle of smoke resided in tlw heat of it, seemed to have the best of the 
argument, although, as every one knows, heat facilitates the decompo. 
sition of animal matter, after a certain time, 
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2. First, or dry method. 
MEATS that require salt, are to receive the usual appli

cation thereof dry, but only for half or a third part of the 
usual time, according to the palate of the consumers. 
Then, having heated a sufficient quantity of the (liquid) 
itcid, to be heated slowly in a shallow pan, expose-the 
meats to be preserved to the vapour thereof, thus :-over 
the pan, or fish kettle, put a gridiron, or other hollow 
supporter, with the meat thereon, covered by another 
vessel, and cloths to detain the steam; and in a few mi
nutes your meat will be salted enough to be boiled im
mediately, with an excellent flavour of the acid. It may, 
however, be hung up a long while. 

Note.-Veal, chicken, lamb, and other delicate viands, 
which it is desir1ble should be preserved fresh, are most 
susceptible of this method of treatment-after being 
merely wiped dry,-and without salt, of course. But if 
fully immersed, or brushed over, according to the third 
process, they will of course imbibe more strongly the 
1.irnpyreumatic taste of the acid, and keep much longer, 

3. Second Method, for Brine-Salting. 
A STRONG brine having been made in the usual man

ner, /Joil it well, skim off the scum, and leave behind any 
animal matter that may subside after s1 anding a short 
time; use it cold, and it shall keep good fo r many years; 
but if you add a table spoonful of the acid to every quo.rt 
of brine, its antiseptic effects will be more sensible, nor 
will meats which remain covered th erein become either 
rancid or sour for a great length of ti.me, (say twelve 
montlis, or more), nor do they get har<l. 
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Note.-N o fresh salt shonld be added ( as is usnal), but 

that which comes from rubbing the meats should, before 

being added to the pickling tub, be also boiled, &c. 

4. Third method, for hanging a long time. 

IMMERSE any meat so prepared, when drained, in py

rolignous acid, twice the strength of vinegar, (i . e. after 

one distillation), and according to the time it remains will 

be its duration in a potable state. The acid, however, 

usually comes abroad at five times the strength of vine

gar; and a piece of beef salted by the second process, 

and immersed therein for half a minute, may be safely 

Lung up for four months; one minute's immersion secures 

it for twelve months or npwards. Sides of bacon, hams 

and tongues, and large joints of beef or pork, are truly 

eligi hie articles of provender to be thus treated ; so are 

the large fishes, as salmon, cod, ling, but requiring a dif

ferent kind of preparation, as hereafter. A smoky taste 

accompanies all such provisions, precisely such as that we 

find in Wiltshire bacon; but if it be slightly washed over 

with a brnsh, like a painter's tool, this taste will be less 

than that arising from complete immersion, however 

transient. 

5. Fourth method, for Fish. 

THOSE fish, and all others, are to be washe·<l and merely 

wiped dry, before being heated with the acid; the brush 

being the most eligible mode of applying it, and no salt 

required. Th<!se may be hung up three, six, or more 

months, according to the strength of the acid, and the 

BS 
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cured salmon is particularly fine; but having observed that 
these and herrings, so celebrated among the Dutch ex
ports, there undergo the first lavarnent in stale chamber
lye, previous to water, as being more detersive, and 
cheaper than potashes,-we could not suppress the fact; 
nor fail to suggest, that all other kinds of high-flavoured 
fish are susceptible of on" or other of the like introduc
tory preparation. 

Note.-Not only do the articles thus cured bear the 
effects of a damp cellar or a West-India voyage, equally 
unaffected by either extreme, when they come to be 
boiled, (as they shonld be without previous soaking), but 
they possess a superior flavour to smoke-dried provisions, 
inasmuch as the heat of smoke dissolves the gelatine, and 
disposes the meat to rancidity. Meats so treated also last 
sweet and good to very long periods, resisting the attack11 
of flies and other winged insects: the saving of salt, to(\ 
is very great, amounting to one half at least on meats, 
and the entirety on.fish. 

6. Pyrolignous Acid. 
To manufacture this useful article upon a tolerable 

scale, requires extensive premises, and it cannot there
fore be considered strictly a domestic pursuit•. But as 
much affected secresy is attempted to be thrown around 
·the art of extracting the acid which was long known to 
reside in wood, we <leeµi a description of the apparatus, 

• At Neath, in Pembrokeshire, Stratford in Essex, and Battersea, are situated those manufactories only of which we kuow in this country. Any account of the manner of working having been withheld from th~ public, must be our apology for the length of this article. See Mr. 
Hin(ij 011 this subject in Monthly Mai. April, Hl21. 
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am.I some account of the process by which this is e.ffecte<l, 
most appropriate to the professed objects of this work; 
our readers may thence learn to adapt tlleir views of the 
subject to each his own particular means of carryiug it 
into execution, the principle remainiug the same. 

Every one who has been used to wood fires, an<l the 
smoke they occasionally emit, in apartments so warmod, 
must have been annoyed with a sharp pain in the eyes, 
producing an ichor more acid than the natural tear, but 
rednciule by washing the pa1 ts in water. This circum
stance gave the idea to the first practitioner in this art, 
(so he tells us), of concentrating the acid whose presence 
in smoke he had so detected. That it resided in the most 
volatile parts of the wood was apparent, and from tlJis 
was the acid property required to be drawn and concen
tere.d for use,-by the following means. 

7. Process for e,vtracting t!ie Acid. 

SEVERAL iron cylinders, or boilers, are to be prepared, 
with a door at the end of each, capable of being worked 
at, while charging with the wood or discharging the 
charred coal. These doors may be made double, or with 

a slider inside the door, which is to be made fast with an 

iron bar. The boilers may be of any shape, but we prefer 
the cylindrical form. Fig. 1. represents a building for 
carrying on these operations on a tolerable scale ; A B C 
being the working ends of three cylinders, two feet in 
diameter and nine feet long, which is the width of the 
building at E. But although much larger boilers may be 
used, and a greater number, as five or six, each twelve 
feet long, and in diameter two feet four inches, yet may 
tlie experiment be tried with a common kitchen boiler. 
At i i i are the doors, with their hinges and bars; the 

C 
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two ends of each cylinder having a flange, or lip, to secure it firmly in the bnilding; and on its upper side, a 
bole without a lip also, to which the tube that is to convey away the smoke is to be ·welded. All three tubes after
wards centre in one; and this being conducted out of the building at D, is to be disposed of as will shortly be 
described. 

Fig, I. 

(I 

I 

I-] D 
0 G: A "B C 

® ® ® 
:m rJB ti 

The.fire-7Jlace is the whole bed of the building from E to F, E being the stoking hole in front, where the fire is 
to be replenished, the heat expending itself in a fine at 
G. Next comes the business of charging the cylinders 
with dry split wood, cut into lengths of two or three feet 
each: these pieces of wood being placed upon moveable 
cradles made of hammered iron, the whole length of the 
cylinders, and indeed occupying the entiro bottom, may 
be sboved in as the wood is laid on . Or, a disk Cif stro11g 
plate iron, wit_h two iron rods let in at each side, may Le shoved to the bottum of each cylinder, aml as s·oon as ihe 
combustion i3 completed, these rods being drawn forth, 
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the charcoal which is intended for chemical purposes may 

thus be lowered into vessels, an<l closed from the opera. 

tion of atmospheric air.-( See article CHARCOAL.) 

·when this is done, the doors are to be made fast with 

a luting of clay and horse-dung, and the works set a-going 

by supplying fresh fire at the bole E; so that the wood 

in the cylinders soon throws out its volatile qualities, 

aqureous and acidulorni, into the respective tubes. These 

pass out of the building by the grand tube at D, and 

enter a sinuous passage, or continuance of the same, (not 

a worm), which varies in size at ( 6) several places, so as to 

canse the vapour to condense and expand alternately

and to cool; until at length, after a course of 100 feet, 

it enters a tall vessel filled with 20 hogsheads of water, 

in which the tnbe makes a dip. So does the element it 

contains become strongly impregnated with the vapour, 

and may be then termed pyrolignou/1 liquor; rest, however, 

1s here necessary, in order to give time to the denser 

part, or tar-like sediment, to fall-the naphtha floating at 

top. In the vessel are placed two cocks-the one below 

large, for letting off the sediment, or tan, the other above 

for drawing the supernatant liquor into backs or cisterns, 

ready for distillation. This drawing off of the liquor may 

take place at any time, but never to such extent as to 

leave open the orifice of the tube, which would thereby 
discharge and lose its contents. 

Snbsequently, the liquor being distilled over, the pro

duct is pyrolignous acid, about twice the strength of 

vinegar; but by more care and re-distillation may be in

creased to six times. It possesses a dull, acidulous, 
offensive smack, and an empyreumatic smell, arising 

from tlie volatile oil it contains; and to get rid of this, 

fmther treatment is rn;cessary-of which more anon. 

Note.--Small iron vessels, within the measurement al
lowed by law, may be purchased :it the ironmonger's in 
Foster-lane, and elsewhere. 
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8. Acetate of Lime. 
SOMETIMES termed Pyrolignate of Lime. It possesses 

the same properties as the liquid just described; and in 
either case is misnomered: for, by the addition of lime 
to the 7,y1·olignous acid-which is done in a large vessel by 
frequent musings up-the oil is destroyed, with its offen
sive taste and smell, whilst the remaining tar-like carbon 
subsides with it. The acid, being incompatible with the 
lime, remains unaffected by it, and therefore, being a 
negation of lime, the name at the head, or the next, (its 
vulgar one), might give way to some other, say-Wood
acid, limed. 

However this be, the liquid acid is now submitted to 
evaporation in shallow vessels, placed at the back of the 
building, fig. I. at H H, and it thus becomes merchant
able. 

Note.-Chalk is by some substituted for lime; but it . 
either case the acid retains its name, and a good deal of 
the disagreeable smell : to get rid of tl:Jis smell, further 
means are necessary, when the article is to be used like 
vinegar for domestic purposes, as for the table, for pre
serving vegetables, &c. ; and, indeed, unless reduced in 
strength, too, it would go near to decompose the hardest 
vegetable productions 1.,y a single immersion-so nearly 
connected are the means of preservation with those of 
dissolution. 

9. To cleanse Pyrolignous Acid. 
THE Pyrolignous Acid has been deprived of its disa

greeable flavonr, by Mr. Stortze, apothecary, of Halle, 
by treating it with sulphuric acid, m:rngauesc, and com-
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mon salt, and afterwards distilling it over. This may do 
very well as vinegar, used for domestic purposes; but 
the impregnation of sulphur on the acid, subtracts from 
its utility in other respects; and the ingenious gentleman 
omits to say whether be bad so treated the acid which be 
used in some succeeding experiments : we should think 
not. He verified the efficacy of the acid in all the fore• 
going particulars, and followed the steps of Mr. Jorg, in 
converting several bodies to mummies. 

Note.--See the next article, and that which follows, on 
employing charcoal as a cleanser. For the manufacture 
of liquid blacking, in white lead work5, &c. this acid in 
its first state, perhaps, would be as pure as is desirable. 

10. Various uses and advantages of the new 
Acid of Wood. 

No modern discovery or chemical improvement, con• 
nected with the arts of life, ever promised so many ad• 
vantages, demonstrably serviceable to mankind, as the 
procuring and application of the acid of wood, or pyro• 
lignum, to the preservation of animal and vegetable sub• 
stances; to say nothing of its being extensively employed 
in the manufacture of sugar of lead, &c. And here it 
may not be uninteresting to observe, regarding this dis
covery of M. Mor:ge, that until the announcement thereof~ 
the party who maintained that it was heat alone whic.h 
arrested the progress of putrefaction in smoke-dried pro• 
visions, lJad the best of the argnmeut. 

This interestiug aud truly valuable discovery has been 
pushed tolerably far, by Dr. Jorg, a Prussian, bnt with 
only one modification in the manufacture, the remainder 
of uis experiments being confined to various applications 
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of the vinegar and oil of woodi as he bas it. Mummies have been converted by him for a long time past; but in this latter respect, the superior knowledge of the ancient Egyptians must raise a blush on the cheek of modern science, at its own tardy pace; for, according to a traveller of the present period, (Mr. G. Belzoni), he himself came in contact with hundreds of bodies, which had ceased to be human at least 3,000 years. This shows, that if they did not possess the means of obtaining this particular acid, they at least practised some other equally ingenious method of arresting the progress of decay iu animal matter,-of which we know no more than we do of their language. 

11. Cliarcoal: of its manifold virtues, and im
provements in tlie preparation. 

CHARCOAL has been long known as a good cleanser of impurities in vegetable liquids, which had acquired a bad taste or smell, getting rid of their viscidity at the same time; therefore is it profitably applicable to perform that office for the acid of wood in its original state, or the acetate of lim~, which is its next modification; or, finally, for vinegar procured from malt, which after the termination of the vinous fermentation, is hurried into the acet-ous, by the addition of small propc,rtions of acetate of lime in its dry or merchantable late. For those, as well as for medi~inal purposes, charcoal which has been much exposed to the air, having been long made, loses some of its properties,-therefore did we a little higher up show how charcoal might be started at once from its charring place to close vessels, (see page ~), and now come to some r~cent improvements in the preparation. ' 
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M. Guibert, a confectioner of Paris, having noticed the 

succesl, of Mr. Lowitz there, in attenuating the smell of 
bitumen, flowers of benzoin, bugs, empyreumatic oils, 

infusion of valerian, &c. by the sole use of wood char

coal,-maue some experiments, whence resulted, that

charcoal which bad been long moist, and during this state 

exposed to the rays of the sun, clarifies much better than 

what is pulverised dry and used immediately. Let char

coal intended for purifying lay some time iu pure water; 

grind it therein, and there leave it, covered an inch deep, 

and exposed to the light: employ it after being drained, 

but still in a damp st ate. 
The purposes to which wood coal, thus prepared, has 

been applied with ample success, are multifarious :

sugar, vinegar, gum, gum-arabic, water stinking at sea, 

beer, port wine, tincture of cochineal, honey, with meats, 

fish, &c. are mentioned as having already undergone the 

test of charcoal in its improved state of preparation. As 

a tooth-powder, nothing can exceed the virtues of charcoal, if 
it be made of cocoa-nut shell, ivory, or bones, particularly. 

It forms a most excellent poultice, with equal quantities 

of bread, for gangrenous sores, ulcers, and for the grease 

in horses we have long applied it with invariable success*. 

It is a capital good test for detecting arsenic in any liquid 

whatever; for, being itself insolvable in any known men

struum, and acting mechanically only, it neither destroys 

nor is destructible. 
Other substances than wood are prepared for the same 

purposes, by being charred in cylinders or cucubits, and 

with manifold advantages on the side of these substitutes; 

that which forms the subject of the next article, (bones), 

being superior in every particular, except as a medicine 

• See "Grease," in" Veterinary Surgery,'' by John Hinds, V. S. 
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for int,.rnal complaints. Offrory shavings, sponge, and the 
vegetable rethiops, bladerwrack, is charcoal also made; 
whilst wood soot and Frankfort black may be reckoned 
among the kinds of charcoal ; though the further con
sideration of these is unnecessary here, further than to 
observe that a bitt~r tincture is prepared and sold of the 
former, as a cure for spasmodic complaints, 

12. Animal Charcoal, Bone Black, or Ivory 
Black. 

MocH supe1iot to wood charcoal, and susceptible ot 
the same improvements in preparation, is that made from 
bones ; those from old and full-grown animals being 
better for tlie purpose than from young ones ; and the 
coal made directly from the bones is also preferable to 
that which is made from them after tliey have lost their 
properties in the immense stills of our ammoni:1. manu
facturers. In fact, the component parts of animal char
coal being carbon (for the most part), phosphate of lime, 
and a small portion of quick lime, if either is destroyed 
the power of clarification is lost; so that its virtues being 
thus exhausted, tile refiners, in order to restore them, 
mix some gelatinous substance, or soft animal matter, as 
guts, blood, &c.; or, the burning it over and over again 
with some of these, produces a better filtre than at first. 

To make the article which bears indiscriminately the 
three names at the head of this article, you must pack 
bones into an iron pot, with a luting of clay eart-0; then 
placing those, one over the other, in a potter's or pipe
maker's kiln, or some such heat, covered down with 
earth ; and when the fire has continued brisk for some 
time, it th ·ows out the fat tilat remained in the bones, 
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hydrogen gas makes it way out at the fissures of each pot, 

and the kiln, and reaching the air, takes fire. This gas 

may be returned to heat the furnace, on the same prin

ciple as the modern invention for burning your own 

smoke; and at the manufactory of M. Barreul, au Gros 

C'uillou, nea,: Paris, such a contrivance is now at work. 

On the gas breaking forth, this stage of the process is 

complete: the charcoal is then to be uroken, grinded in 

• water, &c. as directed in the preceding article. 

13. Test vf the Purity of Bone-black. 

THAT which contains the greatest proportion of carbon, 

is ever considered the best for any purpose to \\ hich it 

can be applied: to ascertain in what proportion it pre

·ails, take 100 grains of the coal, pour on it muriatic 

acid, mix, and dry it well; as the carbon is not des

tructible by the acid, but the lime and phosphate are so, 

the quantity that is lost in weight, will show the amount 

per cent. of the two latter compounds. Indeed, the 

simple re-application of fire produces nearly the same 

result. 
Note.-Distillers, confectioners, and sugar refiners, 

term this coal bone-black; whilst the makers of blacking, 

painters, printing-ink-makers, and others, give it the 

name of ivory black, and their works put on a foxy ap

pearance when the carbon does not prevail greatly in the 

above test, say 70 per cent. These lattf'r should there

fore take especial heed to test its purity; as also to lioil 
and skim the oil previously to mixing, or their work will 

never get properly dry. Neglect of this precaution is 

one reason why some printers' works " set off," as they 

term it, when the ink of one page leaves its impression 
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upon the opposite page, rendering it nearly illegible. The black which is made by sublimation of pitch in dark chambers, and termed lamp-black and Frankfort black, is very properly exploded, for any of the purposes just named, as being deficient in colour or opacity, 

14. The' Staff of Life.' To preserve W!teat. 
IN scarce and dear seasons we employ ourselves in devising the means of recurrence; whereas, the only proper time for the cool and proper consideration of such topics is, when we feel least pinched by the necessity for entertaining them: tile means of attaining our purpose are then more securely within Olli' power. ·wheat i1' sometimes so very cheap, (now 1821,) that any capitalist who should lay out his entire fortune upon purchasing a st01·e, would be certain of realising 10 per cent. with compound interest, which is more than he could probably hope to rnake by any tramaction in the Alley. The question only is, bow to preserve the article from deterioration, and the ravages of vermin r Good. Heat, i. e. kiln-drying, was long supposed to constitute tliose means, but this alone will not answer the end proposed: if the corn be not absolutely dry, decomposition, preceded by well known fermentation, takes place. Tile secret consists in keeping the air from acting upon corn so prepared. Then, into jars well-glazed and aged, let there be closely pressed as much corn as each will contain, namely, six or eight bushels : sacks retain too much moisture. Lids of the same material are to Le prepared, aud these being lined with a piece of coarse cloth, must be 1utsd dowu with clay, earth, plaister of Paris, or any oth,er such material. The place of deposit for these jars 
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(made of the cubical shape) should be under ground, as 
a cavern, on the side of a hill, or a capacious hole, 
covered in with earth upon planks; and according to its 
coolness, to the perfect dryness of the corn, and the ex~ 
clusion of atmospheric air, will be the state of yom· corn 
at the end of the year, or 
probably more than three 
times that period. In the 
annexed (Frn. 5.) a a is · 
the circumference of the 
hole; b b, being a spade
deep excision for the 
planks c c c to rest upon: 
these planks subsequently 
covered with the spine of 
earth well lcept, may be re
moved by tirst lifting the 
plank in the middle, d d 
being two iron rings and 
holdfasts, by which it may be so lifted off, and the others 
with their integuments be also removed, when occasion 
requires it. 

15. Tests for detecting Adulterations of the 
' Staff of Life.' Flour. 

BLEACHED bones, powdered, Derbyshire stone, whiten
ing and plaister of Paris, are frequently employed in 
contaminating the 'Staff of Life.' They whiten the 
flour, and eon tribute to its adhesion in making; a con
summation that -could never be effected, without these 
and another powerful adjunct (alum), employed by the 

C 3 
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bakers, on account of the u·eakne.~s of the original ma
terial. A weakness which is occasioned by the lllillers' 
grinding their corn too much, particularly white samples, 
nearly the whole whereof is brought to market as seconds 
and thirds; and every one knows, that bran or pollard 
cannot be made into a loaf without the admixture ot 
tllose offensive ingredients. 

16. Test First. By the Tact. 

FLOUR which is pure and unadulterated, may be known 
by your seizing a handful briskly, and squeezing it half a 
minute, it preserves the form of the cavity of the hand, 
in one piece, although placed rudely on the table. Not 
so that which contains any of the aforesaid substances; 
1t breaks in pieces, more or less; that mixed with 
whitening being most adhesive, but still dividing anJ 
falling down in a little time. 

That flonr which is mixed with the fore-named adultera
tions, lo5es its form at once; an<l the more bran there 
may be contained in it, the sooner will it lie ciown Aat 
upon the board. Let a person with a 1uois t skin rub 
flour briskly between his palms : if th ere be whitening 
present, he will find resistanc e, but with pure flour none. 

17. Test Second. Wit!t Oil. 

HAVING dipped the fore-finger and thumb partially in 
oil of linseeds, take np a small portion of the flour; if it 
be pnre, you may freely rub the fingers together for any 
leugth of time, it will not become sticky, and the sub-
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stance will turn nearly black; but, if whitening be mixed 
with the flour, a few times rubbing converl'i it into a 
well-known sticky substance called putty, but its colour 
is thereby but very little changed. 

18. Test Third. With Acids. 

DROP good viuegar, or lemon juice, upon flour con
taminated with other admixtures, and immediate com
motion takes place; whereas, if the flour be pure it re
mains at rest. 

19. Adulterated Bread. 

Ai.uM being employed by every baker in the London 
disctrict,• (potatoes by nearly all of them), without the 
introduction whereof the usual flours of this market 
could not be formed into loaves, its detection and 
amount in every case, must constitute a tolerably good 
criteria for making an estimate of the original purity of 
the material. This may be accomplished, first on the 
view; second by heat. 

First. Loaves made of adultP.rated flour are alwaya 
low and squalid ; i. e. they appear small for their weight. 
The crust which breaks otf from the adjoining loaf, is 

• Precisely two years having passed. away since we first published these 
charg-es, without contradi,tion, er doubt pronounced, we have here 
thou!l ht proper to increase the tone of confident as3ertion. Vide Monthly 
Ma,-r. J«n. 1819, rage .516, and in Monthly Mag. for March 1820. See 
Accum on this subject. Did he have recourse to the Monthly M~. l 

D 
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well marked at the point of division, and in colour also, 

it approaches a little towards a cherry-like redness, 

wlJen pure flour is employed; not so with the adultc-ratcd. 

Alum throws up a flowery paleness upon the whole upper 

crust; while that or the bottom one never become crisp, 

or makes a rattle when hit with the knuckle, as good 

loaves ought; and, indet>d, those loaves are invariably 

slack-baked, so that the tlrnmb-nail may be readily im

pressed upon '_such crusts. 

20. Second. By Heat 

HEAT a common tabl e knife, hot, but not burning hot, 

thrust it into the suspected bread, and after a minute or 

two at farthest draw it forth; rub off the farina, should 

any adhere, with the ball of your finger, and, according 

to the quantity of alum employed, will be its adhesion to 

the knife; the coarsest bread ever bearing the most 

alum. 

2 l. Serret Correspondence, 

Is of various sorts, and is applicable, nay, has been 

applierl to matters of much more importance than t!Jose 

of mere amusement and recreation. In fact, this is the 

way in which all scienrc, every discovery and art, s-hould 

rise in value, and become available to us, in those ma

ture! years of our existence, which demand and excite 

all our strength of mind, of body, and every ingenious 

faculty. Warfare is peculiarly adapted to interest us 

deeply, and to eo-11 fortll the latent sparks of our early 
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acquirements; because in it are involved not only our 
own existence, bnt that of those we hold most dear, our 
l10uses, and what with some is paramount to all these, 
the cause in which we may find ourselves engaged. The 
simultaneous co-action of different bodies of soldiery, 
demands that they shonlJ be apprised of every exteurled 
enterprise, that the whole force of an army may be 
brought by secret intelligence to act npon a given point 
at the. same time; I.mt as the opponent (the enemy) is 
aware of such intention, he is constantly 11pou the alert 
for it-; detection, or at least prevention; aw] if he can 
catch th e bearn of snch intellig<'nre he deems himself 
happy, thou ~h he may not avail himself of the double 
ruse of <lecypheriug the de!>'patch<'s, and then forwarding 
thrm by another hand, (a peasant), with the intention of 
entrapping the opponent in his own snare. 

Egypt, famous for_ every art and invention that graced 
lhe antiqnity of the ancient Greeks, as th<'y themselves 
avow, (1:ide Rollin 7,assim), first saw the art of secret cor4 
,·espondcnce carried into actual use; for the predatory 
nature of the aboriginals of that country, that render
ed commnuications between distant stations insecure, 
made them necessary also. \Ve are at a loss, however 

. ' 
for any direct knowledge of the means used by them, 
as we are of their language ; but of the Greeks we do 
know, that secret intellig,~nce was sent to their confe
derates, upon many occasions, throngh the enemy's quar
ters, particularly at the siege of Platrea; and this \l'as 
most probably of tl1e same simple kind as that attributed 
to the Lacedarn1onians, who were confessedly the least 
inventive of the Greeks. 'fhat flinty-hearted nation are 
thns 111istakeuly said to have been the inventors of cy1,lwr; 
this word being nsed improperly for secrl't writin;;, which 

is the general term for that art, of which the former is a 
particular one. Those Greeks <lid not nse cyphrr, hut the 
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long language of the country, and it was thus contrived: 
a wooden stick being provided, of the same diameter 
throughout, it was cut into two parts, one being in the 
band of each correspondent, and this stick, or baton, thus 
became the field insignia of a general, who was supposed 
to be alone in possession of so vital a counterpart. 
Round this stick the writer of secret despatches twined 
a long slip of parchn,ent, spirally, from top to bottom; 
and holding the san1e lengthwise before him, wrote 
thereon his information, · and dispatched it wi.thout the 
stick, called scytala luconica, from the briefness of the 
notices atl<lressed hy its means. It is clear, that no other 
person than he who should possess a stick, or roller, of 
precisely the same dimensions, could make out with cer
tainty the sense or meaning of the writer, by rolling the 
parchment thereon. 

22. Secret Signs. 
THAT signs, or hieroglyphics, conveyed the meaning of 

the most ancient nations, there can be no doubt; whilst 
the Greeks, we know, establishecl beacons, upon which 
fires being lighted, told the beholders of the situation of 
the operators; and to this day, the people of Candia ap
prise the urighbonring islands (to Scios or Stanchio) of 
the approach of pirates by the same means. Our ve
nerable bishop ·wilkins wrote a treatise on 'Secret and 
Swift Intelligeuce ;' and Mr. Polwhele, mnch later, pub
lished a quarto volnme on the beacons of Cornwall and 
D evonshin:i, as derived from the Phenicians, which were 
there used in our own time, and un cler our eyes. Hut 
rocket~, of several colon rs, thrown high in to the air, de
clare<l the motions of the parties with sufficient accu• 
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racy, in a neater manner than land-fires, and were ap
plicable where these could not be used-as on board 
5hip, at the top of a house, &c. 

2.1. Secret Writing. 

BuT the invention of writing, or rather the extended 
use of that al't-by degrePs superseded the adoption of 
those signs; at least, wherever the improved art could 
be rendered available, for it was not every general of 
an army, or indeed, many monarchs who could read at 
all, much less decypher intricate writings: they could 
not, fo1 the most part, make a mark with the pen, and 
were content to put their sign to deeds of importance, by 
impressing the sealing•wax with their teeth, or perhaps 
biting quite through the parchment itself. 

Besides those i11ethocls of conveying secret intelli
gence, and that of writing onr meaning within spaces, 
that agree with similar spaces i11 the hands of our cor
respondents, as described in the first volume (article 70), 
that by cypher is very general, .,·rnd mostly nsecl on land, 
as the exhibitio1~ of party coloured flags and painted 
balls, wjth the firing of a gnn or two, is at sea. Another 
method is, writing with an invisible inlc, which requires 
heat, vapour, or some other liquid to he applied to it, to 
render visible what is so written; and this last, together 
with that by cypher, are those which require attention in 
this place. 
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THIS is the arbitrary application of certain figures, or 
shapes, to particular things, as I for a soldier, - for a re
giment, and X for the army, and takes its name from 
the use that is made of the cypher or O; the division 
whereof serves alrn to denote four things, or letters, in 
most of those secret writings termed short-ha1;d, thus 
C, ), (u ,) o. Indeed, these and tlie foregoing, with the 
same marks compounded and modified, as "•/, v, !\, and 
the simple dot • form the whole nearly of this kind of 
writing Separate treatises, by different authors, 1rn
dertake to teach this useful qualification of the student, 

, and it well deserves attention ; our business here, how
ever, being with the characters properly called 'arbi
trary,' let us proceed to the devolopment of the means ot 
detecting those adopted by others, which will show t:lle:, 
reader how to fashion his own, should ocr.a,;ion arrive for 
J1is carrying on a secret correspondence, but which 
would cease to be secret if copied from any figures 
shapes, or ' cypher' of ours. 

25. flow to read Letters written in Cypher. 

T1-rn methods of decyphering are somewhat different 
in diffen,nt languages, though the p1·inciple is the same in 
,iii; bnt by observinrr the following rules, you may soon 
mai-:.e ont any common cypher, written in English. 

For EXA:1-JPLE 

l. Oh~"rvc tl1(' lett<',s or charaGters ti at most com
monly or rnr , a11cl set thc111 down for the ~ix vowels, in• 
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eluding y; and of these the most frequent will generally 

be e, and the least frequent u. 
2. The vowels that most frequently come together are 

e, a, and o, u. 
3. 'fhe consonant most common at the e-"'Q of worus 

is s, and the next frequent rand t. 
4. When t~vo similar characters come together, they 

are most likely to be the consonants f, L, or s, or the 

'/owels e, or o. 
5. The letter which precedes or follows two similar 

characters, is either a vowel, or one of these-l, m, n, r. 

6. Begin first with the words that consist of a single 

letter each, which will be either a, i, or o. 

7, Then take the words of two letters, one of which 

will be a vowel; antl of these words the most frequent 

are an, to, be, by, of, on, or, no, so, as, at, if, in, is, it, he, me, 

my, us, we, am. 
8. In words of three letters, there are most commonly 

two consonants; and of these the most frequ ent are, the, 

und, not, but, yet, for, tho, now, why, all, you, she, his, her, 

our, u ho, muy, can, did, was, are, has, had, let, one, two, si:r, 
ten, &c. 

9. The most common words of four letteri; are, this, 

that, then, thus, with, when, Jrnm, he1·e, some, most, 1wne, 

they, them, whom, mine, your, self, must, will, have, been, 

were, f au1·, five nine, &c. 
10. The most usual words of fl:1Je letters are, there, 

these, those, which, where, while, sina, their, shall, might", 

c6uld, wonld, ought, three, seven, eight, &c. 

1 I. Words of two or more syllables frequently be

gin with double consonants, or with a preposition, which 

consists of a vowel joined with one or two consonants. 

The most common double consonants are, bl, hr, dr,.fi,fr, 

gl, gr, JJh, pl, pr, sh, sp, st, th, tr, wh, wr, &c. and the most 
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common prepositions are, com, cor, de, dis, ex, im, in, int, 
mis, pm·, pi'e, pro, t'e, sub, sup, ttr1 &c. 

12. The donble consonants most frequently at the ends of long words are, clc, ld, If, mn, nd, ng, rl, rm, rn, ,·p, rt, sm, st, xt, &c. ; and the most common terminations are, 
ed, en, ct, es, ex, ing, ly, sun, sion, tio11, able, ence, ent, merit, 
full, less, ness, &c. 

The following is an example of a letter of this kind, written in arbitrary characters, which may be easily 
decvphered by observing the forerroing rules. 

TAXITOXLATATTA+ANE 
- N = rr rr + n J, +Ann Na--= 
-X+O}:;III1Xr2!1AITIT+VT 
n+-r+ =N-+TA + SAT +N 
=rA+XTAL+nT+IE 
O<l>'IEAD,'JN'IA + ANZ 
-AOl;<J>NV trr+n.n1-
+1A-+:ErN-+LAXO 
ONE-nX"f+-roN
L X + "f - A "f + n O T A X Ii 
XTTA + OXL<l>TTAA r+x 
TA +-v AV+ rsTN-EOl;N 

TZTPEXT + 
To decypber a writing of thi sort, first look for t.10~ 

characters which most frequently or.C'11r, and set them down for the vowpls, as before; then observe the. imilar 
characters which come together, lint remember that two 
such characters m(/y belong to two words. Y 011 arc next to remark the combinations of I wo or three of tl1e mo t 
frequent C'hararters, "hirh will be .,omc of the words in 
the 7lh and nth of th e foregoing rnl c. ; and by procecd
inl'.: in tb i.,; manner with the res t, yon may infallibly dis-
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cover, by time and proper attention, any cypher written 

upon this principle. 
And the lon ger any letter of this kind is, the more 

easy it is to decypher, as the repetition of the characters 

and combinations will necessarily !Je more frequent. 

The contents of the above letter are as follow: but, 

that those who are desirous of trying their talent at 

de..:yphering, may not read the explanation before the 

cypher, the words and letters are here placed in an in

verted order, from right to left. 

evlewt fo rnoh eht ta thgin siht ledatic 

eht fo etag eht erofeb elbmessa lliw sdneirf 

mo Ila. rnoh eht ot lautcnup eb: deraperp 

llew emoc dna, ytrebil ruoy niager ot, ylevarb 

eid ro, thgin eht si sillt, su sekam rehtie taht, 

etinq su seoduu ro. 

26. Sympatltetic Inks of various kinds, 

ARE used in secret correspondence with great success, 

on account of the difficulty that generally exists of the 

adv erse party procuring the exact kind of preparation 

which is calculated to bring ont the writing, even allow

ing that th ey are chemist~ good enough to know what is 

required, The advice given in the first Vol. article 147, 

should not be neglected, 1.·iz to write with ordinary ink 

on common topics, and interline this with th e important 

secre t intelligence meant to be conveyed to the corres

pond ent. 
By sympathetic inks, is meant, those kinds of liqnors 

with which if any characters be written, they remain 

invisible, until some method be n~ed to give them 

colour, and may be divided into five classes. The firsit 

D2 
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class consists of such as become visible by passing 
another liquid over them, or by exposing them to the 
vapour of any liquor. Instructions for making those 
will be found in articles 137 and L38, of the first volume. 

The secrmd class includes all those which do not appear 
as long as they are kept close from atmospheric air, but 
soon become legible on being exposed. , See this in 
articles 140, and 141, of that volnme. 

A third class are such as become apparent upon strew
ing or sifting over them some very fine powder, which 
is calcnlated to adhere to the writing.~ 

The fourth are those inks which do not become visible 
until they are exposed to the fire, or are otherwise 
heated.t 

There is a fifth class, that, like the fourth. appear by 
exposure to a certain heat, bnt disappear again µpon 
the absence of heat, or the paper has had time sufficient 
to re-imbibe the moisture of atmospheric air. Examples 
of these were given in the first volume, article 144. 

27. 17iermorne lrical Ink. 

ToRN to the volume quoted, pa~l5 90-92, and see re
cipes for making ten different kinds of invisible inks; 
and to the invi ible green ink, I wish to add one obser
vation more. Seeing that it is the peculiar property of 

• These may be composed of the colourless juice of any vegetable 
which may be gl11tinous, or even animal milk. . + These are made by a strong solution of vitro! in common water; alSo 
of the juice of lemon~. or of onions. Of these the first mentioned r& 
quires more heat th ,m the vegetable preparations, and keeps better than 
these. 
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this ink to disappear as soon as the paper becomes cold, 

tliis alternate app earance and di appearance of colour 

may be converted into a very pleasant kind of thermo

meter, that will change with the season, by colouring a 

picture of the cow.try, as grass, trees, &c., that will 

cease to be green when the weather ceases to be warm, 

and so the appearance of the picture will be your ther

mometer. 

28. Acetate of Lead with Hydrogen. 

SOPER acetate of lead and sulpburated hydrogen in 

contact, produce a colour, more or less, according to 
the amount used of the former : if in water which has 

been impregnated with sulphnrated hydrogen gas, a drop 

or two of the super acetate be added, clouds will ensue 

of a dark brown colour, floating in varied evolutions. 

Secondly, dip yonr pen in a diluted solution of super 

acetate of lead, and write, nothing will be visible; but 

pass over the paper a sponge charged with water, im

pregnated as above, and the writing assumes a brilliant 

metallic appearance. The same effect may be produced 

by simply holding the writing over the vessel which coo

tains the preparation of hydrogen gas. 

29. An Ink which appears upon being wetted 
with Water. 

Having mixed alum with a sufficient quantity of lemon 

juice, any letters or characters written with this mix

ture, will remain invisible .until they are wetted with 

• 
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water, which will make them appear of a greyish colour 1 and quite transparent. 
Or, you may write with a strong solution of roch alum 

only, and when the writing is dry, pour a small quantity 
of water over it, and it will appear of a white colour, like 
that of the paper before it was wetted. 

In like manner all saline liquors, such as vitriolic, 
nitrous, marine acids, diluted with water, and the liquor 
of fixed vegetable alkalies, and even vinegar, will pro
duce the same effect. 

N. B. If a little aqua-fortis be mixed with the water, 
the writing will dry well, and not run out of its form 
when the paper is wetted. 

:30. The Book of Fate. 
MAKE a book, consisting of seventy or eighty leaves, 

and in the cover at the end of it, let there be a case, or 
pocket, which opens next to the binding, that it may not 
be perceived. At the top of each right band page, write 
any question yon pleasP , and at the beginning of the 
boo!<, letthert- be a table of those questions, with the 
number of the pages in which each are to be found. 
'fhen write with common ink en separate papers, each 
about half the size ot the pages, the same qu es tions that 
are in the book ; aud und er each of them, write the 
answer with ink mad e wi lh litharge, or solution of 
bismuth. 

Soak a double paper in the vivifyin g ink, made of quick 
lime and orpiment, or the phlogiston of the liver of 
sulphur, and ju t before you m:i ke the experiment, place 
it in the case that is in the cover of the book. 

Having done this, deliver some of the papers on which 
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the questions are written, to the company; and after they have chosen such as they wi~h to l1ave answered, let them put them into those leaves where the same questions are contained ; then, shutting the book for a few minutes, the snlphureous spirit, with w'.; ich the paper in the cover of the book is impregnated, will penetrate the leaves, and make the answer visible, which will be of a brown colour, and more or less deep, in proportion to the time the book has been closed. 

31. The Transcolourated Wrilinl{'. 
WRITE ou paper with a violet coloured liquor, as many letters or words as you. please, and ask any person whether he will choose to have the writing yellow, green or red. ,vhen he has made his choice, ha've a sponge ready, with three sides, which you can easily distinguish, and dip each of its sides in one of the three sympathetic illks; then draw the side of the sponge, which corresponds to the -colour the person has chosen, over the writ.iflg, once only, and it will instantly change to the colour required. 

32. The Oracular Letters. 
WRITE on several slips of paper different que~tions, and such as may be answered by the nan~e of some person ;-for example. 
Who is the merriest man in company? Ansit·e,-. M.r. • If 

To whom will Miss • • * be married ? Answor. 'fo Mr. • • • 
E 
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These questions are to be written " ·itb the sympathetic 

~nk of this class, and exposed to the fire, and the answers 

are also to be written with the same ink, and left in

visible. The papers are then to be folded in the form 

of letters, in such a manner, that the part where the 

name is written, shall be immediately under the seal; 

in order that the heat of the wax may render it visible. 

Then, if the letter be given to the person who requires 

the answer, he will fiud it plainly written. 

A recreation simil:u to this, may be made with a num

ber of blank cards, on each side of which, an ace of 

spades is drawn with invisible ink. Then let a person 

choose any one of them, and inc lose it in a letter-case, 

so prepared, that the figure of the ace may be directly 

under the seal, and on opening the letter, it will be 

immediately visible. 

33. To write on Glass, by means of lite Sun's 
Rays. 

DrssoLVE chalk in aqua Jur·tis to the consistence of 

milk, and add to it a strong solution of silver. Keeµ 

this liquor in a glass d~canter well stopped; then cutting 

out from a paper the letters you would have appear, 

paste it on the decanter, and lay it in the sun's ray , 

in such a manner that the rays may pas through the 

spaces cut out of the paper, and fall on the surface of 

the liquor: theu will that part of the glass through 

which the rays pass, be tnrned black, whilst that nnder 

the paper will remain white; but particular care must 

be taken that the bottle be not moved during the opera

tion. 
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34. Different Colours produced by pouring 
colourless Liquor into a clean Glass. 

TAKE a strong solution of mercory, made with spirit 

ot nitre; dilute it with water, and pour it into a hot 

glass, rinced in strong spirit of sea salt, and it will in

stantly become coloured. Or, if a solution of silver, in 

spirit of nitre, considerably dilnted, be poured into a 

glass, prepared in the manner above described, it will 

produce the same effect. And if you pour hot water 

upon new made crocus metallorum, and put it into a 

clean glass, rinced wilh any acid, iL will produce an 

orange colour. 

35. To produce a Colour that appears and dis-
appears by lhe Influence of the A lmosp!tere . 

. PuT into a decanter some volatile i;pirit, in which you 

have dissolved copper filings, and you will have a fine 

blue tincture; if the bottle be stopped, the colour wil 

presently disappear; but when it is unstopped, the 

colour soon returns again; and this experiment may be 

rnpeated a consideraule number of times. 

36. To turn a colourless Liquor Black, by adding 
to it a ~V/zite Powder. 

PuT a hot weak pellucid infusion of galls into a glass, 

and throw into it a grain' of th e vitriol of iron, calcine<;! 
to whiteness, and c-onsi<.h:rubly heattd ; then, as it fol.ls 
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to the bottom, it will make a black cloud, which will dif
fuse itself uniformly through the transparent liq nor, and 
gradually turn it black. 

The same effect may also be produced by the addition 
of a little vitriol, calcined to a yellow colour, or by the 
colcotha,• of vitriol calcined to redness. 

The black liquor, prndnced as above, may be rendered 
pellucid again, by pouring the liquor hot into a gl n~s 
rinced with the pure oil of vitriol. And to make LIJi s 
tran parent liquor black again , pour to it as much hot 
oil of tartar, Jiff dPliquium, as will 5atnrate the acid, wh iC'h 
ha,; attracted the metallic matter. 

37. Early Fruit obtained by the e,r:citability of 
Trees. 

Mr. Knight, the horticulturist, had long time noted the 
early appearance of fruit from such trees as came out of 
a cold er conn try; and he accounted for the snddrn ap
pearance of vegetation and fruit, so observable after a 
protracted spring, to the excitability which had been 
accumulating in such trees. Upon this principle, he 
proceeded to augment that excitability by the foll owing 
means :-Ha\1ing trained the branches ot' an appl e tree 
against a southern wall, he in winter loosened tl w111 lo 
their utmost, and in spring, wh en the fl ower buds bega n 
to appear, the l,ranches were again trai1: ed to the wall, 
The blossoms soon expanded, and produ ced fruit, wliich 
early attained perfect maturity;• and what is more, th e 
seeds from their fruits afforded plants, which partaking 

• Hut he does not tell us wheth er the wall was bla, kened, as ath·btd in 
a pret t:diug 1trtic-le 
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of the quality of the parent, ripened their fruit i·ery 
considerably earlier than othu trees raised at the same 
time from sf'ed s of the same fruit, w.hich had grown in the 
orchard. i>eaches, ne~tarines, and all th e finer fruits, 
which seldom reach perfection here, may thus be inured 
to our climate. 

It is worthy of observation, that it is from seeds alone 
such improvements, (or any other;, can be made; for 
cuttings and gra/ls always partake of the nature of the 
original stock in e very characteristic; vapid, old and 
worn out trees, producing vapid fruit, shrivelled, (at 
times) , small, and the stems by their meagreness plainly 
provin g to us, although we never saw the limbs or stock, 
to what kind of parent th ey owe their production. 

38. New P.ippins, to render productive. 
Ti-IE golden pippin has gradually become a shy grower 

. !n this country; owin g no doubt to the average coldness 
of , om summers, for they are palpably more productive 
when our warm weather comes on early, and does not 
too soon relax: it was too tend er for us. The object 
t hen was , to rende r it more hardy; and to this end, the 
furiua of the pippin was introduced to the flower of the 
Sibe ri an c rab, wh e re by a mule was produced, which 
would ripen in cold and ex posed situations like the oue, 
ye t re taine rl the ri ch fl avour of th e other parent. Of 
th ese hy brid , or rnn!e productions, however, it is fair to 
acknow ledge, th a t in a few generations they return to 
the cha rat· t e r of the one or the other vari e ty. 

\Ve are in fo r111 ed, th a t a mos t ex cellent variety of 
th is a ppl e , call ed th e D ownton pippin , ( from the place of 
it ~ pr0pagatio1!), has IJeen obt ained by introducing the 
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farina of the golden to the female flown 'of the ora1i;:I:! 
pippin; and we learn without St!rprise, t\1at the pro~env 
is more hardy than either parent. But un!ike n11iles 01 
the animal kingdom, a new variety has bPi ·n produced Lie· 
tween this and the Grange apple: ano her variety that 
flonri hes well, comes from the FoxlPy apple and the Si• 
bcrian barvey. The pear admits of the same trea!meut. 

:rn. Tl,e Kalei.doscope: origin and application. 

0RIC, INAJ.LY invented for the purpose of assisting gar• 
dr- ners in laying out their grounds-this instrument may 
wi 1I equal advantage be applied to any other branch of 
the ornamental arts, as an assistant to pattern-clrawers 
"Jf every d~scription. Carpet manufacturers, dranghts
rn 0n, as well as floor-clotll painters, will find in the fan
t3stic osc.ilJ;1tio11s or the kaleidoscope, endless varieties of 
colo;ir and disposition; it might also be profitably adopted: 
a giving better ideas than the Oriental gothicism praC'
fr: ed by the printers of silk and other handkerchiefs, 
which now disgrac~ the national taste. Although fir:'lt 
announced (so far as w_e know), iu a Treatise of Orna
rnrntal Gardening, published before the last centnry 
(-Ho .), yPt the very ifirrenious and indefatigable Dr. Brevr
ster, claims the merit of having again di.scoured the use'lf 
an ·l application of the double reflecting surfaces to which 
he first gave the name of Kaleidoscope; though the prin
ciple on which it is found, was known to the carlie:tt 
writers on optics. 
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34. Construction of the Kaleidoscope. 

ExTEltNA.LLY it is a tube, and like the telescope may 
be made of any size. Take one of these tubes of tin, 
brass, pasteboard, or other material, eight or ten inches 
long, and one and a half, or two inches diameter; one 
end to have a cap· of the same, with a small hole in tte 
centre, about the size of the dotted circle d in the an
nexed figure ( 2 ), which is a view of the sight encl 
of the instrument, whence the cap has been removed. 
The circle a b c, is the 
e<lge of the tube, the lines 
a c and b c, are the 
edges of two rfjlecting sur
faces, that are oft he same 
length nearly as the tube: 
they may be made of po
lished steel, of plate-glass 
or crown-glass, which has 
hee n blacked on oJte side, 
at e, the snrface f being 
po lished with skill. 'J11is 
blacking may be effected 
with the smoke of a lamp 
simply, or npon varnish, 

i 
! 

or with any other black matter thnt effectnal1y rr>~ist11 
the rays of light, and the two reflectors must he ki,pt 
11part, at g, by means of a piece of cork, or any other 
subs tance, placed at each end of the tube. At c, where 
the reflectors join, they should be straight1 and acl~ptecl 
to each other; or they may be placed di"ffereutly; even 
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parallel as fig. 2 or form• 
ing a more acute angle than 
in the foregoing sketch, as fig. 

or acuter i;till, as fig. 3 ; 
of which part of our subject 
more hereafter, as also cou
cerning the sight-hole d fig. 

2 which is still unfurnished 
with a glass of any sort. 

At the other end of the tube (the ubject end), where 
the two reflecting surfaces a c b c terminate, a circular 
piece of ground-glass is to be fitted into the tnbe, and 
retained there by means of a piece of wire which is to be 
bent to a circle, and placed npon the glm;-s to keep it 
steady. Over this e11d, Jet another tube be fitted, an 
inch or two in length at least, capable of being turned 
ronnd, and at its end let another circular piece of glass 
smooth, be fitted iu similarly to the preceding. Into 
this outer cap, or tube, put the objects to be viewed, 
which may consist of any semi-transparent colonre<l sub• 
stances, as glass, beads,shells, or pearls, and the like, but 
not too many at a time. Place the cap on, and then atlvan• 
cing the tube to the eye, still keeping the side a b up• 
wards, look through (at d), and yon will have a brilliant 
symmetrical repetition of the objects which are placed 
between the two glasses, and visible through the augular 
aperture c a b. Tm n round the cap, more or less, in 
which the objects are so placed, and you will perceive a 
change in the combinations of the images: new forms 
will present themselves perfectly different from the for
mer, sometimes rising ont of the centre, at others va-
11i~hing there, and occasionally playing round it, in dou
bl e and opposite oscillations. Standing still, however, 
the drau ghtsman may copy off upon paper, the siw1ies 
that present themsch es, if he cannot !Jopc to C<J11al the 
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varied tints that are developed in ~uccession; each new 
one delighting the eye by the perfection of its forms and 
the brilliancy of Hs colouring, both of which depend 
upon your own previous management of the oldl:'cts to be 
viewed, and of the angle at whkh you fix the two njiec
to1·s a c and ab, or as we term them-" reflecting sur
faces," 

41. Various modifications of the J(aleidoscope. 
lNSTEAO of tu:o reflectors, this instrnment may be got 

up with three or more such planes, which may be ar
ranged differently a~ regards each other. But the per
fe<:tion thereof is to be found i)l prornring the reflect ion 
of distant natural objects, and in reducing these to tht:> 
size proper for pictorial representation. Tliis may be 
accomplished by fixing on the objec t end, a conex lens 
fastened to the slider tube, which must then be as long 
'nearly as rhe inner one, in order that the right focus may 
be found, which is adapted to the particular object. So 
two or three lenses may be kept, of several focal lengths, 
which shoald be all-.·ay"s lc~s than its greate~t d:stanl'e 
from the sight-hole, and ,,..-ill be found generally at. from 
one-fourth to a third of that distance. A farther varia
tion, however, may be obtai11e<l by introducing two lenses, 
one fixed to the inner tube, the other to the slider, and 
approaching or receding these by means of the slider, 
the focus will be found. 

As; a matter of economy, it is suggested that the 
reader, who may have in his po~st>~si011 an old telescope, 
may aclapt the . ize of his Kall:'ido~cope to the glasses he 
may :;o borrow out of tl!at i11strnlllcnt to be employed oc
casio11ally in this one. A conrnve glas-i:, placetl at thti 

' 
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sight•bole (d fig. 2 ) will throw the objects off and reduce their size, by taking care that the focal length be equal to the length of your reflectors. 
The number of l'ejl,ections will be proportioned to the inclination of the reflectors towards each other; always depending upon the division of the 360 degrees of a circle, by an aliquot part, as the 16th, 18th, or 20th part thereof. See fig. 3 which describe those parts respectively. Or, take an orange, and having cut it across into two parts, the circle will present the marks of ten 

lobes or divisions (fig.7.), being 
one tenth of the 360 degre< s 
before spoken of, and those 
tenths being further subdivided 
into two each, likewise gives 
the section as at fig. Quere, 
whether the natural inflaence of 
light and heat occasions this apparent coincidence between the lobes of the fruit, which owe their existence to heat, and the reflection and refraction of light? 

42. Monochromatic Painting. 
'' }oRESTScenery," was most delightfully represented by Mr. Gilpin's mode of monochromat1 t: painting and printing He carried this improvement rn far as to give a fair idea of the state of the weather at the time of representation, and the hour ,,f the day: at noon the refulgence of the summer's sun was shown by working the aquatinta of an orange-red; dawn of day by a cool tint, and sun set by a blue one. 
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If at the last mentioned point of a day that is cloud
less, a body be placed either against a wall, a polislled 
surface, or on a chalky plane, the shadow which previ
ously reflected a dark or black colour, will become blue; 
a phenomenon which is accounted for by the blue tint 
observable always, to be reflected from the sky, fall, 
and are again dri,-en back, or reflected on that part of 
the wall which !the dying light of the sun can no longer 
.strike. 

4:1. The Green colour of Vegetables. 
IF vegetable seeds be sown in a dark place, though 

•hey produce their kind, it will be without colour; cover 
<lown closely any plants, they will be destitute of the 
beautiful green we so much admire, and which certainly 
enters at the tips, being imbibed from the atmospheric 
air. During the arctic winter spent by captain Pz.rry 
aud his crew, they grew small sallad by means of wool
lens, in which the seeds were sown, and placed near the 
fire -place; but the severity of the elimate having com
pel led them to batten down and caulk their abiding place, 
th ese vegetables came up quite white. The season, how
ever, permitting the removal of a board or two, the tips 
of the sallad were seen to bend that way, and their ex
tremities turned green, which crept hourly towards the 
roots. And this experiment shews, that the colour, as 
well as the vigour, of vegetables, reside in the atmos
phere; of which, more hereaftei:, 
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44. The natural course of Plants incontrollable. 

THAT nature will not be forced in any of her ways by 
the arts of man, is proveable in almost every human 
science; medicine being that department of it in which this 
perverseness is most lamentaLly employed. The cutting 
off a limb, the excision of parts deemed vital, obstetrics, 
seem adapted to assist the accidents or diseases to wlJich 
we are liable; so rloes the transplanting of trees, engraft
ing new limbs, or diversifying flowers, turn out to be con
genial to those plants; but if ·we endeavour to controul 
their course fon-ibly, they show the futility of such at
tempts, by either recovering their position, or dying out
right. 

Hop plants, growing round a pole in the same course 
as the nn takes, from east to son th, are of tbe latter dis
position; for if yon untwist any, and confine them in the 
contrary direction, they die; but leave one of them loose 
and it recovers its original position by sun rise the next 
day. So, if yon twist the branch of a tree in such a 
manner that the leaves are inverted, it returns back un
til the leaves reach their natural situation, as regards the 
heavens and the earth; in this respect upbraiding and 
teaching a lesson to the perpetrator, what efforts he him
self ought to use in adversity, to recover his form er state. 

When the root of a tree grows ont of the earth, it al
'.iers its conr e, dips anew into the earth, goes round ob, 
stacles, and then continues at its appropriate depth. If 
you thrnst a bean-stick into the ground at any short dis
tance from a running plant, what is thQ consequence? the 
plant stretches towards and embraces the stick, rising np 
to its top, though that :-hould be six or eight feet. The 
honeysuckle procee9s in its course to a good height, and 
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when too tall for its length, it strengthens itself by shoot
ing spirally; but when it meets with one of its own kind, 
tliey coalesce for mutual support, the one screwing round 
the other to the right, the other to the left: if one of its twigs meets with a dead branch, it invariably turns from 
the right to the left. So do the C'laspers of hriony shoot spirially, and lay hold of whatever comes in their way 
for support; but when they have completed a spiral of three turns, and meet with nothing, they change their 
course, and seem to try again. 

45. Potage. 
THE well known plant, manzel wurzel, once of so much rarity, as to receive theepithet "Root of'Scarcity,"from the late Dr. Lettsom, but which is now raised for its root only, would, if permitted to run up, grow to a great height, and afford a good plucking of potage vegetables 

twice a week in winter (only). It must be planted late, 
but may continue in the ground two or three years, when its root will be wasted, and the herbage dwarfish, and must be renewed from seed. 

46. ,Apricot Trees. 

GARDENERS and others, who may have apricot trees that do not bear frnit, should not therefore cut them 
down; bPcanse it is ascertained that they do not bear 
at all un t ii very aged : a few years ago, several of these 
trees were cut down because they seemed barreu, in or-

F 
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der to make room; lint a few being left for shelter, are 
now found to produee largely,although ascertained to be 
upward,;; of forty years old. 

47. Tea. 

AN inordinate use of tea always affeets the persous 
strongly who may become martyrs to it; the kind of af
fection being usually lowness of spirits, with its train 
of evils. Strong tea excites the inner surface too much, 
and with the sedentary and the studious, brings on spas
modic contraction of the urinary and alimentary.passages. 
A gentleman of this sort of habit, indulged for years in 
strong tea, nutil for the first time in his life, he was at~ 
tacked with illuess_J a suppression of urine :' it was a 
bad case, and lasting, but it invariably left him when hP 
denied himself tea, and in proportion as he reduced its 
quantity or strength. Intervals of two or three days, a 
week or two, or a month, in the use of his favourite be
verage, is uniformly followed by ease and rest for the 

::i.me preciie periods. Ex mw disce omnes. 

48. Wasps. 

THOSE destructive insectR feed greedily on the vege
tation of the yew, hence we infer, that for the protection 
of fruit trees, a few of the yew trees should be planted 
round the garden. Of this destroying insect, it is wor
thy of remark, too, that tlley avoid ·the smoke of coal
fires; but th'cn,j_f this smoke i;houh.l be employed in keep-
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ing them off, 1t should be remembered that it is also 
inimicai to vegetation-stunting or destroying the growth 
of hardy plants, flowei·s, and foliage in the metropolis. 

49. Eggs, to preserve. 

A SOLUTION of gnm-arabic being applied with a brush 
to the shells, or the eggs being immersed therein, let 
them dry, and afterwards pack them in dry charcoal 
dust. This prevents their being affected by sudden ( or 
indeed any) alterations of temperature, or as regards 
moisture; the first of which promotes incubation, the 
latter leads to decomposition. 

50. To liasten the ripening of Wall-fruit. 

PAINTING the wall with black paint, or laying a com
position of the same colour, produces not only more in 
quantity, in the proportion of fi v~ to three, but the quality 
is also superior in size and flavour, to that which grows 
against walls of the natural colour. To Mr. H. Dawe~, 
of Slough, are we indebted for having made publ1c the 
success of this experiment upon a large scale, in this 
country ; thongh the practice is tolerably common in Ire• 
land : grapes were the article l\fl·. D. repartee! upon. 
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5 I. ltays of L1g11,t converged by dark Colours. 
THE reader will have perceived elsewhere, that the 

rays of light are those of heat also, and pervade all spa~e, 
being drawn towards the centre upon coming out of a 
rarer intt1 a denser medium or body-as, out of air into 
water. Upon this priuciple it is also, that dark colours 
draw together or converge those rays more than any 
other, and that the rarer mediums, or pale colours, have 
the power of throwing them off, as it were, or causing 
them to diverge. In the last article we saw a good prac
tical proof of this trnth, on grapes. 

All the colours whose powers of attracting heat, it is 
de irable should be ascertained, may be procured, of the 
same s;ze, weight, and material ; say, woollen cloth pat
terns, of about three or four square inches each-red, 
black, blue, white and brown, respectively. When snow 
has fallen, place these pieces ~ently thereo.n, open to the 
air, <fDd the sun (if it shines), and in a few hours thereaf
ter, the different colours will ue found to have made im
pressions more or less deep, according as they inflnence 
those ra)'S; the black being deepest, wbite the shallow
est; and the brighter (hotter) the day may be, tl,e deeper 
will be the impression of every colour, compare,! to those 
made on a dull or cloudy day. 

52. Black-dye. 
O E of the secrets of the cel ebrated dyers CJ/ blacks, is, 

that the drying i · pNformcd in the Jark -- shutters being 
provided to kerp ont not only the snn, bnt the indirect 
rayo of light 
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53. White Paint, and Black. 

As a further proof of the same proposition, white paint 

was found to resist most effectually the destructive ope

ration of the 'burning lens' (See that Art ), and preserved 

the wood which was so covered from the effects of that 

powerful instrument. But when the lens is brought to 

reflect upon printed paper, the letters thereof catch fire; 

wlili;t the white part still resists the effect of the heat. 

54. Experiments on white and black Clothes. 

PuT on a coat with one sleeve white and the othet 

black-for which purpose the sleeve of an old worthless 

coat may be detached from the body, and walk up and 

down exposed to the sun, and you shall find the black 

sleeve much warmer than the white one. People who 

wear black stockings, in like manner, get scorched leg~ 

befo1 ~ the fire, while those not so covered escape the 

blis.tering effects of the heat. 

55. Analysis of Soils. 

Cut1'1vATORS have recently applied themselves with 

some earnestness to analyze the component parts of the 

soils of which their lands may be formed; some being in

jurious, or retarding frnctification, when found in too 

great proportions, as magnesian lime-stone, flint, clay, 

oxide of iron ; others, as animal and vegeta!Jle earth, con-
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taining much that is desirable, or if failing, such are to 
he supplied. The specific gravity of a soil, is of primary 
importance; and may be ascertaineJ by half-filling a 
bottle with water, -and adding thereto, soif that has been 
dried in the open air, as mnch as will raise the water to 
the neck of the bottle. Then in the proportion the 
weight of earth may be to the water, will be its specific 
gravi ty; and if risiug to the proportion of two ounces of 
earth to one of water, it shows that the proportion of 
animal and vegetable matter is great and desirable. 

Some allowances, however, must be made from this de
cision when the absorption of water in soils is very great, 
reaching to nearly 2.5 per cent. or one quarter, in poor 
cold soils, whilst the richer contains less perhaps thau G 
per cent. of water. The soil is to be exposerl to atmos
pheric air, and, when dry to the touch, weighed and PX
posed to a strong heat: the qnantity of weight it ti 11 s 
loses, will be its amount of water, or degree of absorp
tion. 

56. Tests for discovering inimical Substances rn 
Soils. 

SIMPLE agitation in water, shows the qnantit,y of sand 
contained in aµy given sample of earth or soil-ten or 
twelve drams being fully sufficient for all purposes of ex
periment. In a vessel, having a plng-hole at bottom, put 
your soil, with a rnffioient quantity of water; stir it well 
repeatedly,and mark its periods of subsiding, that which 
remains longest in su~rension being the finer quality.
Sand soon subsides: it generally µrevails to the c111101111t 
~f one half in light soils, and the qualities of the partides 
contained therein, must be ascertained allerwards -
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Meantime, having drawn up the plug, to let the water 
escape frum the bottom, next to it will be found the hea. 
vier particles, as sand, &c.; and at the uppC'r part the 
finely divid ed, loamy or fructiferous part of the soil
these must be parted, and the weight of sand and loam 
noted and compared. 'fotally unproductive, but capable 
of retaining much heat, the sand should not, of course, 
predominate over the loamy part. 

Next take the water which yon have so thrown off, 
place it in a shallow vessel, and at a heat somewhat short 
of boiling, evaporate it to dryness : the powder that re
mains will, in most cases, l~ more or less brown; the 
deeper its colour, . the greater will bt> the quantity ofve

,getable extract contained in the substance whence it has 
been drawn; but if it be white, and nearly transparent, 
a good portion of saline matter. may be considered to re
side in the soil, and, in fact, this may be detected by the 
t<Ute. 'fhe colour, however, most frequently lies in the 
medium between those two extremes, and then partakes 
of both qualities ; unless c.oml>ining a fatty snbstanC'e, 
animal, mucilaginous or gelatinous, which leaves a brown• 
ish matter, and must increase the colour: whatever pro
portion there may be of thi;; latter substance, may be as
certained by exposing a part thereof to a strong heat, 
and it will then send forth a stench more or less offensive 
according to the amount. 

Now, the diligent cultivator will rc>adily perceive, that 
although those qualities should all three be found in a 
,qood soil, yet that neither should prevail to the exclusion 
of another ; or if it do so, there will lie no propriety in 
augmenting that particular quality, by the m llllP nf tll'es:.in!J 
he wo11ld have reronrse to, but he wonld rather seek to 
correct such predominancy by adopting its opposite.
But he may detect the JJresencc- of particles of nitrate of 
lime, or of 11it1'e, by ca!';ting a small portion of the dry 
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matter upon live coals, when small sparks will be thrown 

forth. Sulphate of magnesia; the presence whereof is 

equally to be avoided, may be detected by its bitter taste; 

the sulphate of potass·um, sometimes founrl, is not of so 

much importance, nor so prevalent; because producing 

no alteration in solution of ammonia, but precipitate 

solution of muriatc of barytes. 

57 . .Burglaries. 

i ill addition to the usual precautions oflocks and bolts,ala

t um-bells and tire-arms, three things have been prescribed 

by us*, and found efficacious, in preserving hoases from 

nightly depredators. 1st. A light in the upper part of 

the house; 2d. a small dog, in a room on the ground-floor, 

which offers the means of its running into a place of safety 

from its en~mies: not to be fed too high, and allowed to 

sleep by day. 3d. The spreading some ashes fresh from 

the fire-place, before the door, underneath the window, 

or other vulnerable place ; so that the thieves' shoes 

,vonld creak, the dog be roused and bark, and the fear of 

detection by the approach of the light, would deter rogues 

of common feeling. At least, should they enter, the little 

do~ could not bP readi ly come at to be slain, and the 

scuJfle ucca ioned by effecting this 11ecessary prelude to 

ro bbery , would promote interruption from within or with

o ut. 
.Note.-Yard-dogs, an d other such, are easily poisoned 

or slain, or otherwise coaxed from their duty, by means 

• In th e: "New :'l[onthly Magazim· for 1816 and 1817, a work devoted at 

l1ne tine to rueful purposes; and in !he "London Guide," 1819, 
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we cannot with regard to decency further explain in this 
place. 

58. Of fulminating Powders, and detonating 
substances generally. 

To the series of experiments on creating explosions, 
and fir e, by the action of air on combined substances, 
th e me thod tkvised by M. Dulong, (as described in the 
Pliilosophical Journal), for obtaining an oil from chlorine, 
cle~e rv es notice in thig place. But this being a kind of 
a11;11semen t, to wh ich unreflecting persons resort, t o the 
annoyance of others, and causing much comn1on tlanger, 
""e feel ourselves called upon to offer a few remarks 011 

such olJjects, generally, and other matters connected 
therew ith . 

By what is said occasionally of those substances, and 
the care necessary to be observed in their removal, the 
reflecting reader will have gleaned the information, that 
every operation connected with them is attended with 
co11 siderable danger, not only to himself, but to the per
sons and property of others. This last we look upon as 
no small matter of consideration, forthe mind that is not 
so much absorbed in philosopJ,irnl experiments as to 
leave no room for the common suavities of social life. In 
tliis vi ew, we hav e no right, certainly, though possess ing 
th e means, of affrighting the weaker part of the creation, 
by exploding these formidable weapons of mischievous 
j11venility, for the purpose or with th e chance of a1111 o_y
a11ce. Is it not noble to carry anns with tlie firm de te r-
111in :ition of never usin g them uffensi11ely, or dishonrn,r
alJly? Aud L,y the same rule, pught 1,1,c not magnuui-

F 2 
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mously to abstain from employing the superior intelli

gence we have ac11nired, in abridging the peace and hap

piness of others ? 
Not so thought a chemist of Drury-lane, a few years 

ago, who being brought up, with others, to answer at Bow

street office, on a charge of havi·ng "vended fnlminating 

powders, to the great danger (as set forth) and disquiet 

of --, &c." He pleaded, that his " preparation 

would not ignite any substance whatever, even gun

powder;" bnt, upon being put to the test, our chemist 

disproved his hasty assPrtion, by the explosion of that 

body, and the annoyance of the assembled justices; a 

good popular proof that all detonation is in effect caused 

by the explosion of an i 0 llitible substance, and therefore 

capable of communication to other substances, less ap

parently susceptible than gunpowder is known to be. 

During the process, the operator is seldom snfe; some 

powders being calculated for explosion solely, while the 

manufact1tre may yet be considered incomplete ; other 

of those preparations, again, are of such a ticklish natnre1 

as not to suffer removal, by vehicles that class in every 

known respect, with others that are harmless in tact with 

- l)tber kinds of sncli treacherous substances, and some one 

or two are found not to survive even the vicinity of ex

plosion. See the two following articles. 

In all cases, danger is incurred by keeping such pre

parations in large quantities together; and ifwe do not 

adduce instances, i·t is not because the persons who have 

been found i,,o offending are entitled to commiseration, 

or deserve delicate treatment at our hands: it is enough 

to state, that such cases have occurred. 
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:;.D . ('lilorinr. 

Fu.r. a small j ar with chlorine•, or o,:, 11111riatie ac i cl 

gas, and transfer it into a basin , containing a solution of 

nitrate, or rnnriat:e of ammonia, a little wanned. The 

gas will slowly become condensed, the liquor rise np in 

the jar, and presently an oily liquid forms on its surface. 

This increa,;es and collects into ; mall globules, :rnd falls 

thrnugh the liquid, and forms the <:!X plosive compound of 

whidt we are in search; bnt when found, nHtch cl ange r 

exists in the means of gathering it together, many acci

dents having oecnrred of a frightful nature,- sub~tance · 

most similar in their nature being affected very differ

ently towards the oil: charcoal of wood seems uniformly 

innocent in tact with it, and thereforn offers one of the 

safest vehicles for removing it. Mr. Kirk found it woukl 

not explode upon alcohol or ether, whilst fire-heat at 

212° of Fahrenheit produced detonation, though not so 

loud, as when eold it were touched with inflammable 

bodies. In olive oil, for example, a quantity the size ot 

a pin's head will explode violently and loud, knocking 

the vessel in which it takes place to atoms. 

Seeing that so much danger and doubt is found with 

this curious substance, the precaution of wearing a viso 

with eye-glasses in it, and perhaps a pair of gloves, mns 

be evidently necessary. · 

60. Detonating Powder. 

'l'o three grains of finely levigated chlorate, or hyper

oxymuriate of potasl1, ~tld two grai11s of sulphur: mj7' 

F 3 
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tl1t'111 well, in a clPan dry mortar. Collect them together at its bottom, and with the pestl e press the powdn hard, 
by bringing it down at the sides of the mortar, suddenly, whereby friction against its bottom takes place. A loud detonation ensues, with a vivid flash. 1-'.ut if the pestle 
be turned briskly round, as is usual with druggists, after some time pounding any substance, rt?p eatcd small reports will take place, attended with vivid flashes, not un
like what we see and hear in the electric shock. It is here worthy of remark, that if less sulphur be used, less friction is necessary to produce the several reports. Like 
most others of its class (See vol. I. art. 31, 31), it may 
he conveyed about, when care is used, aml be suddenly 
ignited; in this case, by being struck with a hammer, its 
uoise is equal to that of a horse pistol. 

61. Co-explosion of Fulminating Sifoer. 
IF small parcels of this preparation be laid about upon the table, or a train of considerable length, and one parcel be touched with sulphuric acid, the whole detonate 

spontaneously; -which must arise from the compression of the atmosphere. 

62. Pocket Organ, or }Jfusical Snuff-box. 
DURING the closing decade of the last century, a M. Merlin, tolerably ingenious him11elf, and the agent of procuring the means of encouraging the mechanical in

ventions of others, amu~ed the town (London) with his 
several contrivances, of which the musical snuff-box, 

l • 
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Mllsical Snuff-box. 
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mt l',i tal-lady, and singing bird, were not the least. All 
were formed upon the same principle, and for one of the 
tatter, he is said, (upon his own authority), to have re
ceived the princely snm of two hundred guineas, from 
the 'first gentleman in the nation.' The novelty, however, 

· having ceased, pocket spring-m·gans, appear-ing like as 
many square snuff-boxes, in various mountiugs, are now 
commonly sold for six, eight, or ten guineas. The whole 
secret consists in procuring the means of sound, and gra
duating the same into certain tones (say 52); the first is 
accomplished by a metal sounding box, (e, fig. 15), being 
screwed at pp, to the case a b c d, from which the cover 
is removed off its hinges at/ff. The tunes are gradu
ated from the treble g, to the bass notes h, inasmuch as 

26 long bits of steel called the keys of 

~he instrument, each divided into two, nearly so low 
down as the screws, where they are fastened to the 
sounding-box, afford a different tone, each according 
to its length. As either of these is lifted up, and let sud
denly down again, so will it sound agreeably to the 
length: to perform this in a musical manner, the barrel 
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i i is furnished with pegs in ihe form usual to hand
organs, so as to lift np the keys, anu euect a ttme by its 
rotatory motion. This lliotion is previo11sly effected by 
means of certaiu cog-wheels n n, turned by the spindle 
o, which receives its motion from the action of the 
spring-box Jc, acting upon the chains l, (here uncovered), 
and the fly, or balance m, is for steadying it~ force. 

63. Protecting Colour of Gipsies and Blacks. 

WHEN the white man is exposed to the snn's rays, hi5 
skin becomes' burnt,' as it is termed; but if !.e wear thin 
linen, the rays penetrate the skin, and, according to the 
known laws ofreflectio11, th1·y diverge, and no w sl'parate 
the cuticle into freckles, or irritated ~pecks : should this 
linen, however, be black (as crape), tho11g!i this colour 
converges the sun's rays, yet will not his skin be so af. 
fected, because the radiant heat is thus converted to 
sensible heat. In tliis way we may learn how it happens, 
that persons naturally with brown skins, am l.ilistered ·or 
freckled less than those who are fairer, and b·lacl~ ·1ess 
than either; a circumstance which should teach ow· field 
labourers to adopt an artificial covering of dark colour 
upon or over their Rki11, as walnuts, berrie , &c. like 
the gipsies. These facts are acconnted for, in the con
version of the rays on black, while it creates more heat, 
does not irritate so much, by spread-ing the pores of the 
cuticle to abrasion, bnt ralhrr pressing or drawiug them 
together, so that the function of the cuticle is lllOre dif
fusively perforwed : so arr dark persons observed to have 
skin of a finer grain than fair persons; i. e. the pores are 
found to be more numerous in the same givell space. 
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64. Simple rnethod of Ventilation. 

SHIPS liolds are well ventilated when there is wind, by 
means of a sail, rigged out from the deck to below, like 
a fnnnel, whose largest orifice points to leeward. Bu· ;n 
s0111e sitnations, as prisons, where foul air stagnates, this 
method cannot be adopted for obvious reasons; besides, 
that v.ind does not prevail at all-on shore, when venti
lation is most required. Therefore, have we adopted the 
plan of making two holes, (at a distance) in the r,ides of 
the bui.l<liug or ship, communicating with the opeu air by 
a tube of tin, or other material. Two pair of bellows 
are next to be fitted up, the nozzle of one being intro- ' 
duced air~tigbt to one of those tin tubes; and a leather 
pipe nailed on the wall, or timber, over the other tin tube, 
to which it may be fastened by waxed thread, and the 
other end of this pipe is to be made fast air-tight to the 
clicker-hole of the second pair of bellows : a luting of 
plaster of Paris, renders both ends air-tight. Small 
bellow6 wonld uot, of course, be employed, but both be
ing of the commou blackslllith's-forge kind, fonr or five 
feet long, wonld empty a spa<,e containing thirty hogs
heads of foul air, and supply its place with good fr es:~ air, 
in a very few minutes . 

65. Perpendicularity of Buildings. 

Soi.VIE bnilclings are said 'to lean,' and threaten to fall 
011 t·lic behold ers; as ' the Monument of London,' the 
hanging towers of Pisa and Bologna, and others less noted, 
when, lo! after years of discussion, it sometimes happens 
they an: fouud not to lean at all, or iu a trivial degree 
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only, and so no fear of the falling ought to have been en
tertained. Dwelling-house~, sometimes, are found in 
this predicament; and who will undertake to ascend such 
a building, and looking over the leaning side, let fall a line 
and plummet, to see how much cause of dread exists? An 
easier mode of ascertai11ing the fact is, to construct a 
rude plumb-line, with the end of a rod or walking-stick; 
at which a piece of cord being fasteued, with a weight a.t 
the end of it, let the operator get to some othC'r building 
or tree, and resting his elbow there, bring the cord be
twixt his e-ye and the outer edge of the building: if these 
be parallel, the building is upri.ght, for the cord necessa
rily must be so, when at rest. If the extent of the C'Ord 
be increaseLl sufficiently, in how much this is the case, 
may be ascertained by taking two, three, or more obser
vations from top to bo ttom, and adding together the ap
parent clistances of the several bases. 

We noticed this experiment being made by an ingenious 
Russian ge11tleman, our acquaintance, in 1814, upon the 
monument just named: vide "Napea's LPtters on Eng
land,'' 8vo. p. 134. 

6G. lif7ell-digging: how to find Wrder. 
TAKE a green branch of hazle, thorn, or almost any 

kind of tree, with a fork at its upper end, like the letter 
Y; holdirig it. by the fork with both bands in front of you, 
straight forward, walk over the ground where you would 
most desirably dig a .,,Yell. ·when you come ot:er the spot 
where water is to be found, the thick end of the stiC'k 
will bend downwards to the ground, so forcibly that no 
mistake cau arise from the indication. 

Every one does not succeed invariably with this sin
gularly excellent contrivance, but the cas~s are too well 
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attested to leave a doubt the thing is not visionary. Mr. 
Partridge, of Bath, considers the phenomenon a gift to 
himself, and afterwards endeavoms to account for it, by 
usnibing to the inflnence of electric magqetic causes 
the accuiacy with which he succeeds in all his experi
ments. 

67. How to ascertain w!tat it is o'Clock (when 
the Sun shines), by one's Hand. 

BETWEEN the fore-finger and thumb, place a smali 
stick, five or six inches lon g, A, A, projecting four 
inchen. Then, turn your back towards the snn, nearly, so 
as that it may shine full upon the outside of the th11111l, 
when held upright, as in figure, and that tbe shadow 
there-of may reach so far as that arch ed mark in the 
palm, commonly termed the line of life~ BB. At this 
time the stick will cast its shadow across the palm, to its 
lowest part, when the sun is at its highest meridian (or 
12o'clock); and,in fact,the true position ofthe stick 
may be best learned, by adjusting 6 

5 it by this rule, a few times, before "1 G IJ-
y-011 trust to your own expertness. 5 1. 
Earlier in the day, before attaining 
this altitude, the sun will throw 
the shadow of the stick's point, 
higher up m.:i the joints of the lit
tle finger, as marked ll, 10, 9, 8, 
in the morning; but at 1, 2, 3, &c, 
the shadow of the stick's point 
will reach beyond the joints of that 
finger, as marked, respectively; 
and so on of the others. 
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68. Spontanwus Combustion.. 

WooLLEN Cloth. 1h consequence of the oil used in 

working cloth, it is ever disposed to heat; aud several in

stances are adduced, in which fires were prodaced from 

this very cause; the circumstance having been distinctly 

traced, in some cases, whilst in others, heaps of this ar

ticle have been discovered partly burnt. Not only so, 

hut lately a piece of heavy linen cloth, which had lain 

about in the warehouse of an oilman, wa& found behind 

some barrels, in contact with a wicker basket, so nearly 

ignited, as to have certainly set fire to the premises 

shortly, but for this timely discovery. 
II. So a barrel of oatmeal, retaining a portion of damp

ness, is authentically reported to have taken fire sponta

neously; it is apprehended, this must have arisen from a 

:similar cause to the preceding, or upon the ~ame princi

ple as ricks of hay are consumed. 

III. Sail-cloth, new, is frequently found to have rotted 

in the boie: this must arise from the dressing thereof, be

ing a compound of meal and lime, which consume the 

fibre. 

69. Preventive of firing Muslin, ~c. 

A wEAK solution of phosphate of ammonia, and borate 

of soda, w.ill prevent muslin dresses, &c. which have 

been rinced ther(.'in, from catching fire readily. To M. 

Gay-Lussac are we indebted for this simple process, 

which, as we have p1:oved upon a small scale, no doubt 

may be ex tendell to bed-curtains, and other furniture, 

wit,h a stronger solution. 
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70. Method of congealing T,Vater in a, Vacuum. 

MAN y me thous have been already experimented for 
freezing water in 1:acuo, which some foreign philosophers 
and chemists have promised the pleasure of converting 
to objects of great utility. M. Grothus thinks more 
highly of it than the discoverer himself, (Profc~sor Les
lie, of Edinburgh), and informs us, " In a metal vase, 
half filled with water, I poured very gently an equal 
quantity of ether, so that no mixture might take place of 
the two liquids. The vase was placed under the receiver 
of an air-pump, which was so fixed upon its support, as 
to remain quite steady when the air was pumped out. At 
the first strokes of the piston, the ether became in ':l state 
of ebullition; it was evaporated in less than a minute, 
and the water remained converted into ice." Done at 
Mittan, in Germany, the temperature of the apartment 
being then at 16 degrees of Reaumur. 

71. Rosin .Bubbles. 

I. SCARCELY a person exists in this country who does 
not know, if he has not practised, the childish amuse
meut of making evanescent balloons, or air bnbbleE, 
with snapy water, blown out at the end of a tobacco-pipe1 or other tube. If rosiu, Il'.elted to the tempP.rature of 
boiling water-a heat it readily attains-be used instead 
of soapy-water, pleasing strings of bubbles will be pro
duced, varying in size and transparency, as the operator 
may hold his pipe vertically, and adapt the strength of 
blowing to the viscidity of I_1is material. Some bub!Jtes 
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will be small, like beads, others larger; all transparent, 
anrl refracting the rays of light in all their va1·ied hues, 

Kept out of the dust, they retain their original form a long 

time-half a year for certain, though they may be pre

served twice or thrice that time, and if blown tolerably 
large, form very pretty chimney ornaments, resembling 
eggs or lemons. 

72. Another Method. 

II. IT has been suggested, that hydrogen gas being 
substituted for atmospheric air, those bubbles would fly 
off, and, without being attached any where, would occupy 

the upper part of a sitting room, but it must be recol
lected, that a current of air passing tbrough the room 1 

\\OUld not simply change the position of your rosin bub. 
hies, but carry them off entirely. 

III. The gas with which our houses are lighted, forms 

a good substitute for this last, being easily obtained b<>
fore lighting-up takes place, by placing a bladder over 
the orifice, and turning the cock of the burner. 

7:3. E :r:ploding Gas Bubbles. 

IF the common soap-sud bubbles of children, before 

adverted to, be made of hydrogen gas, instead of air from 
the lungs, they prorluce a pleasing recreation, by a can

dle being applied to them as they fly off, when explosions 
take place, proportioned to the quantity of gas ignited, 
The operator must take care of his eyes, as the di . per
siou of the soap-suds i'3 very minute aorl forciblt', and the 
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eyes being 1miversally directed towards the effect pro
duced, are most .l.ikely to be affected in a painful manner. 

Gas may be procured and kept for this purpose in a 
bullock's bladder, to the neck whereof is attached the 
eud of a piece of tobacco-pipe: this piece, or the bowl, 
being introduced at the neck of a bladder, a waxed thread 
(or cobler's end) is to be passed tightly rouud it, and 
made fast; and the outer part of the pipe being inserted 
into a cock, which fills the neck of a phial, the hydro
gen, which is being liberated in the phial, will pre~s into 
the bladder, according to the following process. 

74. Ilydrogen Gas, to manufacture. 

LET a phial be provide<l, which has a cork-stoppel with 
a hole in its centre, capable of admitting tightly the end 
of a tobacco-pipe. Into the phial drop a few bits of 
zinc, stee l-filings, or scraps of iron. To this pour re
dnced oil of vitriol, prepared in another vessel by a sim
ple admixture of water; and when the heat hereby oc
casioned, has subsided, introduce it to the metals in your 
phial, and cork it down with the stoppel before des<'ribed. 
Inuuediately, the hydrogen contained in the liquid will 
begin to Hy off, by reason of the attraction whlch resides 
in the metal, for the other component part of the liqnid, 
(viz. oxygen). The gas thus liberated, ascends in a 
stream, and may be lighted with a candle, or condnctE;ci 
into the bladder fitted up with a tobacco pipe, as de
scribed in the last recreation. 

For this purpose, the end of the tobacco pipe, which 
projects from the neck of the bladder, is to ue quickly 
thrust into the hole of the cork of your phial, nnd tee 

• 
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bladder will be filled with the gas which arises from the 

decomposition that is going on in the phial-. 

75. Another Method of obtainin~ Hydro~en Gas. 

INTO a retort, pnt a bit of phosphorus, (See Art.143) 

and some pot-ash, dissolved in water; apply a lamp to 

the bottom of the retort, and when the contents boil, 

the hydrogen will ascend. As it escapes, catch and de

tain it iu glass jars, two or more, to be differently dealt 

with, as occasion may require; or it may he collected in

to bladders, (as before described), with the same motive, 

by means of a funnel. Or, 
Over the retort's orifice: place a funnel with a bent 

tube, which may pass into the side, or over the edge of 

a vessel, so as to dip in water: and as the gas-bubbles 

ascend, and reach the air, they will go off, and 8ncces

sively explode. From these explosions, a pleasing ascent 

of cloudy smoke takes place, rising up, and forming a 

continuous mass, much resembling' thunder clouds,' as 

tlley are termed, on a stormy day. If a pair of bellows 

be applied, a good idea of the theory of clouds and rain 

may be imparted to the youthful miuci. When driven ont 

of a warm room into the open air, they become agitated, 

and ascend, or are depresse<l. ai the woatller may llap

pen to be hazy, cold, hot, or fair. 

7G. Pliospliorised Hydrogen Gas, 

To be employed in various experiments, may t>e pro

cured by placine- small pi&ees of phosphorus in the fore-
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mentioned hydrogen gas. Pass some of this slowly into a11 inverted jar, filled with oxygenic gas, anc.l a brilliant blueis~ flame will be produced. 

77. Coal-tar Gas, portable. 
THIS is the common gas, so much in use in all towns of any consequence in this empire, in manufactories, and the houses of many individuals. Bladders filled with a quantity of this gas, may be procured at the orifice of the burner, (before it is lighted); and the neck, orfittingup of its end, made capable of being closed or opened, and lighted up at pleasure, may be carried about with a9 little inconvenience a~ some candles or lamps. A bladder, having a tobacco pipe at its neck, as before described, being filled\\ ith this gas, may be applied to the same kind of recreation as in the above articlP.s, (Nos. 72, 73)-th11S:-Dip the enrl of the tobacco pipe in soapywater, or in melted ro in, and pressing the bladder, yon shall soon perceive bubbles of the one or theother material, as long as any of either is found at that end, those of the former kind detaching themselves, and flying off incontinently, while the more tenacious rosin preserves a fine filament between each bubble, that yon shall have a string of beads, or rather a string of eggs , artificially brought forth, but which, nevertheless, ascend upon being detached from each other. When rosin is employed, it must be used quickly: and the pipe, at each dip, must remain half a minute, or so, to make it warm-as this material soon gets cool, and consequently sets. At each filling of the bladder, it sl1oul<l be wetted and brought into entire collapsion, in 

G3 
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order to expulse c:.11 atmospheric air, which would tend 

to spoil the experiment. 

78. Gas-Another rnet!tod of obtaining it. 

NoTwITHSTANDING the affectatiou of making a dis. 

covery, set up by l\lr. Winsor, anrl too often assumed in 

matters connected ""ith natural philosophy, it is 110 Jess 

certain, that the uses lo which the gas of coal-tar might 

be applied, were known to us,(the editor), at least a quar

ter of a century before the adoption of this mode of light

ing up the city of LouJon. A most common experiment 

in our juvenile year -, was that of placiug in a tobacco

pipe bowl, as much Ncwca tie coal, of a fine quality, a~ 

it would ho!J; and having followed this direction, cover 

the same with stiff clay, knead it well down, and put it 

into a fire where it is not too fierce, at first. Very shortly 

the gas will disengage itself from the coal, and 'lscend 

through the hole in the tobacco-pipe, where it may be 
set on fire, and it will burn a considerable time. It is 

clear, that, with a larger apparatus of the same simple 

construction, a quantity of gas may be produced suffi

cient to fill a bladder, at least. 
A large iron kettle, or boiler, with a spout, may be 

made applicable to a kitchen fire, so as that the top be 

well fastened down, and the spont raised uppermost.

To th:s spout might be welded some feet or yards in 

length, of the pipe usually employed, or of that more 

pliable composition tu be, employed by the makers of 

beer engines; and thus a domestic gas apparatus may be 

c•ustructed for any common out-door purpose, at a tri

fling expeuce. 
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Note.-Tlle application of a gassomcter, or reeeptacle 
for·a quantity of gas, to be stored up for future use, may 
be learned in the foregoing description of oil-gas, 

79. Oil Gas, upon a small scale. 
COMPARED to coal-tar gas, that obtained from oil pos

sesses innumerable advantages; it is easier made, the 
apparatus occupies less room, and the light it gives is 
much more brilliant. Prepare a close iron vessel 1 or retort, with a conical top, out of 
which proceeds a tube that is 
to take a dip, spirally, so as 
to leave the condensed oilCl'::::::=~'\ 
(hereafter described) in the 
bulb of that dip. See annexed . 
sketch: a, the iron vessel ; b · 
b b, the spiral tube; c the bulb 
or reservoir, through which the 
gas passes, and leaves the oil 
that comes off with the va
pour without being decom
posed. Let e be the feeder, 
which coming from an air-tight ves11el, d, full of oil, it 
drops slowly into the centre of the iron vessel a ; and 
underneath this, a fire being created, so as to he.it it 
nearly to redness, the drops at their descent are con
verted into gas, and fly off by the tube bbb. 

H 
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80. The Purification of Oil Gas. 

Tars may be effected by one of several different me

thods. 1st. The tube bbb, in the last figure, may be a 

worm passing through water. as in distillation, whereby the 

gas is cooled and condensed, and ultimately received 

into the bulb c. 2d. The same tube may be made to 

pass into, and terminate in water, through which the gas 

will bubble, leaving its oil on the surface: the whole wa

ter is to be covered by an inverted case (ofiron), out of 

which the gas is suffered to escape, by a worm, or tube, 

such as we have described above. 3d. All gaseous bodies 

refine themselves, by keeping a few hours in a gasometer, 

or reservoir, with ,.,,ater in its bottom; then the gas that 

is near the water will be cooler, will have deposited its 

tar or oil on the surface thereof, and will be found cleaner; 

affording a finer light than that which floats above. 

81. Temporary Nautical Pump. 

CAPTAIN Leslie, of the George and Snsan, in a voyage 

from North America to Stockholm, adopted an excellent 

mode of emptying water from a ship's hold, wben tbe 

crew were insufficient to perform that duty. About 10 

or 12 feet above the pump, he rigged out a spar, one end 

of which projected overboard, while the other was fast

ened as a lever to the machinery of the pump. 'fo the 

end which projected overboard, was suspended a water

bn tt, half full, but coriced down ; so that when the com

ing wave raised the butt-end, the other end depressed 

the piston of the pump; b.1t at the retiring of the wave, 
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the thing was reversed, for, by the weight of the butt, 
the piston came up again, and with it the water. Thus, 
without the aid of the crew, the ship's-hold was cleared 
of the water in a few hours. 

This invention is far from new--it has another recom
ntion, it i11 most obviously practicable. But we have al
,vays thought, that practice n good one, which awards 
the merit of praise to those who publish confirmatiom of 
useful facts. 

82. To freeze Quicksilver. 

PREPARE a mass of ice .ind muriate of lime, and throw 
into it some of the liquid metal, where it will quickly con
geal in a few minutes. Hut when this experiment is to be 
performed in a room, the freezing material must be kept 
out of it until the congelation is to take place, and se
parately too, the vessel that contain:i the muriate being 
placed upon the ice or snow. 

83. Frozen Quicksilver, malleable. 

IN the arctic regions, mercury froze in large masses, 
ind it is only to the small degree of heat at which it will 
melt, that its deliquency is to be attributed; in other 
respects, it is as mnch a metal as gold, iron, or silver; 
for its malleability, teuaciousness, and ductile property, 
ranking between tin and lead. An experiment tried upon 
a piece the size of a walnut, which was dropped into a 
tumbler of warm water, oansed instant congelation, ac
companied by fracture of the glass. Vide "Parry's 
Voyage," 4to. 
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84. Frozen Mercury, its ejfects,, 

WHEN the same effects are produced by two different 
causes, between which, as ytt, no similarity is known to 
exist, we at least conclude there is such affinity, although 
not yet brought within hnman perception, An arctic 
winter, passed by Captain Parry and his crew, (oftbe 
Griper and Hecla), in 1820, taught us several facts hi
therto unknown; some of which we have already brought 
to account, and applied to the present state of knowledge 
and the sciences. See vol. I. art. 275, In that expedi
tion, the men were necessarily covered-in, during " the 
long night of a five months" winter; but when any of them 
went aloft, or on deck, they found some evil effects of an 
arctic frost, one of which was a certain affection of the 
uncovered parts, particularly the face, that shewed itself 
in livid spots, with symptoms of gangrene. " We knew 
of no other remedy for this frightful approach of morti
fication, than rubbing the parts well with snow," says one 
of the narrators. 

What those regions contain within their impenetrable 
coasts, besides the loads tone, (See art. 175, vol, I.) per
haps we shall never know, nor what affinity exists be
tween it and frozen quicksilver; bnt "the cold imparted 
by both, is so exactly alike in feeling and appearance, 
aud both are to he cured by means so precisely similar," 
that we could not do otherwise than notic e the important 
fact. 

The writer tells us truly, concerning frozen quicksil
ver, or mercury, that great cantion sbonld be used in 
touchi11g it, as an imm ed iate sensation is thereby im
parted, rese mbling that of a wound inflicted by a rough
e<lied instrument, or that the fingers had been rudely 
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pinched in a vice, followed by a pain like a burn or scald. 
The p~rt touched becomes pale, numb, and lifeless; as
sumes thP, appearance of gangrene, and is tu be cured 
only by an assiduous application of snow. 

85. Adulterations of Mercury. 
THE prmcipal danger to be apprehended from the ad

ministering of mercury, will be found in the adultera
tions to which it is exposed in transitu, after being con
fided successively to the honour of Italian and Dutch 
traders.• Being usually adulterated with lead, it forms 
a poison that is recognized by the griping pains thereby 
occasioned to the patient, whose recovery mainly de. 
pends upon taking a course of mercury.t Nor will the 
long-practised mode of purifying crude mercury of it!' 
contaminatio~s, by passing it through sheep-11kin, (pre
pared as b11;ff), get rid of the lead, though it receives 
much pressnre. Bismuth, tin, or zinc, however, may be 
1;0 detected by said leather, which we observe is com
lnonly termed chamois, from the name of the mountain
goat of Swisserland. Pe1· consequence, all preparations 
of mercury that do not des troy the lead in the process, 
are ex posed to defeat. 

Oper..tl"ion.-Dissolve your quicksilver in nitric acid; 
e.dd thereto WH ter which has been slightly impregnated 
\vith snlphuretted hydrogen-when the lead (if present) 
will be precipitated of a dark-brown colour. If on the 

• Part of our quicksilver comes by way of Trieste, in !stria, the re
mainder is brought down the Rhine, 

t The necessity for employing mercury in syphilis, has, howcYer, been 
often controverted. See Dr. Colels able expo&ition in tht. London Mec.lical 
repository. 
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contrary, part of the nitric solution of mercury Qe poured 
into distilled water, bismuth, (if any) will appear as a 
white precipitate. 

86. L'Orrosive Sublimate-its powers. 

IN the quantity of one grain, this mineral preparation 
would destroy the smallest animals in a short time; but 
mixed with wheaten flour, in the proportion of one to 500, 
or 600, it then forms calomel), and fourteen grains might be 
safely administered to a rabbit or a fowl. So witb glu
ten-Dr. Taddie, in bis experiments, found that tbis re
duced the sublimate to the state of calomel, when mixed 
with 25 grains of the gluten, in its fresh state, or 13 dry 
o one of sublimate. 

Rectified spirits, or muriatic acid, are the proper 
menstrna of this preparation; again, corrosive sublimate 
may be abstracted from its solution in water, by adding 
a fifth part uf flnid ether, and shaking the bottle. 

The presence (and amount)ofmercury in those forms, 
may be ascertained by mixture with iron, copper, lead, 
or zinc, in their metallic state, cold: they will combine, 
l1owever, with crude mercury, in the proportion of 20 tt> 
25 per cent. when put together, heated up to ll0Q. 

87. Galvanic Test for discovering Co1'rosive 
Sublimate in Liquids. 

MERCURY, in its metallic state, is to he brought to 
'View by applying galvanic electricity, as follows, to 
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any compounded liquid, which holds corrosive sublimate 
in solution, 

A piece of zinc, or iron wire, about three· inches in 
length, is to be twice bent at right an gles, u b, th e an
nexed figure ( 8 ) ; the tw0 legs, 
c d, must be of the width of a gold 
wedding ring, to which thty are 
to be subsequently fastened. Let a 
plate of glass be laid on an exact 
plane: on it drop water, in which is 
one sixth of sulphuric acid, until it spreads to the size of 
a half-crown piece. At a small dis tance, dro p, i11 li ke 
manner, some solution of the suspected articl e1 until th e 
edges of the two liquids touch each other. Then let tli e 
wire and ring, tied together, as before directed, be laid 
in such a manner that the wire may touch the acid, while 
the gold ring comes in contact with the suspected liquid. 
lf any mercury whatever be present in this liquid, in a 
few minutes it will attach itself to the ring, covering that 
part which is in contact with the fluid, 

88. Horses-Contrivance to defend t/zeir Heels 
in snowy Weather. 

LABOURING horses, whose heels are allowed ( very pro
p~rly) to retain their hair in cold weather, are most lia
ble to get clogged with snow, as well on the ~tlock as 
on the sole. To remedy this, upon going out in tl1e 
morning, rnb oil over the hair, and to the sole apply raw 
fat, or tallow, of ox or sheep, and the snow will fall off 
incontinently, till the preventive remedy be exhausted. 

Note.-No fear need be eutertained that ' gr c-w,c,,' ~o 
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called, might ensue this application ; for there is no analogy between the two; besides, that in cold weathet absorptiotl is very slow, if it do not cease entirely. 

89. Horses.--Pret•entive Remedy for Cortts, 
Founder, ~c. 

TAKE cow-dung, and stuff the sole of the horse's feet full, but. not too hard; it may be just thick enough to remain in its place, but if too much so, a solution of saltpette tnay be employed: slip!! of thin wood, resembling matches, tnay be introduced to retain the stuffing in its proper place, Change twice a day, always clearing away the old, before the new stuffing is introduced.• 
As an adjnnct to this method, it is the practice to knead into the pavement, four pieces of clay, ofl4 or 16 inches over, for him to stand upon, and the horse will shew his se.nse of the benefit he receives by his manner."t This in• genious veterinarian, forefends the practice of mixing clay in the stuffing; nor should the application be re~ tricted to the foot affected. 

• See a controversy on this most serviceable application, in the" Sport,. iug Magazine," for November and December, 1820, and January, 1621, between Mr, F. Cherry, of Clapham, and Mr. Hinds. of Moorfield!:, in 'Jhich, however, the disputants agree upon the main points. f See Mr. Hinds, on the same subject, in the Monthly Magazine, J(111. 1, 1821, 

,; 
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90. Insensible Perspiration in Horses, and the 
Sensible also. 

EvERY one Knows, that perspiration, or sweat, is pro
dnced by heat, acting on the moisture of the body, which 
is thus thro,vn ont upon the snrface: it is an evacuation, 
which must neither be checked nor brought about by 
violent means. \-" cak persons, ( and animals), and the 
weaker limbs of those tliat are lame, pe.-spire most, in 
conseqnence of the pain causing heat; bnt the horse's 
blood being hotter than other animals/' the following ex
periment on the i11visible pen-pirn.tion had better be 
tried npon him, for yon will thereby learn something ofl1is 
constitutional qualities, and be able to account for, if you 
cannot amend, his defects. But previously it must be 
made known, that th ere are three sorts of moisture pro
ciuced, or secreted, in the animal body, all having con
nection, or commnnication, as is ascertained by the eva
cuation by urine; the first of them thus increasing or de
creasing, in an inverse ratio, as the second, or perspiration 
of watery particles be more or less; these particles com
ing from those parts of the animal -e:,1stem which secrete 
snch, in order to prevent the parts from growing toge
ther; bnt whicll, notwithstanding, sometimes takes place. 
But the third kind of secretion is of a slimy nature, 
and is that which <lefen<ls the throat, stomach, and 
bowels.t from the action of acrimonious snbstances; 

• See Ilinds'li; ewSystcm of Veterinary Surgery, 1821. chap. 2, sec. ,1, where 
th1g matter is most fully explained, and we might say , without flatlery, 
mo:;t in ~eniously and intelligibly to the r.ommone~t capacity, but that to 
this laborious author we He it:debted for severa l va.1ual,le communtrn. 
tions i11 this and tl,e preceding volume of Hecre,,.tions. 

t A Ge1ma11 ooctor (T'rag~e) "Jn Archiv-fordicI'hysiologie," 1620, h:i.1 
lately undertaken to prove, that lhe moti1J1.1 ofthP. alimentar.v c11m1l \lhH.'u 
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and which the reader must have observed, comes away 
after the horse has exhausted the stock of the watery; for 
the sweat that first comes away, is less clammy, or slimy, 
than that which is produced upon the skin after a while. 
It is the subtraction of this last, that occa~ions inordinate 
thirst, pain, and inflammation of the bo\\ els, and its at
tendant consequences. 

Bring your horse, after exercise, or at any time, with 
his side against a wkite tLJall, when the sun shines, and, al
though he may not have tunied a hair, yon will see against 
t,he wall the smoky representation of the insensible per
spiration, that will be more or less opa1ue as the horse 
is more or le~s in heal th, as regards the second kind of se
cretion. Practice, and the comparison of the vapour 
from a well-known sound animal, with that from one 
whose hidden and incurable disease shows that his de
fect in secretion has permitted the parts to grow toge
ther,• and you will perceive that the latter throws up 
a thicker shadow, though not so high nor so lively as that 
from the healthy animal. 

9 l. A cure for Warts. 

THESE troublesome tumours may be cured by applying 
to them milk of spurge, a few days successively: tliey 
turn black with the first application, and die away gra
dually. 

we may still perceive in slaughtered animals, is no other than respira.
tion. He is plausible enough; and the ingenious reader, may himself as
o!ertain the nature of the air, so produced, by placing a candle to it, when 
• gaseous fire ensues. 

,. Very frequently the consequence of overdriving. and denying water 
to the animal : generally of the stomach to the ski1 t, or the liver to fue 
ume, the pleura to the ribs, &c. 
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92. Camphor-its many Virtues. 

ONE of the best applications for alleviating spasmodic 
complaints, so common in this country, ought not to be 
overlooked in the domestic Materia Medica of our house
keepers; where it is known that cholic, arising from 
spasms of the digestive organs, are so prevalent, its vir
tues should be rightly appreciated; for the early adop
tion thereof never fails to sootlle those pains, and thus pave 
the way for the introduction of more active medicines. Al
ways serviceable, however, it never completes the cure 
alone. In fever, and inflammatory complaints, generally, 
it may be used externally, with manifest and immediate 
advantage; as well as in all cases of agitation, excita
bility of the passions, grief, and anger ; this excellent 
gum, being carried in the pocket, in the form to be de
scribed shortly, (See "Camphor Stick,'') never fails the 
promised relief. See articles on Rheumatism. 

When compounded with soap and rectified spirit, it 
forms the excellent embrocation, termed '' Opodeldoc," 
for the disorder just referred to, and several others; for 
all which, the stimulant and anodyne properties of the 
componnd are tolerably well recognised. It acts upon 
and is absorbed by the lymphatic system; for, after cam
phor has been 24 hours exhibited upon the skin, the taste 
thereof is distinguishable upon the larynx, having been 
drawn thither by the salivary secretion. Dr.Thomson found 
that camphor melts at 288°, and boils at the tempera
ture of 400; it is composed of 8½ carbon, 10 hydrogen, 
and l oxygen. 

We never met with an adulterated specimen of this 
gnm; but exposure, and moist hot weather, abridges its 
medicinal properties. 

H3 
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93. Suppression of Urine, 

OCCASIONED by the tree use of diuretics, and stricture 
of the neck of the bladder, which may be distinguished 
from inflammation of that organ, inasmuch as the kidneys 
are not then painful, may be removed by administering 
a pill, made without any, or no vehicles whatever, con
taining two grains, evening and morning; but the dose 
should never amount to double that quantity, since if too 
much be given at any one time, it operates directly the 
reverse.* In the quantity of a grain, taken every four 
hours, it acts upon the skin, and promotes sleep, after 
having exhilirated the spirits, without raising the patient's 
pulse. Although, thus resembling opium in several re
spe.:ts, it counteracts the evil effects of that dangerons 
morphium; whilst it is worthy of remark, that an exces
sive dose of camphor, which would produce anxiety, swim
ming in the h 0 :td. e.nd retchings, may be corrected by a 
dose of opium. 

94. Steer's Opodeldoc-Recipe. 

HARD mottled soap, one ounce, dissolved in rectified 
spirit, 8 ounces-add camphor, 3 ounces-oil ~f origa
num, 1 drachm-oil of rosemary, half a drachm-solution 
of ammonia, 6 drachms- mix, and bottle for use. 

• The French physicians know but little of the opposite qualities of one 
entire class of remedies, which in one proportion ercite, and in another 
depress; and of the tendency which particular medicines have to (cer
tain) particular organs of ou1 frame, they appear to be altogether noe lectful. VidB Edinb. Rev. No, 68. 
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Note.-Heat, al?:e, and exposure, deteriorate ibis excellent family medicine. 

95. Carnphor-Stick-its form µnd application to 
Disorders of the Limbs. 

THIS is nothing more than a modification of the principle before laid down, for alleviating acute or chronic disorders of every kind, by simply wearing camphor wrapped up in coarse cloth. But the lumps, in which shaµe it is sold, are ill adapted to pains of the limbs, beeanse, the muscles of those parts being of an oblong shape, they reqnirn that the effluvia from the gum shoultl be drrived from a source similarly formed; therefore, the camphor-stick, devised to meet this discovery, and to obviate the pointed intensity of a shapeless rhomboidal lump, is recomm ended in all such cases; whilst, for rheumatic pains, which 111ay affect the head or trunk, (as the deltoid muscle) the camphor must assume a different shape -flat and lozenge wise. So, for pains in the muscles of the head, tooth-ache, &c. 
For ei1her pnrpose, let the camphor, two, three, or fonr drachm , i>e sliced up, and sewed in a piece of coarse cloth, don bled; a11d, being shaped according to the above principle, it may be placed, for pains in the leg or thigh, in th e breeches pod.et of lhat side ; for those of the arms, or shonldcr-blade, on the breast of that side, underneath the wa.istcoat; for too ,h-ache, in the cravat, or ha11ging near the collar-'l>onc, always on the same side.If the sun shines, walk out, exposed to its rays, but turn the affected side from their immediate effects, as often as may be : if iu winter, turn that side from the fire, but not in the draught of air. Hereby a sensible alleviation 

I 
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of the pains will be felt; a moderation of the patient's 
irritability will lull him to repose, aud he will seek quiet 
and inactivity; but he must be again roused to exertion, 
after rest, or one sleep ; 3.lld indeed the greatest q uan ti ty 
of camphor used, should never produce more effects 
than these:· to the amount of 6 drachms, it is fonnd to oc~ 
casi.on pain; so that if any excessive paroxysms do not im. 
mediately bend before it, they mnst be allowed to ex
pend such virulence, before we can hope to attain com .. 
plete success. 

96. Cutaneous Eruptions. 

Scabies-The itch, plainly speaking-a disorder so utr 
terly repugnant to all delicacy of feeling, cannot be era
dicated withou.t the use of snlphur, which render:,i ex
posure certain, unless by seclusion of the patient or p~ 
tients, for it generally runs through entire families. White 
hellebore, powdered with muriate of ammonia, and ap
plied to the entire surface in the form of ointment, is 
found tolerably Sl1ccessful, nnder the advertised quackery 
-" Edinburgh Itch Ointment. But the following more 
elegant prescription comes to us with the recommenda
tion of nnimpaired succes :-

Hog's lard .. ,. ......... ,. > • ••••••••••• 

Flowers of sulphur •..•••..•••••••••• 
Subcarbonate of pot-ash .•••••..•••••• 
Red precipitate powder ...••••••••••• 
Rose-water, and a few drops of oil of 

bergamot, agreeable to your taste. 

Note.-See next article. 

11 oz. 
11 oz. 
4 drachms. 
l 'i.rachm. 
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97. Plummer's Pills. 

THEY are an excellent alterative, diaphoretic-purga
tive, and found most beneficial in cutaneous eruptions
remainder of ' scabies,' or of syphilitic symptoms. Take 
of calomel, one part~ sulphate of antimony, the same
and of guaiac, twice as much; mix these assiduously with 
mucilage, and divide into any number of piL15 that con
tain from three to five grains of the calomel in each, 
according to the strength of the affected person; two 
pills forming the dose. To be taken at_ night. 

98. lnebriativn. 

WHEN men are reduced to this degraded state, by the 
inordinate use of fermented liqnors, they may be restored 
by administering a tea-spoon foll of spirits of hartshorn, 
in a glass of water. Smelling at the spirits, ' dissipate!! 
the fnmes arising from the same beastly cause. 

99. Chilblains. 

TAKE of Spermaceti ointment •••••••••• l ounce. 
Cal om el •••.••.• , • . • • • . • • • • • . • l drachm. 
Oil of turpentine • . • • • • . • • • . . l drachm 

Mix them; rub it into the part affected, and cover it witll 
a piece of buff or shammy leather; twice or thrice, gene
rally represses an ordinary degree of inflammation. In 
the· event of ulceration, apply it on lint, and cover with 
leather, as before. 
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100. Deafness-Remedy for. 

Two kinds of deafness are those arising from an excess 
of wax in the ear, or its total default, to say nothing of 
that which arises from extreme age. When adult persons 
suddenly cease to evacuate wax, and dullness of hearing 
comes on, the disease of tlie comminifcrous glands re
quires the application of warm water, by means of a 
small syringe forced into the ear, two or three times each, 
of mornings .and nights. On the con I rary, should deaf
ness arise from suppression of the secretory powers, a 
stimulant is necessary : take of oil of turpentine IO drops 
- and mix with one fluid ounce of sweet oil; and having 

slightly charged a bit of coarse wool with the mixture, 
introduce it to botll ears, though one only should be af
fected. 

Note.-A mistaken uotion prescribes fine wool, cotton
wool, &c. which are liable to become hard, to enlarge the 
orifice, and sink into the ear, aucl add irremediably to 
the complaint: the free use of the syringe, however, as 
above, will sometimes extract those plugs, by restoring 
the action of the glands. The mere effiuvia of oil of tur
pentine communicates the odour of violets to onr urine, 
as is the case of paintrrs in distemper; and a case lies 
within onr knowledge, of hearing having been rest0re.rl to 
it Qel"'on inhabiting a house so painted. 

101. Antidote against Poisons. 

VEGETAm,E poisons are to be 1...ounteracted by the per
tinacious administerin~ of the Jeni/lea bordijolia accord, 
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iog to the communication of M. Drapioz. At the same 
time, we may not omit to notice, that Dr. Chisholm men
tioned, that the juice of the sugar cane is the brui.t anti
.dote against arsenical poisons. 

102 Cure for Scarlet Fever. 

THE plant Bella-donna is teported, in the Berlin Physi
cal Journal, ro have cured great numbel's of the Scarlet 
Fever. 

108. Anot/ier Cure for Fever. 

BY accident, as we know manyother great discovel'iee 
have taken place, we lately hear, some travellers aftlicteci 
,vith fever, had been cured, by being obliged to take up 
their lodgings in a warehouse containing a parcel of Pe
rnvian bark, which has since been proved efficacious in a 
good number of other cases, so that now all persons in 
that neighbourhood, (in Spain), as soon as attacked, are 
regularly brought to the same warehouse, with invariable 
euccess. 

104. Worms-cure f01·. 

IN a tea-spoonful of honey, or currant jelly, mix a 
drachm of powder of tin, and take it twice a day for six 
successive mornings and evenings, making altogether 
twelve drachms, or one ounce and half of the tin . A 
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. little rhubarb, or any mild aperient medidne, may be taken each alternate night of the six. 
This is the quantity for an adult person, but would not prove too much for a child, we apprehend, as the tin does " not act upon the bowels, but upon the worm itr.elf, and that sort which have received the name of 'ascaiides,' in particular 

105. Ching's Worm Lozenges. 
1V1osT efficacious, as this dome11tic medicine certainly is, but very dangerous in unskilful hands, yet we may, with this precaution, state the specified quantities for composing the masses out of which these lozenges are , made; for they consist of two kinds-1st. the yellow, and 2d. the brnwn. 
The yellow lozenges.-Take of saffron, hal f an ounce; , boil it in one gallon of water, and havin~ strained it offy add what is called, white panacea uf mercury, (which is calomel washed in spirits of wine), twelve ounces; white sugar, 28 pounds, ( or 336 oz.) ; mucilage of tragacanth, sufficient to make the mass. Roll this ont of a sufficient thickness, so that each lozenge may contain one gruin of the panacea; but if you cut them of any othet shape than square, as round, or oval, (with the puncher, a steel instrument,) much of the mass will require making up again, and again: it follows, that in the sqnare form, the mass would make 5760 lozenges, whilst the.first cutting, in the oval or round, would only produce two-thirds of that number. Dose, from one to six, according to age. The brown lozenges.-Take of the panacea, (as above), 7 ounces; resin of jalap 3 pounds and half; sugar nine pounds; mucilage of tragacanth, as much as may be 
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found snffi.cient to form the mass, which must be cut out 
into 6,720 pills, or lozenges; tbns, leaving in each ha(f c grain of th e panacea. ·1 he tlo.,e of th ese brown pills if'. 
from one to six, according to age and strength. 'fbe 
yellow lozenge is to he taken at night, the brown on the 
following morning. 

Any person of discernment, must at once perceive the 
absolute necessity there is for usin g great precaution in 
mixing up properly the mercury, which the specification 
disguises under the softened te rm ' panacea;' and for 
want of which precaution, the former preparer of these 
lozenges, some years ago, snstained an action at law
Clayton vei-sus Butler; and made tlie rarelessness of his 
servant one chief ground of defence !-See corrosive sub
limate, in the following pages. 

106. Dr. Storey's 1,Vorm Cakes. 
THESE arc not so cc.:lebrateu as the last mentioned; out, 

like them, are composed of calomcl anti jalap, coloured 
with a little cinnabar; the dose is one grain of calomel. 

107. A French Remedy for u rorms. 
TAKE ofcrnde mercury, and placing it in a vc,scl, 

pour on twenty times its weight of water: set it over a 
fire, and let it boil a short time : the water so im preg
nated is to be drank cold, and in large quantities. The 
virtues of the mineral remain unimpaired. We are sorry 
our opinion of this nostrum does not stand so hi gh as 
that of most other folks; but, the nniversal good word 0f 
almost every one else seemed to de1ua.>"~ this short notice. 
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108. Cure for the stinging of Nettles. 

Jo1cE of tobaceo leaves, nnmanufactnred, is a good remedy for stinging of nettles: the skin, however, should not be broken, as in that ca5e the effects would be the 
same as if the patient had swallowed the juice, viz. vertigo, fainting, and vomiting-the tobacco so absorbed by the iymphatics going immediately to the heart. 

109. Tobacco and Snuff- Uses and S"'Jlhistica
tions. 

ExcEssIVELY stimulant, and iu some respects poison~ i>us, the tobacco of the shopll is rendered still more pungent by the sophistications to which the heavy excise duties incite the cupidity of the manufactnrers. Cascat·illa is em ployed to give it fla von r, nitre to make it kindle ten.dily, and to afford a Ii vely sensation on the edges of the tongue; but though the former be inoffensive, the vapour of the latter affects the trachea and lungs in no small degree. Dried dock-leavts, which have been treated wit11 hellebore and allum, is sometimes introduced, and lead, to increase its weight; Urine, in preparing the sort 
termed shag, to colour the larger rolls, or to produce the more pungent errhines. 

Tobacco applied to the month, acts upon the glands, 
aud promotes the secretion of the saliva; it lulls the ~enses, aud seems indispensible to seamen and others, who are expo~ed to hard weather, to galE.s, and immine11t peril. In time it defeats its own purpose; but if the 
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saliva be swallowed, produces derangement of iutellect; 
that taken in at the nose (in powder), generally sinking 
into the stomach, terminates in the same manner.-All 
insane persons crave for snuff. 

no. Macouba Snuff. 

THE varied flavour of snnffs of different denominations, 
arises less from the state of the origin2l leaf, its stems, 
or its suckers, than the factitious additio11s of man11fac
tnrers. The s11nff of Martinico, celebrated under the 
term "Macouba," is made from the best lcrtves, which 
being moistened with juice from their excellent rngar
cano:;, undergoes fermentation, and having thrown off the 
offensive f etor in sct,m and residnnw, is evaporated, and 
ground in the usual manner. 

111. Strrmgest Snuff-,alled Nation's. 

Is prepared in a very simple manner, its excellency 
consisting, for the most part, in using non(: but the best 
material, and preventing the strength from flying off in 
the process. The whole tobacco plant of Maryland is 
used, nor are healthy suckers* rejected. 

Stale urine having been employed in producing a small 

• These are that rampant stalk, which runs away with 1Jie ~rmgth of 
the plant frequently-and which in Virginia the crop-masters cut off by 
force of n law of that state :-formerly the military enforced obedie12ce 
to it. 
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degree of heat in the mass of tobacco, it is submitted W 

a good fire, iu a grate six or eight feet loug, the material 
being exposed before it, upon a wooden stancl, which 
bas 11everal ribs across to sustain the tobacco, and the 
whole lined with tin or lead ; and then placed aslant, so as 
to be worked from behind. An attendant from behind 
constantly turned over the tobacco, occasionally satf!-
rating it with a solution of muriate of ammonia in urine, 
in the proportion of one to thirty. Much of its strength 
depends upon drying it to the. proper pitch for grindin~, 
and no more. Black hellebore powdered, is afterwards 
to be added, agreeably t-0 the taste of the consumer. 

11'2. ·Cephalic Snuff. 

In basis is powdered asarum (vnlgo Asarabacca), re
duced by admixture with a small portion of powdered 
dock-leaf, or any other innoxious vegetable. The finely 
levigated snuff, known as " Scotch," may be added 
agreeable to the taste of the consumer; and finally, a so
lution of spirits of wine and camphor, in the proportion 
of one drachm of the latter, in fifteen of spirit, is to be 
dropped upon the camphor, from five to ten drops to an 
ounce. Bottle your snuff immediately. 

11:3. Cephalic Snuff. 

·MAY also be made of a very pleasant flavour, with the 
powder produced from sage, ro. emary, lilies of the val

. IE:y, and tops of sweet marjoram--of each one ounce, with 
a drachm of Asarabacca root, lavender-flowere, aucl unt-
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meg; it should be very fine, and will be found to 1:elieve 
the head vastly. 

114. Different Tests and Filler, Jo. · aececting 
foreign Substances mi;red with Tobacco, ~c. 

I. Y ouR filter may be mad€\ of any shape capable of 
sustaining a liquid: take a piece of fl.annel, and sewing it 
to a hoop, so as to leave a hollow in thP middle, of a co
nical form; then cover the bottom with finely powdered 
charcoal, (See Art.11 page i4 ), let it dry. Having poured 
boiling watfilr on the suspected sample, rouse it well ; 
then pour the solution gently into your filter, and set it 

aside to evaporate before ths fire. According to the 

quantity of nitre, will be the crystals found in the residue; 
and according to the deflagerg.tion of the powder, when 

thrown upon live coals, will be the amount of the salt 
contained. 

II. Take of this powder, a dozen or twenty grains, 
put it into a. glass basin, and pour on it as many drops of 
sulplmric acid; stir the mixture with a glass rod, and hav
ing warmed it over the fire, a yellow vapour will ascend, 
which indicates the presence of nitric acid. 

III. Use distilled water in making the above solution: 
take a slip of litmus paper, and on dipping it into the 
6nid, its blue colour will change to red, provided an 
acid be present; but lest the carbonic acid, or lime, which 
is frequently found in water, should colour the litmus 
paper, we have directed the employment of distilled wa
ter, because the carbonic acid flies off with heat, and the 
lime, which can remain no longer in solution without it, 
is precipitated in the form of'wi1ite powder. 

IV. Then, if sueh precipitate appear in the same kind 
of :solution, after it has been again exposed to heat and 
semi-evaporation, we may conclude a carbonic acid has 
been present; but being volatilised by the heat, the neu-

1 3 
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tral carbonate of lime becomes precipitated-tlii~ prPci
pitate may be known by its effervescing with sulvliuric 
acid. 

115. Wine-to correct Acidity in it. 

FRONTIGNAc, Malmsey, (Greek)Vi'no Ce.tto,* 1\nd other 
sweet wines, contain a good portion of sugar, and but Ii t
tle ardent gpirit, (10 to 13 per cent.); they are, th erefore, 
liable to lose their mucilaginous quality, and tnrn our, 
unless they have been "vell boiled in the makin~, as that 
practice arrests the progress of the acetons fermenta
tion. Yet, we hear much of the great age at which they 
are drank, and of the accidents attending persons who 
use these, and sherry in particular-many horrible ac
counts are upon record. 

Lead is the material which imparts or restores the de
sired sweetness; for which purpose the wine was anciently 
started into lead cisterns, or smaller vessels, and heated 
with a syrup made from a boiled solution of sugar. If a 
piece of lead, flat, · we:ghing four, six, or eight pounds, 
suspended by a string, be lowered into a pipe of wine, a 
few hours will correct the acidity it may have acquired, 
without leaving dangerons qualities in the wine. This 
would be more pointedly certaiu, as re 0 ards those wines 
in the manufacture whereof lime has been added to the 
grapes; as is the case throughout the di trict of Xeres, 
(vulgo shcrris et she1Ti) on thC' Ea t coast of Spaiu, a mode 
of treatment which neutralises the tartar, Hpou which 
the lead would have acted, and produced a soluble tri-

• TIie viw,m couum of Plicy. 
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ple sa1t, termed by Fonrcroy, "acetotartrute of lead," a 
product mos t dele te rious to the animal viscera. Bnt lead 
more subtly prepared , in larger proportions,, and unrl er 
other circumstances , has been introduced to their wines, 
by the dealers,* which it woultl be proper to detect and 
expose; and this public good is to be accomplished by 
means pointed out in the next article. 

110. To cleanse 1'Vine, Spirits, and Wate,·. 
IN tlie proportion of one pound of alum to a tun of 

white wine, the Paris dealers olJtain a fiue clear wine, 
adapted to the tas te of their customers . In the propor
tion of four to six grains to a bucket full, turbid water 
may IJe quickly cleamcJ without imparting the least dis
agreeable smack. (See Adulterations of Bread, article 

.) Spirit dealers, ancl 1·cfiners, use large quantities of 
alum, in rendering their-material marketable. 

1 L 7. To 'fine down' Spirits. 
Oun London dealers nse no other fining for their gin, 

brandy, or rum, so far as we have seen, than mixing up a 
small quantity of wheat flour in water, as if for making 
paste; then pouring the same into the vess~l, the whole is 
well roused np, and in a short time the contents become 
bright. 

• Dealers, "called by co nrtesy 111erclia 111..- ;" hut this honourable term belou~s alone to those trader.~ who correspond beyond se.as- pu ma,·e, wheHC'e the word mare-chaud." Vide " T he London Tradesman," 8vo. a wo rk which should be in the hands of every one who /,u,js and sells for p!'Ofit. 
K 
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118. Test for discovering Lead in Wine. 
WHATEVER quantity of lead resides in wine, may be 

precipitated by mixing with it a fluid, made by exposing 
powdered oyster-shells and sulphur, equal quantities, to a 
white beat for a quarter of an hour; and when the com
post is cold, add as much cream of tartar thereto. Put 
the whole in a strong bottle with common water, and let 
the liquor boil an hour : pour off the solution into ounce 
phials, each of which will be sufficient for a cask of wine, 
and add to each twenty drops of muriatic acid . Every 
portion of lead it may contain, will be found at the bot
tom, in the form of a black cindery precipitate. Having 
collected a sufficient quantity of this precipita!e, upon an 
iron plate, expose it to a heat, and tlle lead will run off. 

119. To discover Iron in J-'Vine. 

IF the suspected wine be again submitted to the action 
of the fluid, without tlie addition of muriatic acid, any 
iron contained therein will be next precipitated; sprinkle 
some particles of this second precipitate upon fine white 
pearl-ash, exposed to the atmo~phere, aud a rusty colour 
will be imparted to it; if the spots be reddish, approach
ing to pink, it shews only that the fruit has grown in land 
where a small quantity of manganese formed part of the 

soil. 

l20. Ardent Spirits in Wine. 

ALL wines imported here, are mixed with brandy or 
other spirits, without wliicli it is understood they WO\lld 
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turn sour upon the voyage. The proportion and quality 
hereof are desirable to be ascertained·, but yon will like• 
wise obtain by this process that small quantity of spirit 
which pre-exists in all vinous liquors. 

Take of suspected wine, and add one eighth by weight 
-0f strong Goulard's Extract, of the shops ; mix it, and a 
thick precipitate will be found, composed of the extract 
itself, and the colouring, acid, and extractive mattPr of 
the wine. Then, shake the remaining fluid, pour it 
through a filtre ( ) ; and add, by little and little, 
as mnch pearl-ash, made warm, as it will take up, having 
previously dried your ash to the highest degree by the 
fire. As the water will be abstracted by the pearl-ash, 
the brandy, or spirit of wine, will be found floating at 
the top, a distinct stratum, that may be poured off; 
and the proportion this bears to the wine originally sub
mitted to this treatment, may be measured (in bulk) by 
haviog at hand a glass tube, long and small, upon which 
are ground the measure, graduated like the eighths or 
tenths of inches upon a carpenter's rule. 

121. Cholic from drinking 1f'ine. 

SPASMODIC cholic, or the saturnine, as it is termed, 
from the causation thereof, generally follows a debauch 
of wine, of the pale kinds particularly. Let the afflicted 
person take of calomel ten grains, mixed with crumbs of 
bread ; if the pain lies low in the bowels, the pill may be 
made harder, and more bulky, or he may eat some bread 
or pudding"" at the same time. This defends the stomach 

• The attempt to poison the Turner family by Eliza Penning', (1815), 
was defeated by the culprit h aving made u e of this as the vehicle. 
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from the action of the mineral, which hereby passes into 
and expends its force upon the bowels. If the wine 
contained any of the preparations of lead, before no
ticed, ten to fifteen grains will prove a brisk cathartic to 
most constitutions, though to the amount of a scrnple 
would be found safely more efficient; or three grains of 
mercury, 

Under the name Pilulre Hydrargyri, or blue pill, this 
useful preparation may be bought, ready made, at Apo 
thecaries-hall, better mixed than any individual ran pre
tend to. Note-A steam engine is there employed for all 
snch purposes, whereby the ingredients are more mi
nutely <lisseminatecl than can be performed by hand. 

122. To detect Lead, Corrosi-ve Sublimate, and 
Antimony, in Liquids. 

TOBACCO and snuff are frequently adnlteratecl with 
one or the other of those pernicious minerals. When the 
solutinn has been prepared, sulphmic aci<l decomposes 
them with precipitate that is blackish, when antimony is 
JHesent, unt white with the two first mentioned: thl'n, 
let the precipitate be washed with boiling water; if it 
change not, it is lead; if it acquires a yellow colour, it is 
mercury. 

Note.-Those poisonous ingredients, as well as lead , are 
sometimes added to the article, as a cover for its rotten
ness; at others, to arrest the progress of fermentation, 
to give a sweetish taste, as well as to ,lefraud the excise 
of its dues . 
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123 Lead in Wine. 

BESID:Ji's the test for discovering this deadly poison in 

wines, given a few pages above: (104), the preparation 

termed Plumbi Oxydum Semivitl'eurn (mtlgo. litharge) may 

be detected. First, evaporate the suspected sample to a 

thick fluid; then, secondly, add powdered charcoal, and 

place the compost in a crucible; calcine the same for 

one hour, and metamc points will be ootained, consisting 

of lead, surrounded by a quanti ty of yellow protoxide . 

Super-acetate of lead, (or sugar of lead,) in which form 

it is sometimes exhibited to wine, is readily decomposed 

by the solut;on of acetate of ammonia. 

124. Antimony-Tests of its Purity, 

'!11 the crude state, this ore partakes much the appear

ance of that of lead, with which it is sometimes found 

mix<'d ; and in that state it s01netimes reaches the London 

market, from Cornwall, and is commonly divested of its 

medicinal qualities, (by one i111n,ediate process, and then 

termed regulus of antimony), fo1 making utensils . Usually, 

however, the antimony of commerce comes to us in 

shapeless masses, the crassaments of cones originally 

ei:rhteen to twenty-four ponnds weight in Hungary; but 

the general suspicion entertained of the Italian or lstrian 

traders, occasions the breaking of these at Trieste and 

el sewh ere, as the article may cbange hands. Almost black 

externally, the fissure presents a bright grey lead colour, 

of a s triated strnctnre, and considerable brilliancy; this 

shonld be lcvigated with water, and kept in the state of 

powder, and forms the sulphnet of antimony, of which the 
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other numerous and valuable preparations are composed ; 
bnt if bought in that state, is sometimes founrl adulterated 
with lead, or contalning arsenic; the first is discovered, 
to the view, by the foliated strnctnre it imparts, instead of 
the genuine striated texture of pure mlplmretofant-ilnony. 
It ought to be entirely volatilized by a red heat; bnt leatl 
not being vaporizable, remains behind. The presencP. 
of arsenic may be known by casting part ofth-e sn~pc><-:ted 
powder npon live coals, when an odour resembling garlic 
becomes sensible. 

The dose is 10 r.lrop!! to one fluid drachm in gruel or any 
suitable vehicle, every three. hours, until it ans 11po11 :l,e 

skin. As au emetic merely, it 111:iy be given to infants 
in the dose of a tea-spoon-foll in pap, e·,ery ten minutes, 

until it operates. 

12 : . Emetic Tarim· 

ONE of the most useful preparations in t.he whole range 
of curatives ought to be employed pnre; although its best 
form of exhibition he in solntiun, tartar emetic should 
never be pnrchased in that tate, bnt in its crystalline 
form: if pure, the solntion being heated with s11lphnret 
of ammonia, sends down a copious gold coloured precipi
tate; with acetate of lead, a precipitate soluble in nitric 
acid; and with lime wate1' (aqua calcis) a white precipitate 
is furnished, very thick, but capable of di-ssolving in pure 
nitric acid. In the dose of one ,1.;rain, this salt acts upon 
the stomach first, next upon the bowels, and the11 induces 
perspiration. One-fourth of a grain is sufficient to pro
cure perspiration, whilst half a p;rain gives a stool or two, 
and then sweats the patient."' Combined with opium, 1\ 

• Iufonnation like this bn,aks slowly upon the Parisian practitiontrs 
ac.twith, t,rndinir the pre1e11sio11,s set up by their chemists, 
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forms an excellent sleeping pill or bolus, for chronic 

patients ; to whom perspiration also is desirable. Take 

Emetic tartar •••••••• 1 grain 
Opium, a a ••••••.•. • 1 grain 

Guaiac ••••••••••••. • 1 scruple. 
Make it up with syrup. 

126. Antimoni(ll Wine. 

'frrn abandonment of this very useful and eligible mode 

of exhibiting the best of all domestic remedies is seriously 

advised, in utter despair at its many adulterations, ancl 

the disappointments to which the faculty have been thus 

subjected. Families, however, may still prepare their 

own, by attending to a few points in its preparation. In 

the \a,;t article it will be seen that lime precipitates the 

oxytl'-'; and as sherry wine, which is its proper solv-ent, 

tl.10ug-h it ii; mannfacture.d with lime, (See article on wine.) 

so, shonlcl any portion thereof remain, the tartar of 'inti

mony will be found precipitated, and the liquor above 

contain not a particle of virtue;-this i;; the case with most 

antimonial wine of the shops. Bny some; heat it with 

sulphuret of potuss, and the antimony, if any, will be pre, 

cipitatrd; but we never fonnd more than one per cent.,~ 

prnportion too trifling to effect any good, aml tlins 1 

valuable medicine loses its reputation. 

127. To cleanse Lrtmp Oil. 

CHARGE a mug of water with the solutio11 of quick 

lime; pour it off into four times as much whale oil, seal 
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oil, or blubber, which may nave a very ottens1ve smell, 
and stir the whole together, well; repeat this, and agaif!, 
and after awhile that it Ji.as subsided, at the bottom will 
be found the offensive. .matter.~ at top floats the oil, in a 
state of comparative excellence; bnt if a more perfect 
state hereof is desirable, let it undergo the same process 
anew, with fresh lime-water. 

128. The rancidity of Oils removed by Lead. 

LEAD, in almost any form of ex·hibition, cures the fetor 
oil acquires by exposure to the action of air. Salad oil, 
linseed oil, and others that are expressed cold, thongh not 
so liable to become rancid as those wl1ich arc drawn by 
means of heated pln.tes, nevertheless lie open to accident/.\ 
and ad11lterations, which it is desirable to remove. Simply 
. nspe11cling a piece of lead, as recommended in the ca e 
of 'sonr wine,' is often sufficient to remove the minor 
contaminations ; the next degree is to procure filings of 
lead, and mixi11g the same well with your oil, let it subside, 
and the foreign substance will be precipitated. Cenl.':s, 
or white lead, being mixed with oil, will shortly snbsidP, 
and leave the oil fine, clear, and tasteless. Some cli!ni,!;er, 
J1owever, attends this last experiment ; for if any particle. 
of the carbonate of potass get among the cernss, jnst ~o 
mnch of it will be kept in solntion, aml become poi~on Io 
whoever may swallow it. P1·ever1tion: weirrh yonr lead 
before it is used and after it has been again cleansPd vi tl1 
wat~r, slightly tepid. See next article. 
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l-19. White Lead Adullerations. 

THE material termed whitening is much used in con

taminating ceruss, or white lead. Some is solrl so tow as 

to acquire a different name; and "clear colc," which is 

mixed np with weak glue (' size') instead of linseed oil, 

is employed iu tlie first washings by house painters, and 

by them termed a first coat. Dissolve the suspected 

sample in pure potass, and assay the solution in cold acetic 

acid with oxalate of ammonia, and the amount lost by the 

operation is that of the foreign substance, whether it be 

whitening, chalk, the carbonate, or the sulphate of 

barytes. 

130. To Clarify Sugar. 

DxssoLVE coarse sugar in twice its weight of water, in 

an iron boiler, and keep the fire under it until very near 

boiling, when much of the water will have escaped, and 

the liquor assumed the appearance of syrup; then, to the 

quantity of sugar, pour on slowly about one-tenth of bone 

blae./c" as near as may be, in a damp or liquid state. Let 

the whole boil ten minutes (not more), and before it is 

too stiff, pass it into a woollen bag or bags, hung up for 

this purpose by hoops, the lower sides of the bags to be 

peak~d, or conical. The first syrup that comes away will 
be blackish, but this must be thrown up again, and the 

remainder will run off fine aud transparent. 

• As descnbed at page 
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13 L Rheumatic Pains. 

THESE have their origin in suddenly checking the ani
mal warmth, and commonly begin in the lower extremities, 
usually advancing to the centre. Some constitutions are 
more liable than others to this kind of attack, and its 
recurrence, among which syphilitic patients-debilitated 
as much by medicine as by disease-may be reckoned the 
greatest sufferers; for the animal sy~tem of such persons 
having been reduced by the action of :strong remedies (of 
which it is a seq'Uelm) in a constant state of feeble excita_ 
tion, and, thns exposed, the pains affect the trunk and 
head as soon almost as it does tile limbs. Persons so 
afflicted lead a life of misery, and the stim'Ulants hereafter 
recommended but increase their snfferings; for with these 
the membrane, which is mostly affected, is that which 
closely encircles the bones ( Periostemu); and this possess
ing but few nerves, when once affected, the pain flying 
from one to another occasions those shooting pains of 
which the patients complain with much anguish. Rising 
nodes on the sllin, &c. is one cause hereof; and though 
the celebrated decoction of tl1e woods (sarsaparilla, 
,;assafras, &c.) may give ease, they do not cure. For 
these and the nervous, females, and the weak of onr own 
sex, the milder remedies here mentione d are preferable. 

132. First Remedy. 

LET the warm bath be tried, " ·ith plenty of rubbing. 
Take wine of the seeds of colchinum muumnale, in th~ 
cpiantity of a drachm and a half twice a day, in wate r , 
Persevere for two months at leasr . 

... 
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13'.3. Second Remedy-Friel ion, Compression, and 
Percussion. 

NoT only rheumatism, but the cramp and gout, which 

bear affinity to each other, have long been greatly re

lieved by friction, wherever it was bearable, but some 

cures were performed upon patients slightly attacked, by 

pertinaciously rubbing the parts day after day : to this 

method of obtaining relief, the indefatigable Dr. Balfour 

has recently added those of compression and percussion, 

with complete success ; indeed, all seem grounded upon 

the same principle, and there can be no reason why all 

the three should not be essayed in succession ;-we our

selves have alternated them in many cases, and one or 

tl1e other never failed to effect some good. Percussion 

'l.t the sole of the foot relieves pain there and high.er np 

the limb, and we have already shewn that compression 

by the" bed-crutch" (Art. ) affords a certain degree 

of ease; and the cramp, which thus begins in the foot, if 

snffered to continue its visits unrestrained, generally ter

minates with chronic rheumatism. Comp1·ession 'alone 

upon the tendon of the heel, (let it be grasped by a nurse's 

warm hand between the finger and thumb,) is sure to 

afford relief, as long as the pre1<stue is continued, at least 

so far as the knee ; there, however, the aforementioned 

membrane terminating in the perichondrium, stops the 

effects of our remedy. A bandage ronnu the thigh (en 

tourniquette) gives instant relief to that part of the mem

ber ; so has grasping it, or repeated pinehings, left the 

patient in comparative ease. Percussion, by the patient 

himself, with his crutch, upon the spot most <1:ffected, is 

incalculably most beneficial. Dr. Balfoar " pummels" 

tlte same part daily, until the cure is ~ffected. Tremor, 

<;auscd by lifting up the limb, is always to be checked by 
K3 
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passing a bandage round the ancle ; and the reason assigned for this whole series of remedies is the excitement of certain nerves to action, or arresting that of others. The practice is not by any means a novelty to us : we had long ago seen negroes employed in percussion upon their Barbadean masters, by whom it is termed" Champooing." 

134. Insanity c11,red by Compression. 
A case has come under our own view, of a young man having recovered from an attack of insanity by tying round his head a bandage, without any other treatment 

but the common regimen of the house. 

1::lf>. Gout cured by Treacle. 
WE have also known an inveterate attack of gont removed completely, by the application of the treacle plaister. On leather, or close-woven cloth, spread treacle tolerably thick, apply it to the part affected, covering it entirely, and at the end of two or three days, or fonr at farthest, the swellin~ and inflammation is invariably reduced, and the pain entirely gone. 

136. Gout Cordial. 
FoR gout and spasms of the stomach, taking care tha. neither are mistaken for inflammation of the parts, take 

Cardamom Seeds, husked and bruised, and 
Carraway Seeds, bruised, of each 2 ounces 
The best Hay Saffron •••••••••. half-an-ounce 
Turkey Rhubarb, thinly sliced ••• • 1 oz. and half 
Gentian Root •••••••••••••••••• G drachms. 
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Mix and infuse the same in a quart of white braudy 
for a fortnight, giving it a warm corner in the fu·e-place 
during the first four days; shake it up, and when clc>a1· 
it is fit for nse. A table-spoon-foll, with an equal quan
tity of water, is the dose, about once in three days. For 
flatulencies and iudigestion of elderly people, who have 
debilitated or leuco phlegmatic habits, this is an excellent 
medicine. 

1:37. Cra1J1p, u·ith Rheumat-ism and Gout-Con
lri vance for procuring Ease in Bed. 

Continnons cramp, oT repeated attacks of this excrn
ciating disorde1·, at length <ltVolve~ into rheumatism; the 
fonner arising from obstrncted circulation, or stricture 
in the vessels that contain the blood, the latter lies mostly 
in the solids, or the membrane that e11closes the same, 
and through which the blood passes in order to nourish 
the solids or muscles. In this disorder, the cramp, which 
generally attacks the lower extremities, the patient feels 
a sudden contraction of the muscles, from which he is 
usually relieved for the present by jumping ont of be.d, 
and pressing the hollow of the foot against some hard 
substance, but fears to lie down again, justly, lest he ex
perience anew the same painful sensation. A simple 
contrivance for applying this pressure in bed is the fol
lowing :-Procure two yards, more or less, of web, of 
broad tape, or cloth listing, and sew the two ends toge
ther: at one part of this circular fillet fasten a pad of 
stuffed leather, made the shape of the hollow of the foot; 
and, upon getting into bed, place the hollow of the foot 

L 
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therein: holding the other extremity in your hand, or 
hooked over the arm. Several persons ·who have been 
long so afflicted find this contrivance of vast service, and 
one of them terms it his '' sleeping crutch; " for the re
lief so obtained lulls the patient to rest, and " tired na
ture's sweet restorer, balmy sleep," comes iu aid of the 
cure. It is evident, the ' sleeping crutch' may be ad van
tageously employed in rheumatism and slight attacks of 
the gout, when the p,itient would seek for ease by turn
ing iu bed, OLit dreads the arduous task. 

138. Two Preventi-ve Remedies for tlie Cramp. 

First.-Takc a few sprigs of rosemary, (a penny-~orth 
in the herb shops of London,) and wrap them in a piece of 
coarse cloth, or little bag: place this cloth at the pa
tient's feet, nnder the b~d clothes, and he will experience 
no return of his pain. 

Second.-A piece of old rope-yam, tied two or three 
times round the limb affected, has been found highly ser
viceable; but if any particular virtue exists beyond the 
ligature, we may attribute it to the tar which impregnates 

the yarn. 

139. Treatment and Cure of Rheumatism. 

,VHEN chronic, or of long standing, rbetimatism in 
robnst patients may be cured by the following prescrip

tion, which comes to ns (by a kind of refraction) from 

the journals of orth America, and is proved here to hav0 
been efficacious in a great number of instances,-a test 
which very few of the boasted receipts in pharruacy, 
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roming from the same quarter, are able to bear. But 

stimulants, and even rubefacients, were long known to 

give action to the muscles, or to excite the membrane 

which divides, encloses, or forms the several muscles ex

ternally ; and it is now ascertained satisfactorily, how 

intimately the universal membrane is with the pains 

termed rheumatic. The patient himself may prove this 

axiom by every e.xµnlsion this medicine occasions : added 

hereto, the due observance of the calls of natnre in the 

open state of the p1·imr,e ria, a preference for diuretic 

aiteratives-as aloes, gin and water, asparagus, &c. &c., 

according to season, to taste, to habit, or the necessities 

of the case; and we hav e given rules for the general 

domestic adjnncls to our remedy for this painful attack 

on the ease of its victims. 
One remark more will not be deemed unnecessary by 

those who may be actually affiicted: this disorder of the 

limbs, by frequent recurrence, or long continuctnce, is then 

most likely to become chronic, and to extend to other 

parts of the muscular system, by means of the all-per

vading membrane, when no art of man probably is equal 

to the cure; therefore ·violent ,·emedies at any time, or the 

best employed too soon, as they snperinduce a disposition 

to its return, or fail by overshoo ting the mark aimed at, 

are never to be employed m the extreme. When the 

attack commences is not the time to adopt this cure; bnt 

it probably lies between the secm1d and fifth day, when the 

:ncipient virulence thereof may be supposE:'d to have sub

sided, or, by extending itself, to offer a broader field for 

its attack and expnlsion. 
Take of Garlic 2 cloves, bruise them in a mortar, and. 

Gnm ammoniacnm 1 drachrn. 
Make the compo~t into three pil18, with liquorice pow

der: and take OllC night and morning. 
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·warm diluting drinks assist the cure m every case, though they need not be forced upon the patient; nor ought he to deny his appetite for the more solid repast, though he will generally find the paroxysms return more violently on the evenings he so indulges. Perspiration neeti not be encouraged, for then no fear can arise of its being suddenly clucked, a measure which nnelly augment:,, the disorder: nor is there that virtue in ilannels, nor in the proximity of the affected parts to the fire, as is generally imagined, as both tend to increase tlae virulence of a first attack ; and the direct contrary, or t11 rnin~ the affocted partfrnm the fire, will procure sensible alleviation of the pain. If the patient, on occupying the last mC'll· tio1wd position before the fire, has taken the precaution to wear the 'camphor stick,' Jong used by the editor," 
he will fi11cl the pain pass through the system, as it wen•; 
q11,!, '\ith proper care, the cure may by these means be 

.. <:tf1•1•tprl. 

1-lO. R]1rnmat-ism.-Exlernal Application. 
IN some species of attack, a solution of cnmphor in spirits of wiue, or of turpentine, rubbed well into the parts affected, is, in some constitutions, most effectual ; but the patient should keep at home dnri11g the day that 

this remedy ha3 been applied in the morn .ug. 

141. Rlieu,n(lf ic Gout. 
Tues is that state of the affected mc11 1hrane which i~ given to swell, and inflame the cuticle, lmt th e prC'c-i1-~ 

---- . -------------- -
• Dc5cri bed at page 
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seat of either has been deemed conjectural; for medicine, 

though styled a positive science, has been deemed hypo

thetical ; 1t is true, however, that mP,dicine is a con

j ectural branch of knowledge deciding by precedents .* 

Sulphur, in every combination, has 15een administered 

for those excruciating and tiresome disorders we now 

prescribe for; but the practice of mixing it with spirits 

is not, in every case, the best vehicle that can be employed 

for introducing this curative to the system. Take the 

flowers of brimstone, four ounces, mix it well in milk, 

a pint and half, and take a tea-cup full three mornings 

following; wait three days, and repeat the same course, 

when you shall presently find the symptoms abate. A 

repetition, after another such an interval, bas generally 

succeeded in great mnubers of cases. 

142. Bolognian Phosphorus. 

\VAs matle of a heavy spar, or native sulphate of barytes 

found in the neighbouring mountains of the place whosr 

name it bears; and, in fact, a very great nnmber of such 

011bstance.;; are now known to be phosphorescent; as also, 

snlpbate of' lin:e, Glanlrnr'11 salts, some vegetables that 

are fibrons; likewise starch and sngar, after being ren

dered perfect'y dry, and exposed to the rays of the snn, 

We described the mode of forming phospllorns from the 

meal of vegetables, in the first volume, article 248, and 

now add the present notice to show, that extreme dryness, 

procured by a do11,ble heat, is the principle npon which 

most substances, like those just enumerated, are rendered 

capable of retaining and emitti{lg the ,<;nn's rays, or of 

•Edinburgh Review, No, 68. 
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being ignited by exposure and friction with snlphnr. Pallas ascertained that the striated grl'en perceptioble in fluor spar, threw out a radiance greater than the violet, or any other colour; and Dr. Brewster a:!certained, that a -i:n.ned phosphorescence existed in the spar, whencP- we arc led to expect soon to derive further discoveries. 

143. Solar Pliosp!torus-Canton's. 
THE kind of phosphorus termed Canton's is thus manu~ factnre<l :-Calcine oyster-shells, by keeping them in a good tire, in the open air, for half an hour. From tl;ese select the largest and whitest pieces, and having powdered these, mix them with flowers of sulp,'.1ur, in the proportiuu of one-fonrth part of the latter to three parts of th e former. Pack the whole closely in a crucible, lute on a cover, and heat it pretty strongly for an hour; when it is cold, turn oat the contents of yonr crucible, break them in pieces, and select the brightest parts for use. It 11111st be kept from the air until u~ed. 
Note. Much gn::ater brilliancy may be proclncC'cl by burning without the crucible, provided the shells lin well covered by coals; bnt the best of all is made with charcoal, formed into a kind of plates or flat pieces, ~o a~ to i11close the shell& from air: iron plv.tes are sometimes substituted, but not so successfully, steel ones being 

better than iron. 

144. Fuclllious Planets. 
WrTH the sobr phosphorus jnst dcscri'Jed, a beautiful 'dark-chamber' experiment, to rc>prcsent any one or more 
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of the planets, may be experimented, Having cut out 
in pnper a half moon, Jupiter and his moons, Saturn and 
his ring, a congeries of stars, or any other heavenly 
luminary; cover the shapes well with strong gum-water, 
fasten them upon a board or wall, and strew over them 
wme of the phosphorus, finely powdered, you have the 
brightness of the stars according to the purity of your 
preparation. Expose it to the light, but not to the rnys 
of the sun; or, jmt before representation, to the light of 
a rcfracfo.g lamp. Better than both these, is it to dis
charge the flash of an electrical jar or battery over its 
surface. 

145. Grim Visages and Ghastly Features. 

To one part of the phosphorus, a<ld si:ic parts of olive 
oil, and let them digest over a sand-heat, until the phos
}Jhorns is di solved. Apply this to the skin, or other 
1J1atter, it docs no harm, but casts a smoaky light in the 
tla rk. Having shut the eyes, rnb a little over your face, 
a11d look for yourself in a mirror, or dressing glasf. ; 
l',11 11 mi Ricordo. You will be reminded of r,n occur
rr 11ce in the life of King Saul and the womau of Endor; 
,md the trick offers to any artist a ~ood subject for study, 
(,1.s it i~ called), the eyes, no;; tnls and mouth vresP.nting 
the appPn.rance of dark spots. 

This recreation greatly surpasses a similar one ~iven 
in our first volume, article 4, and may be profitably 
employed in exploding the foolish idea, too generally 
entertained, of the appearance of goblins, and other such 
,-idiculous notions. 
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146. Instantaneous Fire Bottle. 
A MOST useful application of phosphorus to the pm• 

poses of actual life, is the art of making the fire bottle, 
that affords immediate light, so as to supersede the 
uecessity of tinder-box, steel and flint; which last, i-s at 
all times a tedious, uncertain, and rude mode of obtain
ing fire, or lighting a candle, very ill befitting the pre
sent improved state of the domestic arts, and agreeing 
but too well with the miserable poetry that annonnces, 
in our streets, the sale of the most consumable part of the 
barbarous paraphernalia: 

" For hghting your candle, or kindling your fire, 
" They are the best matc!tes your heart can desire.'' 

lnto the required number of small phials put a bit of 
~hosphorns, the size of a pea each, and fill up with lime. 
Set them in an iron frying-pan full of sand, and put it 
over the fire; then with a stick incorporate the ingre~ 
clients together, by stirring them about, but be careful 
too much air does not enter, which would set fire to and 
inevitably cause the destruction of the whole contents, 
In order to prevent this, place round the wire a piece 
of buff or book-binder's leather, the upper part whereof 
may be tied with waxed thread, or cobbler's-end, whilst 
the lower part should spread so as to cover the neck of 
the bottl e. When the mixture assumes a deep yellow 
colgur, it is enough, and you must then h&nd off your 
phials, seriathn, as this appears to take place, and let 
them be corked. 

When a light is required, uncork the bottle, and in• 
troducc a small brimstone match, twisting it about once 
or twice between the fingers and thumb; draw forth the 
match, and it will instantly catch fire. Remember 
ahvays to cork down the bottle as soon as the match 
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comes out, or the contents will c:itch fire. The expense 
of surh fire bottles would be ;-,bout a guinea per 
hundred. 

147. Anollicr Fire Rotlle. 

A BETTER mode (as some think) is to employ sulphur, 
adding one part thereof to eight of phosphorus, to be 
incorporated togeth Pr as bC'fore, but differing as to the 
manner of using it, which is this: having introduced a 
match, and brought forth npon it a small portion of the 
contents, rub it upon a bit of cork, and you shall pre
sently obtain fire. 

148. The Frosted Branch. 
TAKE a large glass jar, and turn its mouth downwards 

upon a brick or tile; the jar to have fastened at its 
bottom (now its upper side), a branch or sprig of any 
shrub, as myrtlP, or rosemary, quite fresh, and damped 
with water. Then, upon a piece of hot iron throw some 
bi ts of gnm-benzoin, place the iron at the same moment 
underneath your jar, when the white fnmes of the 
benzoin will ascend, and remain attached to the branch 
or sprig, beautifully covering it all over with white par
ticles , like the hoar frost of winter: the access of atmos
pheric air, however, would soon decompose the acid, and 
must therefore be excluded. 

I 
_J,4 .,r .. 
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149. Arbor Martis, or Iron Tree. 
IN strong aqua-fortis dissolve steel filings, till the acid 

is tolerably well saturated therewith. Add thereto 
gradually a solution of fixed alkali, or oil of tartar, per 
deliqnimn. An effervescence accompanies each admix
ture; in the latter the iron, instead of falling to the 
hottom of your vessel, will ascend, coYering the sides 
thereof, and forming a great nnmber of cnrions ramifica
tion heaped one npon another, nntil they pass over the 
edge of the vessel, in the form of an over lnxnriant 
plant. 

150. T!te Silver Tree, in a Glass Frame. 
DrssoLvE silver in aqua-fortis. Put a few drops 

thereof on a square of glass, and lay thereon small wire 
of copper or brass, previously formed into the shape of 
a tree with its branches. After lying an hour or two a 
beautiful white vegetation will be perceptible round the 
wire, which will be partly covered tlierewith. Then 
wash it carefully with water, put over anotlier square of 
glass, apply a frame deep enough to take the thicknc s 
of both, and you will thus have a pleasing ornamrnt for 
a sitting room. 

151. Artificial Cold. 

A MIXTURE of ice aud alcohol has bren found to pro
duce instant cold of forty degrees below Zero. Dr. 
Macculloch (the traveller) being on a high Scotch moun
tain, diluted his whiskey with hail which had just fallen. 
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Instantly the rnixtnre was covered with ice, and it froze 
to the glass: · on trial the quicksilver in the thermometeI .... 
sank into the bulb. 

152. Galvanic Discot•eries and Experiments, 
showing the Connection that exists between 
Electricity and Magnetism. 

No doubt remained for a long time, on the minds of 
the most competent judges, of the connection that 
existed between electricity and magnetism. In onr first 
volume, (article 275), we took occasion to show m how 
much this was the case: "Magnetism, like electricity, 
r}epends entirely on attraction," were the words by 
i11hich the article was introduced ; and (in section 6), the 
actual connection is plainly described. Bnt proof was 
still wanting, i. e. experiments by titled persons, or pro
fessors. The galvanic electricity is found to be one 
medium of connection, and the experiments of Professor 
Oersted, of Copenhagen, supported by Sir Humphry 
Davy, ' the prince of chemists,' show distinctly this 
connection.* 

A galvanic apparatus, consisting of twenty troughs, 
12 inches by 2½ being provided, each trongh was fur
nished with two plates of copper, so disposed as ·:o 
support the rod of copper, which sustains the zinc plate 
in the fluid of the next trough. The conducting liquid 
consisted of pure water, containing a sixtieth of its 

• We haYe not yet heard of the Professor·s work on "the Identity of 
Chemical and Electrical Forces," in which he is said to haYe " sought for 
proofs of the identity," though the Editor of the l'hilosophical Magazine 
(for Jan. 1!3'21,) says" bi has not therein established the fact." 

L 3 
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weight of sulphuric acid, and the same of nitric acid. 
In all subsequent experiments, a single pair of large 
plates was found more efficacious than a number of 
small plates; bnt it was also found, when the wires from 
all the ziuc plates were connected on one side, and those 
from all the copper plates on the other, the electro
magnetic influence always increased with the number of 
the plates. A zinc plate of ten inches was immersed in 
the liquid: and a wire united the extremities of the pile: 
the effect produceu hereby, was termed the electric 
confl ict, and tlte wire from its appplication receives the 
uame of 'conjunctive wire.' This we adopt as simple, 
and clearly indicative of its use; and the effect produced 
heiug by th e contrary motion of two electric currents, 
by means of tlte conjunctive wire,and therefore we shall 
so term them 'con!licting electr"tcal currents.' How 
this contiictiu .~ current acted upon the needle will be 
su bsequently shewn; meantime, some interesting facts 
which have bec11 elicited by the .indefatigable discoverer, 
assisted by the labours of Ampere, Davy, Hansteen, 
and others, may be here profitably set down, alt11ough 
resulting from the experiments which close this series. · 

153. lnlfrest;ng Particulars arising from thesf' 
Electro-Magnetic Expt'riments. 

IT is a well ascertained fact, that the effectg which 
take place in the electrical conflict, are ab olutely dif
ferent from those which belong to ordinary electrical 
attractions aud repulsions. For tllese electro-magnetical 
effects do not depend upon the intensity thereof, but 
solely upon its quantity, as will be demonstrated pre
sently. Moreover, two conjunctive wires of metals, uot 
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magnetic, act upon tlte magnet by the intervention of 
positive electricity only; so that they may be 111ade tv 
communicate that quality to bars sulm1itted to the opera
tion of the fluid, by twisting spirally rounJ su..:h lm1 s 
the rigltt conjunctive wire. (See article 275, Vol. I.) 
and thus proves incontelitibly the intimate co-conntc
tion that exists between galvanic <.'lectricity and mag
netism. The rdative quantities of galvani.sm, generatP.<l 
in different experirnent,-, may be estimated with much 
accuracy, by using a graduated slide, carrying the con
necting wire over a compass, with a standard direction; 
for, according lo the quunl'ily, (.i.s said befor0,) will be the 
effect, and not according to its intr.n.~ity. The connect
ing wi1·e may be made of any metal ; or several com
l>inecl, without~affccting the experimeuts, though 71luti11u 
was used by Mr. Oersted; nor do the substances whith 
resist the ordinary galvanic and elcctricai intluenc<·, 
offer any ob!,-trnction8 in these cases: gla!>s, wood, water, 
metals, rosin, earthen ware and stones, separately and 
combined, transmit without diminution the action of the 
connecting wire. Large plates of vanous sizes have 
been used by the differer,t experimentalists, and, upon 
comparing the results of each, it is ascertained that a 
zinc plate of a hundred inches would have a strong in
fluence at three yards distance, which is much more than 
forty troughs would produce, although containing in the 
aggregate a greater number of inches. 

154. The Galvanic Arc. 
'fHE formation of the galvanic a.re is very simple. 

Mr. Oersted describes the principle of that used by himJ 

l.\'l 
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as represented in the annexed fig. 3 : 

a the piece of zinc, b the piece of 

copper, c, d, a metallic wire (plati

mun), e the fluid conductor. The 

connecting wire is to be attached 

between c, d. The zinc always com

municates a portion of its positive 

electricity to the water, as the copper 

does of its negative electricity, 

which would naturally produce an accumulation of 

negative electricity in the upper end of the zinc, and of 

positive electricity in the copper, if tl}e conjunctive 

communication by c, d, did not re-establish the eqnili

hrium, by transferring a good portion of the negative 

electricity from th e zinc u, to the copper b, and of the 

positive from/, to a. The wire c, d, therefore, receives 

the negative electricity of the one, and the positive of 

the other, as de.scribed; whilst it is well known, that the 

wfre of communication between the two poles of a battery, 

on the contrary, receives positive electricity from the 

zinc, and negative from the copper. A distinction, this, 

which shonld be kept in mind by the reader, while he is 

studying the following experiments with the arc. 

155. The Declination of the Needle affected by 

Galvanic Electricity. 

AnovE a magnetic 11eedlt>, well suspemled, &nd in 

equilibrio in the magnetic meridian, is placed a straight 

part of the conjunctive wire, so as to he horizontal and 

parallel with the needle; which may be accomplished 

by bending it near its efficacious part. When this is 

done, tile needle will be fonnd to deviate from its posi-
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tion, and the pole which is near<::st the l'legative end of 

the battery will move to the westward; and the whole 

declination thereof will be forty-five degrees, provided 

it be not more than three-fourths of an inch from the 

wire. At a greater distance, or with a smaller wire, or 

a weaker battery than will make a tnetallic wire red hot, 

the declination will be less than forty-five degrees, de

creasing to thirty degree:; with the smallest kind of wire. 

But a connecting wire which shall be one-fifteenth of an 

mch diamete1, being placed horizontally, in the plane of 

the magnetic meridian, over the compass, the deviation 

of the needle will be eighty degrees and upwards. 

But if, instead of placing the wire abore the needle, it is 

now placed below it, the effect produced will be the 

direct contrary: the pole nearest the negative end of 

the battery then moving to the eastward, at the i;ame 

dcg1 ee as by the former experiments its deviations were 

westerly. Again, if the conjunctive wire is caused to 

turn in an horizontal plane, so as to deviate gradually 

from the magn_etic meridian on either side, the declina• 

tion of the needle will increase if the wire approaches 

the needle, and will diminish if it recedes from it . 

Once more, change the conjunctive wire to a vertical 

position, opposite the pole of the needle, and 11pon re

ceiving the negative electricity at its upper end, the 

declination will be eastward; bnt if this be communi

cated at its lower end, the declination will be to the 

westward of north. When, however, the conjunctive 

wire is brnught opposite a point between the pole and 

the centre of _the needle, the whole phenomena are then 

reversed. 
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156. The Dip of the Needle affected by Negative 
Electricity. 

WHEN the magnetic needle is rendered horizontal by 
a counterpoise, and yon place the conjunctive wire in 
the same horizontal plane, and parallel with it, no declinu
tion then takes place either way, but the needle diµs. So 
the pole where the negative elt•ctricity enters, is a good 
deal depressed when the wire is :,it11a1ed on the u:e~t side 
of the needle, but, on the contrary, wheu brought to its 
eastern siclc, the needle is rnised. 

On the other hand, if the conjunctive ".-ire is placed 
at right angles with the magnetic meri(lian, the needle 
remains at rest, whether above or below: excepting always 
that the said wire should not be brought too near the 
pole of the needle; and then the pole will be rni.sed, 
when the negative electricity enters, from the west, but 
depressed when coming from the east. 

)57. Bars or Needles rendered Magnetic by tlie 
Galvanic Arc. 

A NEW method of communicating the polar attraction 
to the needle, is that adverted to in the experiments of 
Mr. Oersted. Sir H. Davy fouud that the conjunctive 
wire of platina was magnetic, from its attracting iron 
filings; and it was found capable of communicating per
manent magnetism to steel bars, placed transversely; 
whilst the same bars, when placed to the wire, had only 
tc111porary magnetism while in the vicinity of tile appa
ratus. When 1he south pole of a magnetic bar received 
111•g-ative electricity, the power of attraction w::is des. 
troye<l iu half a minute. 
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158. Electro-Magnetic Experinients. 
CONNECTED with the foregoing, are the following 

facts, which do not go to contradict, but rather to 
correct Mr. Oersted's statements; and, indeed, they are 
but a few of an entire series with which we are already 
furnished, all tending to the same point, namely, the 
effects produced by the electric current upon the magnet 
and chronometer.~' 

1. A weight being suspended from a small horse-shoe 
magnet, on connecting its north pole with the copper 
side of a pair of galvanic plates, the weight was more 
stron~ly attached, but on reversing the wires, it fell. 

2. A magnetic bar being placed in the galvanic cir
cuit, with its south pole in connection with the positive 
end of the battery, the magnetism thereof will be 
destroyed in half a minute. This experiment illustrates 
the fact, that electricity (and, lightning), not only im
parts the magnetic power, but is likewise capable of 
destroying it. 

3. Bend the connecting wire from north to south, and 
then from south to north, the magnetic needle will be 
found to deviate to the westward of north in all the 
former bendings, and in all the latter it will be to the 
eastward of north. 

4. Whenever the connecting wire is made to pass from 
north to south, .over the needle, and from south to north, 
11.nder it, the electro-magnetic influeuce will be doubled. 

• See 1-\rticle 275, Section 6, of our fi1stVolume. There the reader will 
note-" Electricity is known to communicate the magnetic power, mid 
lightning of course; and, wlten eitlter prevails, is most iikely to ejfecl t!te 
degree of polarity in t!te compass." Vide" Philosophical Recreations," 
Vol. I. pao-e 186; which was printed 10th Dec. 1820, and the first intim.1. 
tion of Mr: Professor Oersted's discoveries was published in the•• Elliu
burgli Philosophical Journal," 1st .Jan. 16~. 
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5. The same experimentalist adds, " I have also found, 
in like manner, that ei:ery perpendicular object, of what· 
ever materials it may be formed, has a magnetic north 
pole at its base, and a south pole at its top ;"-the same 
of a tree, a pole, an iron rod, a wall, a ho•ise. A fact, 
however, wliich was anticipated in our first volume, 
article 275, sections I, 2. Tliis is very true, as regards 
the no1·thern hemisphere, but the case is recersed in the 
.901dhem hemisphere ; a fact which goes to confirm the 
opinion of Halley, Von Euler, and others, who maintain 
the doctrine of south polar attraction. 

6. Not only the compass, bnt chronomE:ters are found 
to receive magnetic influence upon being pnt a ship
board, being always then acceleratl'd. Mr. Fi ~hn 
ascribes this to the magnetic action exerted by tl,C' iro11 
of the ship on the inner rim of the balance, which is made 
of steel; for if on land, you briug a magnet near a chro
nometer, this influence will be immediate and distinct 
The force of balance springs being also affected in the 
same way, they should be made of gold to traverse ac. 
cnrately. 

Note. Some hopes are entertained that upon the ap
pearance of Mr. Hanstce11's second part on Magneti m, 
we shall be favoured with his considering the optical 
phenomena as connected with terrestrial magnetism. 

159. Oscillation of the Magnet. 
THE magnetic intensity of the earth is found to have 

a variation honrly, daily, and annually_. Great change~ 
are also found at the time of the equinoxes, on the days 
of tlie n:0011's quartering, aud of her passing the eqnator. 
Mr. Humboldt noticed the iufluence of the 110,.thern light, 
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(Aurora Borealis) upon the polarity of the needle; and 
remarked, that it does not regain its former strength 
until after the lapse of an entire day. Professor 
Hansteen, of Christiana, observed the oscillations of 
a magnetical cylinder, suspended by a silk thread in a 
small box with glass openings, by means of a chrono
meter. From early in the morning, he finds the inten
sity is on the decrease, until between 10 and 11 o'clock 
in the forenoon, when it is at the lowest; but from this 
time it goes on to increase, at first slowly, afterwards 
more rapidly, until -1 o'clock in wiuter, or from 6 to 8 
-.luring summer, when it is at the hightst. At times, 
11owever, it does not reach this maximum before 10 
)'clock in the evening: so much for the general, daily, 
and hourly variation, from whic:h 11111st be subtracted the 
particular influences above named. 

In winter this intensity is much greater than in summe1 
time; the greatest happening in the month of January, 
annually, the lenst being observed this last year to be 
on the 13th J nly, 18i0. Much greater rariations take 
place in summer than in winter. 

160. Air Pump. Resistance of Arc/led Bodies. 
"\VE h2vt, already shown several entertainiug experi

ments of which this wonderful invention is capable of 
being applied to, in our first Volume, page 35, &c. 
There still remains one or two plcasiug fac 1s to add 
thereto ; and first as to the resistance of the arch. 

Let two phials, the one square the other a round one, 
be furnished with a valve stopper, and place in the 
receiver. Exhaust the air therefrom, and the valves 
opening will nave their respective phials in vacuum also; 
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then turn the cock tl at re-admits the air, the valves 
being closed, the p:ressnre of the air wiil press npon an d 
burst the square phial , whilst the round one withstands 
the pressure enti re, by reason of its shape ; and this1 
althongh, as is usually the case, the ronnd phial be a 
blown one, and very thiiJ , whilst square phials are 
always cast, and of thick materials. 

The receiver itself is a proof of the same doctrine: 
but for its arched top the surronnding atmosphere would 
shiver it to atoms whenever its inside should be ex. 
bausted. The same effect would be produced by cork
ing down the phials , so that the air cannot escape; tlie 
pressure from without being withdrawn, that \\ itliin 
forces the barrier and the stopper flies ont, or the 
square phial bursts. 

161. The Ai1· Bubble of Eggs. 
EvERY one wbo breaks an egg at the big ern1 mn~t 

have noticed a small bubble of air 1Ahich is confi11 erl 
within the film at that part. If a punctnre be made in 
the small end, and the egg placed under the receiver, the 
consequence of non-resistance at this orifice will be, 
that the air at the big end will drive out the yolk of the 
egg, with much force, and apparently inflated with aii'; 
but upon permitting the receiv er to fill gradnally, the 
yolk will return into tile egg as completely as it was at 
first, 
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162. Elasticity of Air.-The Bladde1·. 
INFLATE a bladder to one half of its capacity, or less , 

make fast the neck, place it under the receiver, aui-1 
when the air is withdrawn, the bladder will distend as it 
originally filled to its utmost. Upun exposure again to 
the pressure of the atmosphere, the contents of the 
bladder are compressed by the external weight. This 
wei~ht may be ascertained nearly by placing upon the 
bladder, (confined at its sides, within an uncovered box), 
weights sufficient to keep it down; and, according to 
the quantity of pressure required to effect this: will be 
the degree of elasticity. 

163. Stul capable of being Forged. 

MA-Y be made from iron, by the following process. -
Small pieces of this metal are to be placed in a crucible, 
and covered with a mixture of chalk or lime-stone, and 
the earth of Hessian crucibles, in the proportion of six of 
each to twenty of iron; taking care that the latter be 
completely covered from the atmosphere at the time of 
fusion. Heat your crncihle, gently increasing it until 
it reaches the point of fusion ; keep this np an hour at 
lca~t, for an ordinary sized vessel full, and exceedingly 
hard steel will be produced. 
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164. Test for proving Steel. 
TAKE weak aqua-fortis, and drop a little on the 

sampler in question. After a few minutes dip it in water, 
and if the spot he a pale grey, it is iron; a black i;;pot 
denotes steel. 

165. Steel Engraved Bank J.Vote Plates. 

BANK Notes are worked from pla:tes obtained by the 
original engraving (on steel), being first impre~sed upon 
a cylinder of soft steel; and then tills cylinder, being 
hardened, is made to re-produce the copper-plates in 
any number, for working on paper. What-ever power is 
required for thus transferring the impression, is obtain
able upon the same old principle as wire drawing is per
formed, though the patentees have introduced some 
modifications adapted to a 4½ inch surface-the depth of 
Bank plates. Already have they furnished several pro
vincial bankers, and one specimen plate also appeared 
of very masterly execution. The superior and varied 
style of engraving each plate exhibits, and the absolute 

. sameness throughout, of every secret line and dot, pro
mises to render imitation most difficult, and secures to 
the bankers themselves, though not to the public, the 
certain detection of forgeries. 

Having engraved the design upon softened steel;* 
and subseqnently haJ"dened the same, it is next to _be 
transferred into a relief cylinder of soft steel-(also to 

,. Four different methods of rendering steel as soft as lead were g i\•en 
in article 287, of our first Volu me. The mode of hardening it again, so 
as to p,eserve the polis!J,ed surface, and the engrnving 0/Jtir.e, foll~w in 
the next pa.ires. 
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he hardened), whose circumference is at least equal to 

the original plate; from this cylinder, so impressed in 

1·elief, copper-plates in any number may be obtained, by 

transferring the design in the same manner as it was 

received. 

166. Printr.rs of Books, and of Calicoes. 

BOTH those trades may avail themselves of the cylin

ders, or block, to which the matter, or pattern, has been 

transferred in relief; and the cylindP.r being of snfficien t 

circumference for that purpose, entire patterns, and 

whole sheets of books may be rolled off with facility; 

having for the latter purpose two such cylinders whic:h 

would be required for each sheet. 

Note. Although the original engravings may be made 

on copper, yet steel possesses incalcnlable advantages 

over it, being capable of subsequently acquiring a much 

greater degree of hardness, and conseque1Jtly of impart

ing a much sharper relief to the cylinders. 

167. To harden Steel Engravings, without in

juring the impression 01· polish .. 

THIS is one indispensible concomitant of the new 

metllod of obtaining Bank note plates, &c. as pro

pounded by Mr. Jacob l>erkins. For this part has 

Mr. Perkins obtained His Majesty's letters patent, (that 

uncertain tenure of ex~lmive right); hut, the patentee 

having in his spedfication omitted to di r<'ct the workman 

bow he is to guard against the access of atmospheric air, 

in hardening bis plates,-which is alone the cause of th~ 

lH 3 
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1 mtJdmess that ernmes, and renders the plates unavailable, ,,·e here supply the deficienr.y. 
Let the plate, block, or cylinder, of soft steel with a fine polish on its surface, and the requisite impression worked or tmnsfe1'1'ed to it, be held over a crucible, in which is a sufficiency of melted copper to immerse it entirely. This steel graving shonld have a hole drilled in one of its corners, through which a wire of good strength is to be inserted, and by this wire is the plate to be suspended in the crucible, but com·1,letely covered by the copper, so far at least as the hole and wire. After receiving the fumes and its heat for some tinw, the plate is to be immersed in the melted cupper, and the fusion is to be raised to the tempenng height. When thi:, has risen to the required pitch, the plate is to be ~ooled suddenly in water, without exposure to the air; for this purpose a butt of water is to be prepared, the liottom whereof may be shielded by iron plates, bars, or scraps, as may be at hand. 'fhen the crncible with its whole contents is to be thrown therein, and with the copper descending to the bottom, the plate for the preservation whereof this process is undertaken having been suspended, by its wire being made fa~t across the month of the water butt, and thns hanging a few inches below the snrface of the water, it is secluded from the air until its temper is res to red. 

Note. Such is the importancP of this part of their procesi;;, that we observe the otherwise beautiful plate, which Messrs. Perkins, Fairman and Heath, have sent forth as a specimen, in No 7, of 1' .. dinburgh Philosophical Journal, has received an injury in the hardeninµ;, which mnst render it mwless as snch, if their pretensions to immaculacy mean any tl1in~: a hair fissure is perceptible from the ship, in the npper hieroglyphic, across the corner of the <.'ntablatnre below, measuring two inches, 
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168. To whiten Brass Ornaments, or Copper, by 
Boiling. 

ALUM, white tartar, and grain tin, proportioned to the 
articles to be coloured, being put into an earthen vessel 
with the articles, and the whole boiled together, the 
tin is soon found adherin~ to the articles, which when 
polished look like silver. By this process the clasps ot· 
account books, several sorts of buttons, and SOIJI" small 
utensils, as snuff-boxes, are whitened. 

169. Moire Metal, or Crystallised Tin. 
QUITE new and splendid as this art is, it yet depends 

entirely upon the action of acids and saline compounds, 
already well known, on tin, or tinned substances. M. 
Baget, a Frenchman, however, claims tile honour of a 
discovery for this process, attributing the same to acci
dent, and a description of his method shall follow that 
of the first with whom we became acquainted. After 
cleansing away every extraneous matter, as dirt or 
grease, with warm soapy water, rince your tins in clean 
water; then, after drying it, give it a heat to the tempera
ture of bare sufferance to the hand, and expose it to 
the vaponr of any acid that acts upon tin, or the acid 
itself may he poured on, or laid on with a brush, the 
granular crystallization varying according to the strength 
of the wash, and the heat of your plates. Hence, it 
must be perceived, whatever quantity is required for 
any particular job of work should be made all at one 
time; no two makings coming away alike, but depend
ing entirely upon accident. 

N 
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Wash I. Take one part by measnre of sulphuric acid, 
and dilute it with five times as much water. 2. Take of 
nitric acid and water, eqnal quantities, and keep the two 
mixtures separate. 

Then, take of the first ten parts, and one part of the 
second; mix, and apply the same with a pencil or sponge 
to the surface of the heated tin, repeating the same 
several times, until the material acted upon loses its 
heat, or you may be satisfied with the appearance of 
your work. A transparent varni sh is now to be laid on, 
much whereof will be absorbed, and will of course be 
affected by any colouring matters yon may mix witl1 it; 
these, however, should not be opaqne colours; and a good 
polish being given to the work, produces that enviably 
brilliant covering we find lately so much in vogue for 
covering iron story posts, &c. 

170. Moirt Watering, by otlter Metltods. 

THE fancy may be employed in using your acids in 
various degrees of dilution, whereby the cloudy reflec
tions more or less resemble mothc:r of pearl, or assume 
the deep shades of rude leaves, of stars, and other figures, 
or simply shapeless granulations. This is the process of 
M. Baget, and these his var.ions mixtures. 1. Dissolve 
four ounces of muriate of soda in eight ounces of water, 
and add thereto two ounces of nitric acid. 2. To eight 
ounces of water put two ounces of nitric acid, and three 
of muriatic acid. 3. T~ eight ounces of water, add two 
ounces of muriatic acid, and one of sulphuric acid. One 
of those mixtures, at your pleasure, is to be poured upon 
the heated tin, while this rests upon a vessel of stone 
ware; the mixture is to be poured on by instalment, a; 
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it were; the tin is then to be thrown into a slightly 
acidulated water, and afterwards washed in clean water. 

The subsequent treatment is to be the same as before 
detailed, 

171. Litkography.-Tke Art of multiplying 
Copies of Drawings, tfc. S;c. by means of 
Stone. 

PERFECTLY applicable to the several branches of the 
arts, where accuracy of representation, combined with 
expedition, is necessary, or Jae simile printing is sought 

for,* this art bids fair to rival several other methods of 
producing cheap pictorial rep resentations of sensible 
'objects. Stone is the only material upon which you can 
operate, because of its ready absorption and retention 
of water, and that of a close calcareous nature is rec

koned th~ best, though all in some degree possess that 

quality. A good polish made with pummice stone is 
necessary, the size of your stone being adapted to that 
of your work. On this smooth surface the drawing 

is to be made with crayons, or with a liquid we would 
term delineating ink, to be described hereafter, and 
which being already adhesive, is rendere<l permanently 
so by a wash with water, in which 11itric acid, in the 

proportion of one to fifty, has been dissolved. For this 

purpose, use a smooth sponge, softly dabbing the· finer 
parts of the drawing, so as not to disturb the lines : all 

• The mode of printing with types, (technicall:> termed scrip), to re
semble hand-writing, is set at nought by this invention ; the copy can be 

composed in less time, is worked with the same facilitic3 , and is correct 

to a trait, 
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the surface is to be thus wetted, and a· short effer
vescence, which hereupon takes place, subsiding, rince 
the stone in clear water. It is now fit for printing. 

172. Lithographic Crayons. 
TAKE of soap three-parts, tallow two-parts, and one of 

wax; dissolve these in an earthen vessel, and havin g 
incorporated the mixture well, add of Frankfort black 
as mnch as it will imbibe. Then having prepared moulds 
of the size required, pour il}to them the mixture, and, 
when cold, they may be used as pencils upon the stone, 
as described in the last article. 

Note. The effect of this composition, as well as of the 
delineating ink which followf.l, is, that the printing ink 

. ' laid on with the balls described hereafter, hes upon it, 
in the same manner as it noes upon printers' types, and 
imparts the same to the paper, when pressed upon it. 

173. The Delineating Ink. 
IN principle the same as described in the prececiing 

note . . The ink for delineating npon stone, or of writing 
upon paper, whence it may be transferred to the stone 
by gentle pressure, is much better adapted than crayons 
for Jae simile writings or circular letters. Heat a glazed 
earthen vessel over the fire, and having put in eqna1 
quantities of mastic iu grains, and white Marseilles soap, 
melt and mix them carefully. Add thereto five times as 
mnch shellac as you have of mastic; incorporate the whole, 
and drop in by degrees a ley made by the solution of 
caustic alkali in five times its bulk of water. 
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Observe,-That caution is necessary in making this last 
adJition to the map, as the alkaline if pnt in suddenly, 
the agitation it is calculated to raise, would cause the 
contents to nm over the edge of your vessel. 

As soon as the whole is rendered homogeneous, add 
Frankfort black (as pe,· last article); and, lest it get too 
thick before this is properly incorporated, add water 
sufficient to keep it in a state of deliqueocy fit for 
wriling 

174. Lithographic Printing 

As before described, the stone having been washed or 
wetted, and kept so, it rejects the p!·inting-ink every
where, except where the delineations with pen 01· crayon 
appear : to these, being of a resinous quality, the ink ad
heres, but the water will not do so, for the same reason. 
A common printer's ball/ upon which the printing ink 
has been well disseminated, is now to be dabbed on the 
whole surface. On this the paper in a damp state is to 
be laid; and, to keep it steady, is to be covered with 
any other similar sheet (as parchment or a cloth), pass 
over the same a heavy roller once only, lest you rnaclcle 
the impression. 

SucH a mode of Lithographic Printing, however, is 
very rude, and little agreeable to the improved state of 
mechanics, or the expedition that is generally so essen
tial to the cheap multiplication of copies. The common 

• Instead of these balls, the milers invented by Applegarth, and made 
by Harold, have been generally substituted by Letter-press Printers; but 
as these a1:e too dear for Lithographers, a wooden cylinder covered with 
leather outside, but having a previous lining of coarse woollen blanket, is 
found to answer as well. The greatest caution is ner.essary with the 
joining of the two ends, and having it_ sufficiently large to pass over the 
stone at one turn of ifa ax is. 
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type printing-press offers a tolerable model, where the 
stone employed is not much thicker than types.• 

175. Stereotype Printing. 
AROUND this part of the typographic art, like that 

which covered the first invention of printing, has been 
thrown the halo of secrecy. Bnt the Cyclopredists and 
Ferrets of dame Science, seek eternally to open her 
uoors to all enquirers. 

THE object proposed to be accomplished in this, as 
in the preceding Art, is the production of speedy, cheap, 
and accurate copies. When the usual page of letter 
(fnsil type) has been made ready for press, it is placed 
on a table and surrounded with a moveable sqnare of 
wood, which rises nearly as high as the beard Jf the
letter, and is accurately acljnsted thereto. The edge 
may be tipped with brass, or a square of smooth brass. 
work laid on; then, having· surrounded the whole with 
an oute1· case fitting closely to tlle wooden square, pour 
into the cavity a quantity of Plaister of Paris, and when 
this has set, and become bard, it. forms the matrix in 
which your plate is to be hereafter cast. Much close 
observation is necessary in order to bring off the matrix 
entire, and with a plain surface, on account of the ad
hesion of the plaister to the letter, when this is old, bat
tered, clogged with ink, or dirty. 

A good preventative in this case is to wasll over the 
face of the letter with oil, taking care that none remain 
to disfigure the cast: bnt new letter, or unused, is pre
ferable, for obvious reasons besides this one. Again, if 

• In winter, when frost may be expected, the stones are to be 5ecured 
from its effects, or they will break with the return of a thaw . Let~tra w 
(unbroken) be laid over the stone every night, the ends whereof bend to
w,Lrds the ear th, or a layer of horse-dung, well arranged round aud over 
the ston~ is a good preventati\·e; otherwise a good fire must Lie kept. 
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your plaister adhere from any cause, warm it gently in 

the kitchen oven. but not too long, and it will then come 

off. Into the cavity of ilie matrix pour your metal, 

which for a domestic experiment may be procured 

cheaply in the form of worn out types; bnt which upon 

a large scale is originally composed of a due admixture 

of regulus of ,mtimony with lead, according to th<> views 

of the founder. 

176. Roller-balls for Printe1·s. 

NAMES for manufacturers' tools do not always change 

with the improvements in the art of forming them ; 

hence the rollers (proper) which have been substitnted 

for the old method of using balls, retain the compound 

of both names. They are formed of a composition of 

glue and treacle, in the proportion of two glne to three 

treacle; for use in warm weather or hot climates, how

ever, the form er is increased in order to keep 11µ its stiff

ness. Then the addition of a small qnautity of solntion 

of potash, which in the proportion of one-sixtieth is al

ways necessary, must be increased to one-thirtieth to meet 

the augmentation in the proportion of the glue, to de

compose part of its gelatine, and promote the incorpo

ration of the compost. Let the treacle be boiled, after 

skimming its surface well, and add by little and little 

the glue and the ley of potash (as before mentioned): 

take care of the swell in the boiler, remove the sknm, 

and with the composition fill your mould. The mould 

may be made of any substance that will keep its form 

properly, but steel is best, resembling much those used 

by candle-makers, but larger each way ; two inches and 

a half diameter, and six feet long, seems to have been 

most generally adopted by the inventor, though l,tr gct 

ones are used for the machi~e-presses. 
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177. Pot:zJh. Alkaline Ley. 
SCARCELY an article exists to which we could turn our attention more usefully than to the preparation of the alkaline, known under the general name of potash, potass or potassium ; carbonated potash being the pearl-ash of the shops. Barilla, kelp, and soda, have the same qualities, but in a stronger degree ; the latter being a mineral, the two former marine alkalies; a strange medley, however, that leads to errors innumerable, is made in medicine, commerce, and manufactures, when the one or the other is intended to be quoted. Country folks who burn wood should be made aware, that the ashes produced from it are a very desirable and active article of commerce. They may avail themselves of them for several purposes of a domestic nature, as soap-making; though they might not chcose to manufacture potash for sqle. Having gathered the ashes into large heaps, wet them a little on the outside only, and keep the surface close flattened down. Six or eight months old ashes produce better ley, than ashes newly made; at the expiration of that time get your vats ready, and having filled them near to the top, but very hard at the corners and the sides, let in the water to the whole extent of its absorption . Each mt is to have a false bottom, made with cross bars, or stout wicker work, and covered with unbroken straw, as deep as your finger. After standing a few days, the lixiv~um may be run off slowly, and fresh water added ; but as this last would not be strong enough, when off, for ordinary purposes, it may be started into fresh ashes. Lime being added in the making the ley increases its sharpness, and tolerable soap may be made from imcll a ley. 
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178. The Potash of Commerce. 

WREN the lixivium has been procured as above, pour 

it into boilers, and boil and simmer it until the water 

having evaporated leaves the kali behind. Whatever 

quantity is produced by this manufacture, that is always 

the strongest which has had the least quantity of water to 

lose in this part of the process ; because, that the water 

in flying off, carries away the fine particles of salt with 

it. Tn this state it is more commodiously transportable; 

and when it comes to be employed, water again has it 

in solntion.-Nnte. The potash process may be snpposed 

cemplete when it reaches the consist~ncy of mortar. 

179. Pearl Ash. 

HAs its vulgar name from its whiteness, potass having 

a dull bluish cast, which bt>ing got rid of by the action 

of fire, the article changes names, though its properties 

rnmain, refined from the earth. Let iron plates be pre

pared which have an inclination towards the middle 

------------- over this a kin<l of funnel-shaped supplier 

is to !>e made fast, with access for the workman to its 

upper orifice, and the plates being made nearly reel hot, 

the feeding is to begin : the attendant is to draw from the 

furnace the pearl-ash as it. turns white, taking care that 

the material does not melt with too much heat. Box up 

the refined potass carefully, free from air, for the action 

of the atmosphere ever goes to decompose it. When 

properly prepared it contains less than 10 per cent. of 

moisture, not one of earth, about 75 per cent. of alkali, 

of fixed air 15 per cent.-Note. The appearance of red 

spot~ denotes the existence of manganese, which Scheele 
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says is to be found in the ashes of almost every kind of 
vegetables. 

180. Brucine. 
THIS is the name by which a new alkali is distinguished, 

but procured in a different manner from the foregoing, 
as well as from the process with barilla or kelp. Its par
ticular qualities or application r emains to be developed ; 
those of its basis being bnt imperfectly known. Take of 
the bl'ucea anti-dysenterica (or false Angostura bark,) and 
cast into boiling alcohol as mnch as this will dissolv e. Let the evaporation go on spontaneously, and it yields 
crystals nearly transvarent of a lozenge form. 

181. Colonial Cull-ivation. 
NEW land that is over-grown with wood, bnt which it may be desirab le to clear for cultivation, cannot be 

more benefic ially brought to account, than by convert
ing its incumb rance into ashes; that from underwood 
ever producing the best; bnt large trees, as oak an d beech in particular, the more inferior,* or leas t quantity 

• Table of Products. 
Oak lOOOlbs. 13 lbs. of Ashes 1 ! Jbs.. of Salt. 
A sh ditto 12 ditto o¾ ditto Elm dittG> 23 ditto 3 ditto 
Beech ditto 6 ditto 1¼ ditto 

Old trees produce more salt than vouuger ones, though rotten. Fumetor_y produces 2-llths its own weight of a~hes, and l-13th of salt: Wormwoorl 1-llth of ashes, and l-14th of salt. Fero c11 l in August in Europe I-27th of ashes, and 1-235th of salt; and Turkey wheat stalk3 (ruai:<1~) 1-llth of ashes, aLd 1-53d of salt. 
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of salt. The ashes, after losing their alkaline quality, 

still contain enongli of the fructifying power to prove 

highly serviceable to the land upon which they may be 

thrown, especially if this be of a rich, clayey, or marly 

nature. Upon this principle have some colonists received 

instructions from the Editor of this volume; and in Por

tuguese South America his mode of bringing the land into 

cultivation bas been followed with the desired success. 

Early in 1819 he drew up, at the desire of a highly re

spectable mercantile house in London, an entire series of 

agricultural pursuits for that climate, which liave been 

adopted with the requisite advantages. Tobacco, maize, 

rice, and cotton form the leading articles for cultivation 

there; whilst upon another antecedent occasion his atten

tion was directed to the vine and the bee, for settlers on 

the coast of South Africa. 

182. Soap, liow to make for a Family. 

TALLOW, vegetable oils, or kitchen grease, being boiled 

sufficiently with a strong ley of kali, barilla or potash, 

becomes solid and fit for use, at an expence much in

ferior to the prices usaally charged, but must not be 

sold, until the duties laid on by several acts of parlia• 

ment are paid. 
Of whale-oil is made that kind called soft soap, but 

which is nevertheless sufficiently detersive for common 

purposes. Some manufacturers procure their oily ma

terial from very offensive sources, the consequence 

whereof is a very disagreeable product; but the fat of 

every kind collected in our kitchens, being rendered, or 

melted down from day to day, and cast into a" save-all 

tub,'' will be found to produce very good soap. You,r 
N3 
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potash should be of that kind termed barilla, from the name of the vegetable of which it is made; although all the other kinds produce the same effect, but in a weaker degree. This being dissolved in water, and kept in a vessel under cover, is to receive about one-fourth as much quick lime, by weight, in order to give it a proper degree of sharpness, and impart to the lixivium a smoothness to the touch; it must be strong enough to bear the weight of an egg. 
Into an iron boiler pour equal quantities of the tallow or fat, and this ley, going on to increase yonr heat, and continuing to stir the compost with a wooden stick, until the whole begins to unite; then add as much more of the ley, still keeping up the fire to the boiling point, which will be found at a very high degree of heat, viz. 700°. Evaporation having ceased, the business is done. and the soap may be po11red, or let off, or the boile1 taken from the fir\.!, but stirred till cool. Large shallow troughs are commonly used for receiYing the same, pre viously dusted ove r with powdered chalk to prevent the soap from adhering to the troughs. After a few days have elapsed, with small musick-wire, cut your making into cakes, and when these are solid cross-cut them in to bars. 

Bristol Soap. When the soap assumes con1:-istency, pounded m~in is cast into th eir boilers by some of the Bristol manufacturers; crnde turpentine by others, both being considered by them as grand secrets, and the acme of perfection iu their art, but is a stinking kind of addendum. It however gives the character to "Bristol soap,'' and by its hardness enables the good wives of those parts to perform the ac t of soauing more perseveringly. 
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183. Almond Soap, Spanish Soap, Soft Soap. 
THE first and second are recommended as the vehicles 

for administering some useful medicines; though the 
common hard soap (sapo duri) is now commonly sub, 
stituted for Spanish; it is made from olive oil, as almond 
soap is from the oil extracted from this vegetable, and 
the caustic ley as above. 

Soft Soap is made of train oil and a little tallow, and 
common potash dissolved in one-fourth of salt water. 

184. Starch from Wheat flour. 
WHEAT itself, or the flour, being kneaded while ex

posed to the constant running of water, until it comell 
cff colourless, the gluten will remain. The water ap, 
pears milky, but a deposit of white powder soon takes 
place which is the substance called starch. A small 
quantity of fine powder-blue is sometimes added, at 
others the water, when much reduced in quantity, im
pregnated with indigo. Mixing a small quantity of alum 
with the water accelerates the subsiding of the starch; 
but if the articles on which it may be employed, have 
to undergo the action of heated iron (ironing), it is not 
desirable. 

185. Starclt from Potatoes. 
Foll 1t1any purposes this cheap substitute for wheat 

!llay be employed to advantage. In this case, however, 
1:he water is to be thrown away, and the residuum is the 
starch. Let the best potatoes be peeled, and very well 

0 
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gi-inded in water; after it has subsided, pour off the 

supernatant water, pick out and scrape off any di'-• 

coloured bits, or dnst; add fresh water, rouse up the 

whole, and pour off again, until due whiteness be ob

.ained. 

186. Superior Mode of · Bleaching. 

SUCCESSFUL competition in the show of cotton goods 

for many years reproached the British manufacturer; 

and the Frencl1 marchands des dmps constantly carried off 

the palm at the great marts of Germany, Frankfort, and 

Leipsic.* The French leys were always used in a more 

concentrated form than our own; but in following that 

example our bleachers destroyed the fabric of their 

goods ; whereas they formerly left in their cloths so 

much colouring rnatle1· as to spoil the effects of the pat

terns subsequently printed thereon. t As a remedy for 

these evils, the boiler is to have ribs of wood, like small 

joists, fastened at half way from its bottom, about 

two inches thick, and three or four inches apart; upon 

these the articles to be bleached must be placed, the 

cover is to be fastened down, and the fire made up. It 

must be seen that the vapour from the ley in the bottom 

of the boiler will penetrate the goods, and operate so snb

tilely as to disengage the carbonic resin, which falling 

into the bleaching liquor never again ascends. Every 

• See Half-yearly Report published in the Supplementary Numbers of 

the i\1onthly Magazines, at and about that period. 

t Sucl• was the case, when, in 1800, we introduced the present mode to 

this country, through the pages of an Annual publication, entitled 

Peacock's complete Pocket Book; and the fact is curious, that a patent 

was afterwards obtained hy a Laucashire printer for a trifling modification 

of the above method. Upon this pretended invention the patentee brought 

an action for asserted infringement ot his rights; when Mr. Garrow ad

verted to the prior existence of this method, and the plaintiff was non-:;uited. 
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other part of the process is to proceed in the usual man

ner, as to laying out on the grass, &c., and the fibre 

will be found uninjured ; though repeated with muriatic 

acid also, it comes out of hand in a most enviable state 

of whiteness. 

187. Family Linen. 

ON the same principle, family linen or home-made 

cloths may be bleached with much less trouble than by 

the ordinary mode of hand-rubbin~; in a fifth part of the 

time that it takes to merely grasa-bleach the same quan

tity, and loss, wear-and-tear, than is experienced in the 

use of the Yorkshire Peggy-tub. 

188. Candle and Rush-light Manufactory. 

HAVING procured a good quantity of rnshes during 

the season, the boys and girls of some of our farm

houses are employed during wiuter nights in stripping 

off the skin fron; two sides thereof, leaving the pith bare. 

These, being quite dry, they then dip in melted grease 

repeatedly, and thereby obtain a good light for all the 

purposes of such a family. 

If cotton yarn, without knots in it, be procured, and 

passed round a small stick, the ends being slightly twisted 

together, you will be able to make good candles by sepa

rating these, and dipping them in the same kind of 

grease repeatedly; but suffering each stick of candles 

to cool a little between dip and dip. You would not of 

course exhibit these home-made articles to the view of 

an exciscman, who might probably feel himself ( con

scientiously) called upon to question you respecting the 

manufacturer's ,uime. No accused man in England, how-
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ever, is bound to answer interrogatories, though put to him by a judge or other magistrate, and the case amount to felony. 

189. To restore tlie White of Old Paintings. 
WHITE lead forms the basis of this and several other pigments, and is very iiable after a laJ ,'Se of years to turn brown, or quite black, occasioned by the sulphure-0us or ammoniacal vapours that prevail, more or less, in all inhabited places. 1\1. Thenard, of Paris, succeeded lately in restoring a picture of Raphael d'Urbino, which was found in this state, by means of oxygenated water applied to the white with a pencil. The fluid was so weak as to contain not more than one sixth of oxygen to five sixths of water, and was in fact nearly tasteless. __ 

190. A blue Colour obtained frorn Wheat-flvur 
FROM the experiments of Dr. Taddei, an ingenious Italian, we learnt the effect produced by mixing wheatflonr with guaiacum. Take the flour as it is made into ordina.ry bread, and having powdered one-fourth its weight of gnaiacum, mix and knead them together, when you shall have a fine blue colour come off, which 

110 doubt is applicable to many useful purposes. 
Note.-When the flour is too fine, th e colour will ~ low· none whatever when starch is used. 

( . , 
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[191. Transposition of Words and Letters. 

MANY people would be very happy, if, upon some 

'great occasions of their lives, they could, in one word, 

call to their aid more 
Red nuts and gin, 

than they actually possessed at the time; but as the de

licacy of some may be hurt at the bare alf usion to such 

vulgar amusement, we shall not delay to inform them, 

. the word meant to be conveyed is " undeRstand ing. 

· 192. Trick in Reckoning. 

r THE question is thus put-" 'furee young wome11 

went to market with eggs, the.first having 50 to sell, the 

Becond 30, the third no more than 10. All three i;olcl out, 

and at the same rate, and each made the same 11nm of 

money of her eggs----how were they sold ?" 

ANSWER.-Upon coming to market eggs were <loing1 

nt seven a penny, at which rate, the first woman sold 49, 

and received 7d.; tile second sold 28, and of course re 0 

ceived 4d.; whilst the third sold a single pennyworth, 

Id. ; but she had three eggs remaining, whilst her com .. 

panions had but two and one, respectively . Therefore, 

did she, on finding the demand for her commodity on 

the increase, raise the price to three pence each! Thus, 

she obtained 9d. for those three, and went home with 

IOd. in her pocket; following her example the woman 

who brought 50, sold her odd one for three pence ; while 

her with two remaining out of 30, sold those two also at 

three pence each, and this likewise made their sums 

10d. eacll. 
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193. Arithmetical Juggle. 
ONE chalks down nine figures, out of which he re quires the other party to strike out six figures, and leave tu·enty on the board. 
Those figures are, three sevens, three nines, and three ones, as per margin : accordingly tire six fignres to be erased are those marked across, leaving untouched a nine and two ones, which last being called deven, say 11 and 9 are 20, which is the trick. 

194. Dishonest Contrivance. · 
BLIND people are tolerably clever in some respects, the loss of one sense being generally made up by supe• rior acuteness in the remainder; their hearing is invari.ably fine, so is their taste -hence their fine touches upon stringed instruments. The privation of light, however, renders those of the unfortunates who happen to be un• taught, extremely suspicious: thus it was that a farmer, without education, having lost his eye-sight also, would fig. 1. needs visit his sheep-fold nightly, and feel if all was correct as regarded their · · · · · nun1ber. He put four in each pen• • • • laid out as per margin; four in each (the ------ dog lying in the middle); and if, as be • expected to find twelve on each side, be __ __ __ was satisfied, saying, "they are all right I see,'' as he returned from bis pens. • •. But be had a cunning rogue-one John ------- Voler, who stole thereout four of the 
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jig. 2 sheep; and that his mru;ter shonM still 

be satisfied, and he escape detection, 
he bad recourse to a plan whereby the 

______ blind farmer should still npon going 

ronnd his pens find twelve sheep on 

* each side: this was his contrivance, he 

-- -- -- reduced the four middle pens to two · I sheep each, and aliding one to every 

· · · c_orner, they there counted double. See 
1------'--- jig. 2. 

195. The Bridge. 

ALTHOUGH it is neither philosophical or just to prac

tise deception, yet we cannot forget a school trick, 
whereby a passuge which could not be rendered passable in 

one way, was made so by another. Let two dots, or 

points of departure, be encircled by a loo 
ring each, (as.fig.); how are we to draw fig. 
a chalked line frnm the one to the O 0 
othe·r, by one stroke, without crossing 
the line of either circle?-

Answer. Place the finger upon one spot, and tlrn 

thumb on the other, and pass the chalk over the hand, in 

the form of a bridge. 

196. National Debt of Britain.-. 

(FRENCH MODE OF MEASURING IT,) 

A FRENCHMAN, 1\1. Lafond Ladebat, writing on the 

subject of Annuities, has amused his readers with some 
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curious calculations respecting the national debt of Eng
land. Truly, it is a subject upon which the inquisitive 
of any country, except England, may indulge in such 
appalling speculatio1J.s without a sigh. 

The national debt, converted into one pound bank 
notes, and laid contiguous to each other, would cover a 
space of 4516 square leagues, (40,644 square miles, 
British); in guineas, it would form a line of 10,000 
leagues, (30,000 miles); but reduced into farthings, 
were it possible to form seven columns of them, they 
would reach to the moon. 

To transport this debt upon men's shoulders, at the 
rate of 401b. per man, if in gold, 374,531 men would be 
req~ired: if in sifver, above five millions; but if in 
copper, above 262 millions (more than the male popula• 
tion of the globe) would be required to carry the debt, 

197. To reckon the National Debt. 
To 1·eckon this debt, at the rate of one hundred guineas 

a minute, a person would be "employed twenty-seven 
yPars," he says, " withouJ intermission," it is presumed 
he must ha-ve meant; for we find that if five clerks, with 
five attendants, ( the number usual in the Teller's Office 
at the Bank) were employed at the same rate of telling, 
and for twelve hours a day, they would take nearly nine 
years to pay off the national debt of England; this is 
allowing for Sundays, but not a moment for meals, nor 
the well known luncheon-time. 
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198. Process for separating Silver and Copper. 

ITs cheapness is the chiefest recommendation of this 

method, which is a}so most effectual and complete in 

operation. Dissolve the substance in nitric acid, and 

evaporate the solution to dryness in a glass vessel. 

Place the salt in an non ~poon over a moderate fire, 

and keep the mixture in fusion until it entirely ceases 

to throw up bubbles, when it is to be poured off upon an 

oiled plate. To be certain that all the nitrate of copper 

js converted into the black oxyde of copper, dissolve a 

small portion thereof in water, and test it wifo. ammonia. 

If the solution, which ought to be at first clear and 

limpid, does not acquire the slightest tint of blue, it 

may be considered, that the nitrate of silver obtain~d is 

quite free from copper. If not so, the fusion must be 

continned a few seconds longer. 

The black product is to be dissolved in cold water, 

and the solution being filtered, the nitrate of silver passes 

through in a state of purity. By washing the oxyde 

which remains upon the filter, the small portion of nitrate 

of silver with which it may be impregnated will be re

moved : the oxy<l,e is then to be dried. The nitrate of 

silver is to be subjected to a different treatment <1.ccord

ing to the use to which it is to be applied. 

1 t19. French Varnish for Cabinet Wor/C. 

THIS is the usual varnish of the shops, by the above 

title. Take shell-lac one ounce and a half, gum mastick 

~nd gum sanderach of each half an ounce, spirits of 

wine by weight 20 ounces. The gums to' be first d"is

solved in the spirit, and lastly the shell-lac; this may 

be performed by putting lha mix:tlue into a bottle loosely 
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corked, and placing it in a vessel of warm water, which must not boil, or be heated beyond 1700 of Fahrenheit's thermometer, and keeping the bottle in the warm water until the gums are dissolved. Should evaporation take place, an equal quantity of spirits of wine so lost, must be replaced in the bottle ; let the who~e subside, and pour off the supernatant liquid for use, leaving the impurities behind, but do not filter it. Greater hardness may be given to the varnish by increasing the quantity of shell-lac, which may be done to the amount of onetwelfth of lac to eleven-twelfths of spirit; but in this latt~r proportion the varnish loses its transparency in some degree, and must be laid on in very small quantities at a time. 

200. Razor Strop . 
AccrnENT, the love of experiment, or some higher cause, which contributes so largely to the comforts and conveniences of mankind, has furnished us with a new recipe for a most effectual razor-strop, that with a very few strokes of the instrument thereon produces a very fine-edge, capable of reducing the most obstinate beard to its required nothingness. Like all other useful discoveries, the process and applicability is obvious, cheap, and easily performed, and we are indobted for its free promulgation to the inventor, Mr. Fawell, the very able surgeon, Britannia-street, City-road. He spreads the well-known blue pill of the shops upon buff leather, smoothing it with the razor back, and it is fit for use in the ordinary way. The blue pill, in roasR, may be bought at Apothecary's Hall, and other druggists' shops. 

Soap suds made strong, and rubbed over the hone OJ' razor strop, is found to answer better than the usual dressing of sweet oil, and is much less expensive. 
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20 I. To Preserve Fruits. 

SoME fruits do best that are put away in a half ripe 

state, others again begin to decay the moment they leave 

the parent tree; but, certainly, with either a moment 

arrives when they can derive no further succulence from 

the stock, and then drop off, upon imparting the full 

amount of the distributable carbon to the oxygen of the at

mospheve. This process, the first step to decomposition, 

may be arrested in its progress by depriving the air in 

which those fruits are to be preserved, of its oxygen as 

near as may be. Then, having plucked the fruit, as pears, 

apples, peaches, nectarines, plums, in dry weather, let 

them be stowed away in earthen jars, glazed and dry, 

where the mouth is just big enough to admit the hand 

to work, and not so deep as to occasion the fruit at 

bottom to be crushed by the superincumbent weight. 

Cover the mouth with a cabbage-net, or cord crossing at 

right angles, stoop thg vessel sideways, and apply the fol

lowing plaster along the cord slightly, so that none drop 

in upon the preserve ; when this coat is tolerably dry, add 

more until the mouth is quite closed, and an inch or 

more in thickness all over. 

Ripe apples, of the tenderest kinds, may thus be pre

served four or five months; and indeed this treatment is 

best adapted to such, and the more delicate fruits above 

named ; some of the most gummy and saccha1·ine nature, 

however, enduring only about as many weeks, when put 

away quite ripe. 

202. Tlte Preserving Paste 

Is to be formed of J1·esh lime, having one-sixth of sul

phate of iron, worked together with water into dense 

0 3 
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mortar; and having the property of subtracting the oxygen from the air which is in contact with it, when placed over the mouth of any receptacle, depriving the air so inclosed of its oxygen, and thereby its principle of decomposition. 
The same method may be applied, upon a much larger scale, to preserves of fruits in rooms, lofts, &c. the access of air being prevented by a stopping of paste or mortar so made, and perhaps the exhibition of a fresh quantity upon the walls, floor, and cieling of the room, or loft, in which the fruit is deposite~ 

203. Light produced by Friction. Two pieces of lump sugar, of fine quality, being rubbed together briskly in the dark, emit a sensible light ; so does the stroking the back of a cat in a dark situation ; a much greater light may be produced by the friction of silex or quartz ; that which we have examined coming from Penzance. Take two pieces that have one flat surface each, lean forward with the elbows upon your knees, and a book open before you, or a watch lying upon a chair, then rubbing their surfaces briskly together, you shall catch a few words in the book, or the time on the watch. If the operator's hands be ·immersed in a pail of water during the friction, the like effect will be produced upon either a watch or printed paper attached to the side of the pail. 

204. Bug-Trap. 
SoME one has humorously converted an easy and clean mode of catching those noxious vermin into a means of amusement! he calls it " Bug-hunting," and th~ 
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operator receives the title of " huntsman ." Let some 
long slips of paper, say three inches wide, be pasted all 
along the middle thereof, say an inch in width, which 
may be best done by folding back the outer two in ches, 
whereby the paste will be laid on smoothly and straight, 
which facilitates ulterior operations . These slips 
are then to be attached to various parts of the wood
work of your furniture, as, along the cheeks of a bed

stead, or circling the pillars at the top of the shaft, or 
round the foot ; the edges of the paper must be kept 
a litte raised, an d every morning, during the season, the 
bugs that hase travelled that way will be found in the re
cesses of your traps. With a brush, the top of a feather, 
or a fowl's wing, they may be brushed into an earthen 
vessel, and so destroyed at a distance. 

205. Bread. 
W HEN flour has contracted a musty smell and sour 

taste, both may be eradicated by mixing with the flour a 

small quantity of magnesia of the shops, in the propor
tion of one ounce to seventy pounds for ordinary cases, 

though more might be required VI hen the material is very 
much affected. Even good flour or bread, i. e. sweet, of 
the usual London manufacture, as seconds, thirds, and 
browns, acquire admirable sweetness by a much less ad

dition of the.magnesia carbouata, which is far from being 
a dear article, considering itR rare good qualities. This 
corrective is considered still more necessary to those per
sons. whose stomachs &c. may be obnoxious to the acidu
lous state which forms a necessary quality in producing 
fannentation. 

p 
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206. Apple Bread. 
A VERY light pleasant bread is made in France of a 

mixture of apples with flour, in the proportion of one 
of the former to two of the latter. The usual quantity 
of yeast is to be employed, and being beat up in the 
flour with the warm pulp of the apples, after they have 
been boiled, the spunge may be considered set ; place it 
in a vessel, and let it rise to its utmost, for eight or 
twelve hours, then bake well in long low loaves; littlR 
or no water is necessary. 

207. Hooping-Cougli, Catarrli, !3fc. 
SEVERAL successful ca,aes of,catarrlr, cured by inhal

ing the gas of tar, were long ago laid before the public, 
and the remedy is worthy a trial in all cases where ex
pectoration is difficult, and the inflammatory symptoms 
low. To these we have now to add some well attested 
instances ofits good effects in the last stages of Hoop
ing-cough; in which the branches of the wind-pipe being 
choked up by the accumulation of its secretion, the pa. 
tient is seen to struggle for existence, and to prolong it 
by the most painful exertions to get rid of this increasing 
viscid mucus-in failure, the little sufferers are lost. 
Then procure Barbadoes tar, and placing it in a vessel, 
apply a hot poker or other similar utensil, and the patient 
may be brought to breathe over, or near the vapour that 
ascends ; the effects hereof will be immediate. and strik
ing-the operator must even take care it be not too 
strongly appli~d at first, and he may repeat the same 
twice a-day in increased quantities. 
t Note,-Some inflammatory symptoms, which have ori-
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ginated the disorder, will be increased by the patient's 

exertions, but they again subside with sleep, which inva

riably s*ceeds the exhibition of this remedy; the less 

heat there may be in the poker the finer will be the gas; 

but if you heat it red hot, the tar will blow up, of course, 

to the imminent peril of all around. An open pipkin 

might answer the purpose, but -we have seen ah old tin 

coffee-pot employed to most advantage. 

208. Sea-Sickness. 
IT seems strange that some persons are much affected 

with sickness at first going to sea, whilst others wholly 

escape ; the former, including the most robust as well as 

the most delicate ; among the latter being found all 

those landsmen who may be compelled to serve in the 

royal navy. The fact i15, that the large ships on board 

which these men are almost invariably carried, do not 

roll like smaller vessels; their motion is steadier, whe• 

.ther at anchor or under weigh, and therefore the sto

machs of persons subjected to the influence of the roll 

are less liable to discharge their contents; to say nothing 

of the paucity of food in such men previous to going 

to sea, nor that the peristaltic or creeping motion of 

the intestines is then less capable of allowing its right

ful motion and regurgitating its contents also. Boys 

who are joyous and active on getting aboard, never turn 

sick-we never saw or heard of one, though native of a 

port and given to voyaging: all those who stick them

selves in a corner, moping over the new dangers to 

which they may be exposed, never fail to be sick ; the 

valetudinary, consumptive, and physic-taking, earliest 

fa..l victims of the ship's motion; people fleshy, gouty, 

phlegmatic, and those who are very strong internally, 
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feel it more in the apparent inversion of the alimentary 
canal. 

Persons whose attention may be engaged (not sitting) 
who giving, or give their bodies to tho motion of the 
vessel, like outside passengers by a stage-coach, who 
keep their olfactory out of the effluvia of other's ills, who 
are given to abstraction, who have the capacity of shut
ting up six out of the seven senses-and, above all, who 
will deny themselves part of the greasy enjoyments of 
the table, are most likely to escape sea-sickness. 

209. Mariner's Compass Improved. 
An invention which goes any way, however little, to

wards securing a more accurate polarity to the mariner's 
compass, must needs be hailed as one step gained on the 
road to perfection, in an art the most useful and im
portant of any, as that of navigation most undoubtedly 
is. Simple and certain at the same time, the contrivance 
of~r. W. Clark (of Chatham dock-yard) consists in 
nothing more than adapting to the common card two 
needles instead of one; the poles whereof being placed on 
each side of the polar mark on the aard, equally distant 
from it stedieth the rnark of polarity. 

210 . Cyder of superior Strength 
MAY be produced by setting out any required quantity 

in open tubs dnring a severe frosty night, when the top 
will be found frozen over. The ice, being the, aqueous 
J)arli.cles, is then to be taken off and thrown away, and 
the residue, of striong cider, casked and corked down. 
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2 l 1. Quadrature of the Circle. 

THI s problem may be solved by a very simple method, 

for the invention whereof we are indebted to Mr. A. C. 

Luthman, printer, of Hereford. 

Let a sphere be made; like,vise a perfect hollow cube, 

one of the internal sides of which must be equal to the 

diamet& of the sphere. Then let the sphere be placed 

in the hollow cube, and pour water into the vacant space 

around the sphere, until the water is exactly level with 

the edge of the cube, and consequently with the top of 

the sphere ; after which take the sphere carefully out, 

and measure the proportion which the depth of water left 

in the cube bears to the vacant space lately occupied by 

the sphere. Deduct the quant;ty of space occupied by 

the water from the entire space contained by the cube, 

and the remainder will be the solid contents of the 

sphere. In order to find the proportion between the 

circle and the superficial square, let a cylinder be made 

of the same diameter as the sphere above-mentioned, and 

equal in height to one of the internal sides of the cube l 

pour water around it, until the water is level with the 

edge of the cube ; then carefully take out the cylinder, 

and find the proportions, as p,reviously directed for the 

sphere. As the proportion of the cylinde1· is to the cube, 

so will the proportion of the circle be to the square. 

212. A brilliant Red Colour 

MAY be obtained by collecting from the plant Bella• 

donna Atropia its white shining particles, that are found 

erystallizable in long needles ; mix these with potassium, 

in a red heat, and the ashes, when mixed with the.mu

riate of iron, come off of a brilliant red. 
Journal de Physique. 
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213. Old Fruit Trees resuscitated. 
THOSE, which by producing small shrivelled · fruit ; .. small numbers, show signs of decay-if that be not al8' visible on the back, may be restored, in great measure, by the application of a good strong lime-wash; at least, 

such has been the case with a good number of apple trees in the hundreds of Essex. The lime being brought unslacked to the spot, is there to be made into a wash, and as quickly, as may be, applied to the trunks and lower branches of the trees with a brush or house-broom; the consequence was, that the decayed rind fell off, and with it the moss and insects that infest the aged, a new 
rind formed of healthy aspect, and the trees again bear fruit of fine quality. 

314. Macaroni and Vermicelli. 
IN substance the same, though differing in form, they are both held grand secrets pertaining to the south of France, about Nice. Flour of wheat is the basis of both, and the chief secret consists in bringing it to market in 

a showy state. The meal is first to be cleared of the husks, or bran, or cuticle of the seed; then the finest of the flour being taken away speedily, there will remain two parts to be divided. The coursest of these being bolted, or sifted, in equal parts from the residue, (which will be found the more glutinous.) 

215. Contagion-preventive. 
A PIECE of sulphur rolled up in cotton, and worn constantly about the person, is said to be an effectual preventire of every kind of contagion. Care must be taken 

to renew the sulphur from time to time.-F1·enchJournai. 
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Tar is found to be a preservative against the plague, 

and is frequently used in lazarettoes and infected places, 

being applied to the doorways, _passages and floors of 

entry. The case of a monster (man) supposed to be in

vulnerable occurred at Barcelona, in 1822 ; he covered 

himself with a coil of tarred rope from head to foot and 

wore a mask with glass eyes ; and in this manner, walk

ing upon stilts, visited the most frightful abodes of dis

ease and death in several infected places, without having 

contracted the plague or fever, though death spread its 

victims on every hand. He was detected slaying a dis

eased Frenchman, and immolated on the spot. 

216. Platinum. 

THE largest piece of this metal f'ver heard of weighs 

one pound and a half. It was found by a negro slave in 

the gold mines of Condolo, in the government of Choco, 

and is now lodged in the royal museum of Madrid. 

217. New Yellow D,1/e for Silk. 

IMMERSE well-cleansed skeins of silk in a weak solu

tion of subacetate of lead, made warm ; in a quarter of 

an hour take it out, let it drain, and then put it in a 

weak solution of chromate of potash, which brings up a 

yellow colour that increases as the silk lies longer in the 

last solution. A greater degree of heat is necessary for 

the first mentioned liquid, when cotton, linen, or woollen 

are to be dyed ; but even tLen these articles are liable to 

lose the colour upon being washed with soap. 

Instead of the neutral chromate of potash, a solution 

of native chromate of iron may be substituted: then let 

it be decomposed by nitrate of potash, and saturated 

with nitric acid. 
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233. Discoloured or Damp Walls. r 

WHATEVER the impregnation such walls have received, 

several kinds are wholly incurable) penetrating through 

fresh plastering, and rotting hollow cloth linings; but it 

the sheet lead, which comes to us in the way of lining 

round tea-chests, be nailed up, with copper nails, against 

,:walls so affected, they may be papered immediately, and 

will resJot the influence of whatever acid may be in the 

walls. Lead may be rolled of extreme lightness, say 

three or four yards to the pound, and w;ill be found ti> 

answer the purpose vrell. 

234. Fresh or Potable Watet-

MAY be obtained on the sea-shore, by diggi ,,g wells a 

short distance above high-water-mark in the sand, thlrough 

which the water may filtre. The depth and distance 

from the sea must be regulated by the quality of the sub

stratum, or an artificial bottom may be formed of clay. 

When dug, which should be at the time ot low water, 

the pit or well should not then admit water in any 

quantity. The chance of obtaining a good supply will 

be increased, if the sides of those dry drains are chosen 

where the rain has descended from the country during 

the rainy season. 

235. Artificial J ewels of Eight Kinds. 

MucH has been said on this subject, and the ancient 

methods, with their modern improvements, resolve them

selves into the manufacture of strass, as the basis of seven 

or eight close imitations of JJrecious stones. 

Strass, or white crystal. Three different recipes are 

given by Mr. Wieland, for forming the base of his sub

sequent imitations, rock crystal being the chief ingre , 
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dient; for the modification whereof the other materials 

are but applied and fly off, or are nearly destroyed in the 

fusion. His proportions, given with much exactness, 

but which may be altered according to circumstances, 

are as follow, each producing a very fine strass. 

1st. 2d. 3& 

Rock crystal ..... 0.318 0.3170 €..sOO 

Minium . . . . . . • . 0.490 0.4855 0.565 

Pure potash . . . . 0.170 0.1"1'70 0.105 

Borax . . . . . . . 0.021 0.0200 0.030 

Oxid~ of arsenic . . 0.001 0.0005 
---

1.000 1.0000 l.000 

Melt in Hessian crucibles, and suosequently a pipe

maker's furnace may be employe<l, or that of a p~tter, 

taking especial _ care thaf the fusion be prolonged and 

tranquil, which produces greater hardness and brilliancy 

than when the process is hunied . 

.Another recipe, composed by Mr. Lanson, produces a 

1)Ure strass :-
Litharge . . • . . . . . • 0.540 

White lead ........ 0.406 

White tartar, or potash . 0.054 

1.000 

Emerald Paste. 

Tms imitation is the easiest mode of those we shall 

here describe the method of making ; and that which 

comes otf nearest to the mineral is ai follows:--

Take of strass . . ......• 0.98743 

Green oxide of copper. 0.01200 

Oxide of chrome. . . . 0.00057 
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.Another recipe for emerald imitation :-
Take of strass .. , . . . . 0.9905 

Acetate of copper. • • 0.0080 
Per oxide of iron . • , 0.0015 

1.0000 

Deep coloured Emerald and Peridot 

;,· 

MA v be procured by augmenting the proportion of 
oxide of copper and oxide of chrome in the before-men
tioned recipe, and adding also oxide of iro1i ; hereby 
the green shades are varied, and the imitation of either 
rendered more perfect, 

Sapphire. 
TH" composition for this paste is, 

Very white sample of strass •... 0.9850 
Pure oxide of cobalt . • • . • ... 0.0145 

Place the mixture in a crucible carefully luted, and 
let it remain thirty hours in the fire, and if the process 
be carefully conducted, according to the general instruc
tions, the result will be a very hard glass, without 
bubbles. 

Syrian Garnet. 
THIS paste is useJ for small jPwel imitations : 

Take of strass . . . . . . . . 0.6630 
Glass of antimony . 
Purple of cassius .. 
Oxide of manganese 

. 0.3320 

. 0.0025 
. 0.0025 

1.0000 
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_-_-_-_-_-_____ - -- - - -- _-=:....-=-========== 
Beryl, or Aqua Marine. 

Take of strass . . . . . . . . 0.9926 
Glass of antimony . 0.0070 
Oxide of cobalt •.• 0.0004 

Amethyst. 

Two methods are employed. First, for very deep 

amethyst, 
Take of strass . . . ...... 0.9870 

Oxide of manganese . 0.0078 
Oxide of cobalt .•• 0.0050 
Purple of cassius •. 0.0002 

1.0000 

Amethyst Paste. 

SF.CoND method:-
Take of strass ......... 0.9977 

Oxide of manganese . 0.0022 
Oxide of cobalt . . .. 0.0001 

1.0000 

Topaz. 
THE imitation of topaz is difficult. The white of strass 

passes to yellow (like sulphur), to violet, and to a red 

purple, acconling to circumstances not yet ascertained. 

The most simple and palest is composed of 99 per cent; 
of white strass, with one per cent. of oxide of iron.
Secondly, 

Take of white strass .•.... 0.95816 
Glass of antimony • • 0.04089 
Purple of cassius •.• 0.00095 

1.00000 
PS 
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These mixtures sometimes yield an opaque mass, translucent at the edges and of a red co::.our, in thin pla tes. By mixing it with ei~ht times its weight of strass, and keeping the mix ture in fusion for thirty hours in a potter's furnace, the result is a fine yellowish crystal 

Ruby. 
TAKE of the crystal last produced, and submit it to the action of the blow-pipe until remelted, when the most exact imitation of eastern ruby comes off. But another method, with a less brilliant result, is to Take of strass . . . . . . ... 0.9755 

Oxide of manganese . 0.02-15 

1.0000 General ·instr'Uctions on the foregoing.- In making tlte~ 0 pastes many precautions are necessary, which can be learned only by experience ; meanwhile the reader may as well take care not to inhale the effervescence arising from some of these experiments. The hard materials should be carefully pulverised, and the same carefully sifted separately. N one but the most pure should be employed, particularly where that prccau tion bas been more generally given, les t bubbles and stripes do supervene. Mix in a state of extreme tensity ; and graduate the fire up to the maximum temperature, leaving the mass in the fire from 24 to 30 hours, and let it cool very slowly. 

236. Rlteumati~m. 
No doubt the pain experienced by thousands of persons throughout this humid island, resides in the various component parts of the solids, differently in rlilferent 
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persor,s. Hence the variety of remedies proposed and 
believed to have been found efficacious, as the habits or 
ages of the patients differ. A young man of Horsham, 
reduced to the extremity of going upon crutches, found 
relief in the application of young nettles to the parts, 
and a cure in three days. 

2:J7. Plumbs may be prese1·ved 
FoR years by observing the economy here recom

mended. Let the fruit be gathered when quite ciry, 
taking cam not to bruise it. Lay it in a sieve for a day 
or two to shrivel. Prepare a jar by rincin g it with a 
small quantity of brandy; and use moist sugar. Place 
a layer of fruit and another of sugar, till the jar is full, 
then bung and rosin it, and it may be kept for years.
Damsons may be done the same way, but the re.slllt is 
more precarious. 

2!38. Solder for Steel Joints. 
Take of fine silver .... 19 pennyweights. 

Copper . . . 1 ditto. 
Brass . . . . 2 ditto. 

Melt these under a coat of charcoal dust, an<l a most 
excellent silver solder will be the result: it possesses 
several advantages over the usu al speltar solder, or 
brass, when employed in soldering cast steel, ~,c. as it 
fuses with less heat, and its wh:teness has a better ap
pearance than brass. 

2.39. Alar of Roses. 
THE production of this precious essence is by no means 

difficult, provided the material is supplied in quantities 

Q 
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sufficient for the purpose,-an hundred weight of roses 
seldom yielding more than two or three ounces of atar. 
Let th~ roses, with their calyxes, be immersed in double 
their weight of water; put the whole into a still (Dutch 
fashion) and run off carefully, and the operator will find 
he has-obtained a strongly scented rose-wine. This he 
must cool quickly by the night air, and next morning 
gather from its surface the globular particles to be found 
more or less, according to the quality of the roses em
p~oyed, which depends less upon the kind than the land 
they grow on, and the sort of season they are produced 
in. These circumstances affect the colour of the atar, 
which comes off sometimes of a gold en yellow, approach
ing to red; at others, brownish (earthy), and seldom 
« reen. Grass of peculiar fragrance is frequently eru 
ployed along wi th the roses, which also imparts a green
ish tinge, is less oily, and less fragrant than the germinal 
atar ; as is in a greater degree the introduction of sassa
fras, sandal wood, &c. 

After the atar has been gathered a good rose-water 
remains ; which, if not of the desirable pink colour, may 
be rendered so by the admixture of some fresh juice of 
red rose-leaves. 

240. Poisoning by Oxalic Acid. 

So many accidents have occurred in this year, 18~.:?, to 
persons who have unfortunately taken the oxalic acid, 
under the appalling mistake of shopfolk serving it for 
Epsom salts, that no apology is necessary for recreati11g 
the reader with this admonition, and the ready means of 
avoiding the same dreadful catastrophe. Simply by 
placing a drop on the ton gue, the acid is more apparent, 
f~tor is produced by the action of this trivial quantity, 

.l( .... ~ ... ..1 
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and the patient will soon find occasion to quell its ef

fects by the saliva or by water. 

No means can be more obvious than this, and the pre

caution thus seriously given, may provoke the risibility 

of the inconsiderate. Let ii: but most people take 

physic, not only with their eyes shut, literally, but their 

senses also, by reason of nauseating tile remedy; and 

these belong to the same inconsiderate class we just 

now rebuked. These require strong reasons and many 

words to put them on their guard, even of their lives ; 

and there is no propriety in permitting people to poison 

themselves unwittingly, because they happen to belong 

to the foolish part of the creation ; for we might thereby 

lose some very valuable men-milliners and dancing

masters, and leave in danger the greater half of our 

population. 
Second Test. Since so many people dread the taste of 

salts until they have got them fairly down, when, in 

case of mistake, no remedy is at hand, nor any measnre 

more proper than making a nuncupative last will and 

testament :-let the salts be mixed with a silver spoon; 

then wiping it dry, smell at it, and if the mixture be 

really salts, nothing will be perceptible, more than if it 

had been in simple water. But should the spoon have 

been in a solution of oxalic acid, it will impart a very 

strong and suffocating smell, so nauseous and filthy, 

as to leave a lasting impression on the remembrance of 

the operator. 

"'"' * It is known from experience, that a heaped table 

spoonful of magnesia, mixed in a middling-sized 

tumbler of water, and drunk immediately after oxalic 

acid has been swallowed, will save life.-Mo1·ning 

Herald. 
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241. Bread : two Methods of obtaining the 
Leaven. 

1. THE Swiss method, is performed by agitation in a simple machine. It is a deal box, a foot in breadth and height, and two feet in length, placed on supports, by which it is turned by a handle like the cylinder used for roasting coffee. One side of the box opens with a hinge to admit the dough, and the box is turned round. The time requisite to produce fermentation depends on the temperature of the air, the quickness of the turning, and other circumstances ; but when the operation is perfect, it is known by the shrill hissing of the air making its escape, which generally takes place in half an hour The leaven is always extremely well raised ; perhaps too much sometim';)S. The labour is nothing, for the machine, such as is here described, may be turned by a child. No books, points, cross-bars, or any other contrivance are necessary within the box, to break or separate the mass of dough ; for these operations are effected sufficiently by the adhesion of dough to the sides of the box. 
N. B The box need not be cleaned out in the intervals of its being so employed. 
2. Mix up smoothly a pound of new wheat-flour with water, increase the quantity to two gallons, adding thneto a pound of moist sugar and two ounces of salt. Boil it well about an hour, and when the temperature is of a milk warmth, bottle and cork it for use-which may be the next day. A wine pint will raise a stone of flour. 

242. 1¥ater-proof Boots. 
0RDINA RY boots and shoes may be rendered impervious to water by applying the following compost, which 
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has undergone a little mutation, according as the seasons 

varv :-Take three ounces of spermaceti, and melt it in 

a. piplcn, 01 otler eartl..en vessel, over a slow fire; add '. 

thereto six drachms of Indian rubber, cut into slices, and · 

these will presently dissolve. Then add, seriatim, of tal

low eight ounces ; hog's lard, two ounces ; amber var

nish, four ounces. Mix, and it will be fit for use imme

diately. The boots, or other material to be ~eated, are 

to receive two or three coats, with a common blacking

brush, and a fine polish is the result. 

243. Fish Preserver. 

SUGAR effects this desirable end, and kippered salmon 

is produced of peculiarly fine flavour, on being cured by 

this process. If deemed desirable, salt may be first ap

plied to the fish; but it is not necessary to its presena

tior.. Let the fish be opened, and apply sugar to the 

flpc;hy parts, leaving it on a dish or tray three or four 

days ; then hang it up in a dry place, or near the smoke 

of wood fire ; wipe it, if mouldiness appears. 

244. TVater raised by boring. 

AFTER the Cornish method of finding minerals has been 

pretty much and succei.sfully employed, where none had 

been hitherto found. It being the cheapest way of coming 

at the most inexhaustable supply hitherto practised, no 

apology is necessary for the minute description; 1st of, 

the tools ; 2d, of the manner of using them more effec

tually. 
A circle being dug to the depth of eight or ten feet, 

the first tool used)s an auger; the shell part, which form.i, 

the hole or bore in the earth or strata through which it 

passes, is mostly from three and a half to four inohes iu 
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diameter; the hollow part of it bein g about twelve inches 
ln length, and constructed nearly in the form of a car
penter's common auger. There are also a chisel and 
punch for screwing on, in going through hard gravel or 
metallic substances, in order to expedite the passage of 
the auger, which could not otherwise perforate such hard 
bodies. The punch is often used, when the auger is not 
applied, to pierce or open the sand or gravel, and give a 
more easy issue o:· discharge to the water. 

The manner of using the auger in working of it is 
simply thus :-Two or three men ar~ necessary.-Two 
stand on a stage, erected about twelYe or fourteen feet 
above the ground, who . turn it round by means of a 
wooden handle, and when the auger part is full, they 
draw it, out of the hole, and the man below clears out the 
earth with an instrument for the purpose, and assists in 
pulling the auger up out of the hole or bore, and in di
recting it into it again ; and can also assist in turning 
with the iron handle or key, when the depth and length 
of the rods require additional force to perform the opera
tion. The workmen should be careful, in boring, not to 
go deeper at any one time, without drawing an exact 
length of the shell of the auger, otherwise the eai-th, clay, 
or sand, through which it is boring, after the shell is full, 
may make it hard to pull out.-A cylindrical pipe being 
passed in the hole, and driven downward with a mallet, 
and the boring_ continued, the pipe may be forced down 
to a great depth, so as to reach the water or spring. The 
pipes should be either of cast iron, or other metallic sub
stance, and made to fit with great exactness the aperture 
made by the boring auger, or they will not be durable, 
but speedily become leaky and out of order. Wells made 
in this manner are superior to those constructed in the 
common method, not only in point of cheapness, but also 
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by affording a more certain and constant supply of water. 

In case the water near the surface should not be of good 

quality, the perforation may be continued to a greater 

depth, rill the pure fluid can be procured. When old 

wells have become injured or tainted, the bottom may be 

perforated in a similar manner, so as to reach the lower 

sheet of water or main spring: the water will then rise 

in the cylindrical tube in a pure state, and flow into the 

body of the well or pump fixed for the purpose of bring

ing it up. 

246. Process for purif11ing (Ji{. 

GENERALLY speaking, the use of animal charcoal (made 

of boiled beef bones, &c.) has been insisted upon pretly 

strongly in the earlier pages (26, &c.) of this volume ; 

the present application of it, as a cleanser, may, there

fore, be looked upon as only an additional proof, with 

more marked particulars, and accurately estimated re

sults. 
Let the charcoal be mixed with oil of the most ordi

nary quality, and greatly agitated for a sP.ason-from 

one week to six, according to circumstances ; and there 

will be found to sub3ide much, if not all the impurities 

which cause the noxious effluvia. The supernatant cil 

will obtain the quality of fine sperm ; but if it is desir

able it should be of the finest, a second operation of the 

same kind may be resorted to, and the additional one 01 

a filter through the same species of cleanser-anima, 

charcoal. 
N. B. Observe it be used as soon as made, according 

to our general observations made, as before referred to. 

During the operation, a great quantity of gas is 

evolv,:-1 by the bones, which is collected and used in the 
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.fltctory where this cleansing is carried on upon a large scale. 
About 15 per cent. is lost in residuum, which is worth but little as joint manure with other substances, or as out-door fuel when mixed with clay. On the other hand, the fine material produced is 40 per cent. better than originally; leaving a balance of about 20 per cent. to the manufacturers ; and not 25 per cent. as erroneously stated elsewhere. 

~47, Enamel, called Niello. 
TAKE one part of pure silver, two of copper, and three of pure lead, fuse them together, and pour the amalgam into a long necked earthenware matrass, half filled with levigated sulphur ; let the mouth of the vessel be imme• diately closed, and the contents left to cool. The mass which res111ts, when levigated and washed, is ready for the purposes of the artist. The cavities left by the fusion having been filled with it, the plate is to be held over a small furnace, fed with a mixture of charcoal and wood, taking care to distribute the enamel with the proper instrument. As soon as fusion has taken place, the plate is to be removed; and, when sufficiently cooled, is to be cleared by the file, and polished by fine pummice and Tripoli. 

248. Corrosive Sublimate.-Anlidote. 
M. TADDEI, professor of pharmacy, in the hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, at Florence, has diseovered that the gluten of wheat, dissolved in watPr with soap, is an antidote for the terrible effects produced by corrosive sulilimate. 
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249. Cold Cnarn. 

THE article sold under this name is composed of white 
wax, almond oil, and rose water, in the following pro
portions:-

Take of almond oil . . . . 4 oz. 
White wax . . . . 1 oz. 

To be gently melted, and well blended with four ounces 
of fresh rose water, by trituration in a warm marble 

mortar. The rose water should be added very gradually. 

250. Lithography : cheap Substitute for the 
Stone usually employed. 

PASTEBOARD or Card-paper, covered with an argillo 
calcareous mixture, has been employed by Mr. Senefel
der with complete success, and effects a great saving, -
the Magnerian limestone having become exceedingly 
dear. The material is to be reduced to a powder, and 
laid on wet: it sets of course immediately, and may be 
applied to a more substantial article than paper, and 
upon a more extensive scale than the inventor has yet 
carried it to. This coating receives the ink or crayon in 

the same way that the stone does, and furnishes impres
sions precisely in the same manner as the stone does. 

251. Shower-bath and Cold Affusion. 

ALTHOUGH it would not be going out of the course pre
scribed to the composition of these pages, to show the 
valuable effects of the bath, yet is the beneficial tendency 
of its free use so universally known, as to warrant us in 
at once pointing out that most obvious shower-bath,
the garden watering-pot Excelling the plan usually 
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adopted in simplicity, ease, and neatness, this machine 
i; to be found almost everywhere at hand, at a small or 
no expense. Let the patient sit on a stool, and the oper
ator presenting the rose or nozzle of the pot over his 
head, he may apply a shower of more or less quantity at 
will: he will walk round the patient, probably, and not 
alarm the latter by an application too forcible at first. 
Our own family convert the operation into a subject of 
high diversion. 

Affections of the head, which arise, notwithstanding 
the usual remedy of an open canal fail, by reason of 
study, o.r other perplexity, may be alleviated in a great 
measure by wiping the head frequently with a large 
sponge charged with water. This checks the determina
tion of the blood that way, and keeps off delirium, if not 
insanity. 

252. To render Wood Fire-proof. 
LINEN and paper re~ist the action of fire awhile 

(though they become charred by it) after being dipped 
in a solution of acidulous phosphat of lime, of the specific 
gravity of 1.25 ·or 1.30 at most. Timber may be simply 
immersed or saturated in the solution, to render it in
r,ombustible, or, according to the more laboured process 
of Mr. Cook, of Birmingham, when the tree is cut down, 
the sap being driven out (it will run off, if the tree be 
kept aslant or upright) he saturates it by filling up the 
pores with a solution of alkali, which occupies little 
time at a small expense. 

Ladies' dresses of muslin, &c. after being wrung out of 
the last water as usual, should be rinced in a solution of 
pure vegetable alkali, which may be obtained perfectly 
colourless, and is without eilluvium. 
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Apartments, furniture, &c. which may be inhabited 

by troublesome or noxious insects, may be cleared of 

those disagreeable inmates of all large towns, by the 

same means, besides the additional recommendation of 

being rendered incombustible. 

It is worthy Qf observation, that bugs never infest 

houses or furniture in which wood-fires only are used, 

nor the towns where these prevail ; and also that wasps 

and bees prosper little, where they are exposed to an 

atmosphere impregnated with the smoke of coal. 

253. Curious Percussion Experiment. 

IF a blacksmith strikes his anvil with a hammer, action 

ancl re-action are equal, the anvil striking the hammer as 

forcibly as the hammer strikes the anvil. If the anvil 

be large enough, a man may place it on hi1:1 breast and 

suffer another person to strike it with all his force, with

out sustaining any injury, because the vis inertio in the 

anvil will resist the force of the blow; but if the anvil be 

too small, the blow will be fatal. 

254. Females Clothes being fired, 

IT is usual for the domestics to tear them off as soon 

as possible, but they should know that this is at all times 

a dangerous proceeding. Instead of this destructive 

practice, throw a large quantity of vinegar over the 

clothes the instant the fire is extinguished, without tak

ing any off, and continue to do so for an hour or two-this 

will lay some .blisters, and prevent others rising-then 

the clothes may be safely taken off. If a blister- bre:i.k, 

it must be dressed with ointment used for burns ; but in 

Q2 
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general an immediate application of vinegar will prevent all bad consequences. Violently tearing off the clothes «auses the tops of the blisters (which rise immediately from scalding or burning) to be broken, and they become inveterate sores. If blisters do not fall, lay cloths over them steeped in vinegar, and wet them often. The immediate cure depends on the blisters not being broken, persons ignorant of this, generally let the water out with the scissars-a ruinou s error. If Yinegar is not handy, throw water over the clothes, and continue to do so until vinegar can be procured. 

25 ,:i . A1·ithrnerical Paradox. 
IN an Arabir. manuscript was found the following remarkable decision ofa dispute :-Two Arabians sat down to dinner; one had five loaves, the other three. A stranger passing by, desired permission to eat with them, which they agreed to. The stranger dined, laid down eight pieces of money and departed. The proprietor of the five loaves took up five pieces, and left three for the other, who objected, and insisted for one half. The cause came on before Ali, the magistrate, who gave the following judgment:-" Let the owner of the five loaves have seven pieces of money, and the owner of the three loaves one." Query, The justice of the sentence? -Answer. Ali's sentence was just; for, suppose the loaves to be divided each into three equal parts, making twentyfour parts in all the eight loa\·es, and each person to eat an equal or eighth part: therefore, the stranger had seven parts of the person who contributed five loaves, or fifteen varts, an<l only one of him who contribut d three loaves, which make nine par ts ! 
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256. Turkish Mode of Correspondence. 
THE art of writing is not general among the Turks; 

and when they are in love with a person to whom they 
cannot have easy access, they have a mode of writing 
their sentiments without pen, ink, or paper, by means of 
flowers, fruits, wood, silks, stuffs, and colours, of which 
they make a packet, each article having an allegorical 
sense ; this packet they call a selam. Those who employ 
this mode of communication have always a casket full of 
things to compose a sel<Lm. They have a dictionary 
which they know by heart, of the allusions they wish 
.o give by their flowers, &c. Thus : An ambret signi
fies- We are both uf one mind. A piece of a rose bush-
I weep continually, but you deride my tea.rs. A piece of 
cloth-/ am tired with your importunities. A piece of 
canvass or buckram- We shall be together to-morrow. 
A piece of silk-You ha-ve gained my mind. A piece of 
looking-glass-I am ready to sacrifice myself to you; A 
pistol-I love you ury much. A grain of a raisin, some 
blue silk, a pea, a morsel of sugar, and a piece of wood 
of aloes arranged in certain order, forms a billet-doux to 
this purpose:-" My heart, I am in love with you; the 
pain which my love occasions me has nearly deprived me 
of my senses ; my heart passionately desires you.-Give 
my disease the necessary remedy." 

257. Sea-Sickness. 

IN addition to some general instructions for keeping 
off this disagreeable species of attack (page 165) we are 
furnished with the following practical adoption of one 
idea there thrown out. The person had already expe
riec.ced au attack, when, says he, " I seated myself in a 
chair upon the deck, and commenced a sharp libration 

R 
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of the body, such as it receives in txotting; and, in a. 
few minutes, the previous nausea abated. In a quarter 
of an hour I recovered my spirits; in half an hour felt a 
desire to eat, which I indulged, to the surprise of those 
who were around me. In fine, I kept up the action, 
more or less, during the three ·hours in which we were 
in rougt..'l water, in which time I emptied my pockets of 
eatables; <tnd, afterwards, I was as well as though I had 
ffi()rely taklSl!! my customary morning's ride." 

~58. A Corrective of bad Waler. 

F1vi. drops of sd phuric acid put into a full quart de
canter oJ bad water, will cause the noxious particles to 
fall to thtc.• bottom. Twenty drops of dilu ted vitriolic acid 
will answer the ser,ne purpose. The water should stand 
two hours, end then pour off about three parts for use, 
the rest thJO\"'l away. 

259. Dyst--ntery and Bilious Disurdas. 

THE medical qualities of pulverized charcoal are daily 
developing themselv·aa. In addition to its value in bili
ous disorders, two o\iuces of ~ e charcoal, boiled in a 
pint of fresh milk, may ~ taken in doses of a wine glass 
full, by adults, every two hours, in the most obstinate 
dysentery, until relief is imparted, which has not failed 
to be the effect in almost every instance. It is harmless, 
and the experiment may be safely tried. Charcoal made 
from maple wood is the fittest for this purpose. 
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260. Method of breaking Glass in any required 

Direction. 

DIP a piece of worsted thread in spirits of turpentine, 

wrap it round the glass in the direction that yuu require 

it to be broken, and then set fire to the thread, or apply 

a red-hot wire round the glass, and if it does not imme

diately crack, throw cold water on it while the wire re

mains hot. By this means glass that is broken may often 

be fashioned, and rendered useful for a variety of pur

poses. 

261. A Mordant for Moiree of Clzrystallised 

Tin. 

SULPHURIC acid, diluted with six parts of 

water ..••..••........ .••............ 3 ounces. 

Nitric acid, from .••••••••••••.•••• 1 to 2 drachms 

Dilute solution of chlorine ••••• . •••••••• 4 ounces. 

Oxalic acid •.•••••••••••••••••.••••.• 2 scruples. 

The juice of an orange. 

With this liquor the brilliant ground may be darkened 

at pleasure. An addition of ammonia to the liquor 

makes it darker; and still more so, by adding to it a little 

sulphate, or acetate of copper. After the action of the 

mordant ceases, it may be again altered. By carbonate 

of potash the brilliancy is softened, and raised by caustic 

potash: either must be well diluted with water. If a 

tinned iron of a fine grain be required, the mordant must 

at first be applied, and then the tinned iron be heated 

in a furnace till the tin begins to melt ; it is tben taken 

out and sprinkled with fine drops of water. 
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26~. Black Paperfor tracing P,1tt<:rns for 
Needle- Jrork, g-c. 

MIX smoothly lamp-black and sweet oil; with a bit of flannel spread it over a sheet or two o:· large writing paper, then dab the paper dry with a bit of fine linen, and keep it :fit for use in the following m·tnner :-Put the black side on a sheet of phin paper, and fasten the corners together with a small pin, lay on the back of the black paper the pattern to be drawn, and go over it with the point of a steel pencil; the black paper will then leave the impression of the pattern on the under sheet, on which you must now draw it with ink. 
Cloth or muslin may be so treated instead of paper, in which case use stone blue, a bit of sugar, and water (instead of lamp black and oil) employing a piece of wool to lay on the colour. In this case, the mixture may be kept ready made in a cup, and it will always be fit for use, if a little water be added when too dry. Patterns on cloth or muslin may be drawn with a pen dipped in this mixture of blue, 

263. Pomad Divin. 
CLEAR a pound ann. a half of beef m1.rrow frum the strings and bones, put it into an earthern pan or vessel of water fresh from the spring, and chcnge the water night and morning for ten days, then f: teep it in rose water 2,1 hours, and drain it in a cloth till quite dry. Take an ounce each of storax, gum benj 1min, ordoriferous cypress powder ( of Florence), half <' '1 ounce of cinnamon, two drachms of cloves, and two lrachms of nutmegs, all finely powdered, and mix the .1 with the mar-
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tow above prepared. Put all the ingredients into a 
pewter pot that holds three pints; make a paste of white 
of egg and fl.our, lay it upon a piece of rag, and over it 
another piece of linen. With this cover the top of the 
pot very close that none of the steam may evaporate ; 
put the pot into a larger copper pot with water, taking 
care to keep it steady, that the water may not reach to 
the covering of the inner pot. As -the water shrinks, con
stantly add tnore, boiling hot ; for it must boil four 
hours without ceasing a moment. When the steam has 
ceased to rise, uncover and strain the ointment through 
11 linen cloth into small pots; and cover these up close 
with bladder and paper as soon as cold. Silver knives 
and spatula should be used, those of other materials ab
aorbing a part of the odours. 

264. Rouge for t!te Ladies. 

FINE carmine, properly pulverized and prepared for 
foe purpose, is beyond all question the best composition 
that can be employed with safety and effect; it gives the 
most natural tone to the complexion, and imparts a 
brilliancy to the eyes, without detracting from the soft
ness of the skin. In order to use it economically, pro
-cure some of the finest pomatum (without scent) in 
which mix a very small portion of white wax; of this 
pomatum take about the size of a pea, flatten it upon a 
piece of white paper ; then take, on a pointed penknife, 
or the end of a toothpick, about the quantity or size of 
a pin's head of the carmine, mix it gently with your 
finger, and when you have produced the desired tint, 
rub it on a little compressed cotton, pass it over the 
cheeks till the colour is entirely spread, and it ceases to 
be greasy. Ladies who have been accustomad to paint, 
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and cannot therefore entirely relinquL h the use of it, 
will find, upon trial, that this economical rouge will 
neither injure the health nor the skin, anu that it imitates 
perfectly the natural colour of the complexion. 

265. Cold Cream, or Poma tum for tlte 
Complexion. 

TAKE oil of sweet almonds one ounce, and half a drachm 
each of white wax and spermaceti, with a little balm 
of gileacl ; melt these ingredients in a glazed pipkin 
over hot ashes, and pour the solution into a marble mor
tar, stirring it about with the pestle till the whole be
comes smooth, and is quite cold. Add gradually an 
ounce of rose or orange-flower water, stirring the mix
ture till all is well incorporated, so as to become ex
tremely light and white, resembling cream, from its 
similitude to which the name is derived. This poma
tum, or cold cream, is an excellent cosmetic, rendering 
the skin at once supple and smooth. It is also service
able in preventing marks from the small pox, especially 
whru it has the addition of a little powder of saffron. 
'i he galiiput in ,vhich cold cream is keot should have a 
pi ce of bladder tied over it. 

266. [,ip Salve. 
TAKE half a pound of hog's lard, put it into a pan with 

one ounce and a half of ,irgin \\"?,X; let it stand on a 
slow fire till melted. Then take a small tin pot filled 
with water, and put thPrein some alkanet root"; let it 
boil till of a fine red colour; then straia off some, and 
mix it with the preceding ingredients, according to fancy. 
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Scent the compost with essence of lemon ; pour it into 
small boxes, making smooth the top with your finger. 

267. Sweet scented Bags to lay in Drawers 
among Linen, or (or lite Pocket. 

PROCURP. half a pound of coriandt>r see<ls, half a 
pound of sweet orrice-root, half a poun<l of damask rose 
leaYes, half a pound of cala.mus aromaticus, one ounce of 
mace, one ounce of cinnamon, half an ounce of .,,.ol·es, 
four drachms of musk powder, two drachms of loaf 
sugar, three ounces of lavender flowers, an<l some 
rhodium wood ; beat these well together an<l sew up 
small portions in silk bags. 

268. Opiate for tlte Teetli. 
TAKE one pound of honey, boil and skim it well; add 

a quarter of a pound of bole ammoniac, one ounce of <lr~
-gon's blood, one ounce of oil of sweet a lmonds, half an 
ounce of oil of cloves, eight. drops of essence of bergamot, 
two ounces of honey water : mixed these ingredients well 
together, and put into pots for use. 

2G9. Improved Hungary fVater. 

Tll!S fine scented water, well known by the name of 
the water of the Queen of Hungary, for whose use it was 
origina11y contrived, is genera11y made with the flowers 
and leaves of rosemary, infused an hour in spirits of 
wine, and drawn off by a slight distillation. 

A readier and much improved method, powever, ha.s 
been adopted in France, where it is made without distil
lation in the greatest perfection. They take a large 
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handful of the flowers and tender leaYes of rosemA.ry; 
with a few of thyme, lavender and sage ; then, putting· 
a.11 into a thick glass bottle, pour in a quart of spirits of 
wine ; afterwards, by way of giving it colour, they put 
in a few pieces of alkanet root, instnntly recork the 
bottle and shake it briskly, till the water obtains a purple 
tinge . This water is preferable to any other Hungary 
water, and particularly so, if it be placed, for at least a 
rrl.ontht exposed on sand or gravel to the heat of the sun, 

270. Eau de Luce. 
ls a krnd of liquid volatile soap, of a strong pungent 

smell, and is prepared as follows :-Ten or twelve grains 
of white soap are dissolved in four ounces of rectified 
spirit of wine, after which the solution is strained; a 
draehm of rectified oil of amber is then added, and the 
whole filtted. With this solution mix; in a crystal glass 
bottle, such a proportion of the strongest volatile spirit[of 
sal ammoniac as will, when sufficiently shak:1-m, produce 
a beautiful milk-white liquid. If a kind of cream should 
settle on the surface, add a small quantity of the spiritu• 
ous solution of soap. Those who may ·wish to have this 
liquor perfumed, may employ lavender or hungary water 
instead of the spirit of wine. 

This celebrated composition is however seldom obtained 
in a genuine state at the shops. Its use as an external 
remedy is very extensive, for it has not only been em 4 

ployed for curing the bites of vipers, wasps, bees, gnats, 
ants, and other insects, but also for burns, and various 
other purposes. Besides, it affords one of the safest sti
mulants in cases of suffocation from mephitic vapours, 
and in that state of apoplexy termed serous, as, likewise, 
;i.fte:r excossive intoxication, and in all those paralytic 
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complaints where the vessels of the skin or the muscular 

fibre require excitement; nevertheless, it must be used 

with due precaution. 

271. Vinegars of Orange Flowe1·s, Elder Flowers, 

Clove, Gilli.flowers, Musk Roses, Tarragon, ~·c . 

DRY an ounce of either of the above flowers, ( except 

the orange flowers, which will not bear drying) for two 

days in the sun; then pntting them into a bottle, pour on 

them a pint of vinegar, closely stop the bottle, and infuse 
fifteen days in moderate heat of the sun. Vinegars of 

any other flowers, as tarragon, &c. may be ma<.le in a 

similar manner. 

272. Supe1:fluous Hairs, lo Extract. 

TAKE two ounces and a half of rosin, and one ounce 

of bees' wax, melt these together and make it into sticks. 

Place the stick near the hair to be extracted, and press 

the hair's point into the stick and twist the lattP.r round 

gently. 

273. T'ootli Powder. 
TAKE half an ounce of cream of tartar, and a quarter 

of an ounce of powder of myrrh; rub your teeth with it 

thrice a week . See art. Charcoal, which being powdered, 

is al3o an excellent tooth powder. 

274. Uosemary Pumatum. 

STRIP from the stem a large double handful of fresh 
gathered rosemary; boi] ii. in a tin or copper vessel, with 
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half a pound of common soft pomatum or hog's lard, till 
it comes to about three or four ounces ; st rain it of!:~ and 
keep it tied down with bladder. 

275. Honey Water. 
TAKE of coriander seeds one pound; cassia, four 

ounces; cloves and gum benzoin, each 1.wo ounces; oil 
of rhodium, essence of lemon, essenc.e or bergamot, and 
oil of lavender, each a drachm; rectified spirit of wine, 
twenty pints; rose water two quarts; nutmeg water a 
quart; and musk, and ambergris, each twelve grains. 
Evaporate the water to dryness.-This is the best honey 
water. 

An ordinary sort of honey water is frequently made, 
by merely putting two drachms each of tincture of am
bergris, and tincture of musk, in a quart of rectified 
spirit of wine and half a pint of water; filtering it, put
ting it up in small bottles, and it may pass for the best. 

276. Lavender Water. 
IN a pint of spirit of wine put three drachms of the 

essential oil of lavender, and one drachm of P.ssence of ambergris. 

277. 1Vhite Chimney Ornaments, 
OF varl:ed shape, or fantastically di Rposed, may be 

obtained from a solution of alum. Empl lly half a pound 
of alum to every pint of water, which may be deemed 
necessary for the entire submersion of the article to be 
heated; put the same into a saucepan or other vessel 
adapted to the size and shape of the articlc,-say a stone, 
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a small vase, or a bit of cinder from coal, either of each 

will form a very pretty ornament. Suspend it by a string 

in the centre of the solution, place the vessel over the 

fire, and boil for an hour or more according to quantity, 

and the material will come forth with pleasing corrusca~ 

tions resembling spar or petrifaction. 

278. Ear Ache. 

SucH attacks arise from several causes besides cold; 

and the pain has been removed in many cases by the 

introduction to the ear of small pellets of green hyssop . 

.Like all other simple applications, it may not be invaria

bly successful, nor is green hyssop always attainable; 

but the facility of procuring it, generally, and the unos

tentatious recommendation vtgetable remedies carry with 

them, should deter us from turning our backs upon· such 

recipes untried. 

279. Cement. 

FoR tl1e use of turners and artisans generally, Mr. S. 

Varley makes known the following preparation of a very 

eligible cement, which has moreover the recommendation 

of being prepared at a small expence :-Sixteen parts of 

whiting are t;o be finely powdered and heated to redness, 

to drive off all the water. When cold, it is to be mixed 

with six.teen parts of black rosin, and one part of bees' 

wax; the latter being previously melted together, aud 

the whole stirred till of an uniform cousistence, 

R2 
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280. Modelling. 
THE elegant and cheap chimney ornaments, manufachued by oriental seamen (mostly) here in London, are formed of rice-flour, cast into moulds, or shaped .vith tools whilst yet plastic. 
An elegant cement may also be made from rice-flour, which is at present used for that purpose in China and Japan. Mix the flour intimately with cold water, and gently simmer over the fire; when it readily forms a delicate and durable cement, not only answering all the purposes of common paste, but is admirably adapted for joining together paper, card, &c. in forming the various beautiful and tasteful ornaments which afford so much employmtm t and amusement to the ladies. When made of the consistence of plastic clay, models, busts, basso-reLierns, &c. may be formed; and the articles, when dry, arf' susceptible of,a high polish and are very durable. 

281. Parsnip Wine. 
WINE made frum the expressed juice of parsnips ap

proaches nearer to the Malmsey of Maderia and the Canaries than any other wine. It is made w1th little expence or trouble, and only requires the addition of a small portion of brandy, and to be kept a few years, to make it as agreeable to the palate as wholesome to the body. 

282. New Electrical Phenomena. 
THE effect of stroking a cat's back briskly with the hand, is well l~no·,vn ;:.,_s a domestic recreation ; has beea long and generally prnctisecl as an amusement, and is 
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frequently adopted as pastime of winter evenings. Shocks may also be imparted to the other hand than that which is employed in stroking the animal, by formin g the electric circle as follows :-Let the cat be placed before a good. fire, some ten or fifteen minutes; then take it up on the lap of the operator, who passing the palm of the hand over its back the usual scintillre will be emitted; but let the other hand be applied to the throat, so as the finger and thumb touch the jaw or shoulder bone, and the hand so applied will feel slight shocks, as if discharged by the Leyden phial. 

283. Poison, 
· BY corrosive sublimate. M. Taddei, a French chemist, bas found gluten to succeed as an antidote to this poison, better than the white of an egg, recommended by Orfila. A solution of the sulphuret of potash is considered by many practitioners as a more certain antidote than either of them. 

284. Sherbet. 
Tms celebra ted oriental beverage, about which so much l1ath been wrilten, said, and sun g,--from the Arabian ights to the present day, and which has been classed with the into -~catin6 wines of our civic gourmands, is the most simple diluent imaginable. A de.c;oction of oatmeal and sup.;ar sea.soned, when cold, with rose water, is the brief recipe for making this far-famed drink. 

s 
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285~ Action of rrater on Metallic Arsenic. 

IF wat.er be boiled on metallic arsenic, which has been 

previously freed from any adhering oxyde, still the water 

will be found to contain, on examination, abundance of 

oxyde of arsenic. If water be distilled from off the 

metal, oxyde of arsenic will pa.ss over in solution. 

Those experiments indicate a decomposition of the water 

by the metal; but the hydrogen which might be expected 

to result from such decomposition has not yet been 

obtained. "Probably," adds the experimentalist from 

whom this is derived, " it unites with the arsenic to 

form an hydrnret. 

286. Jelly. 

A TOLERABLE substitute for currant jelly, when this 

cannot be obtained readily, may be drawn from apples ; 

and indeed is more agreeable to some palates. The 

more juicy fruit should be preferred. Let them be quar

tered, pared, and freed from the seed vessels. Put them 

into an oven, in a pot, but with a plose lid, without 

water; or a good imbstitute for the oven will be found 

in the common boiler of the kitchen; in which having 

boiling water, the pot with the apples in, anu closed 

down, may be placed and the heat kept up, until the 

contents are reduced to a pulp; say two or three hours. 

When the heat has made them soft, put them into a 

cloth, and wring out the juice. Put a little white of 

egg to it. Add the sugar. Skim it carefully before it 

boils. Reduce it to the proper consistency, and you will 

have an excellent jelly. Instead of egg, the back sinew 

of a cow-heel may be employed, or that of a leg of beef; 

after this has been reduced to jelly, mix the simple apple 
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Jmce; all being warm, add sugar and a few drops of 

lemon jt1ice ; and you will have anothP.r variety, more 

excellent than the first. 

287. Fabrication of Artificial Magnets. 

To the method of procuring the magnetic power for 

certain steel bars, &c. as given in the first volume (P. R. 

page 184) if we unite in the form of a square, two steel 

bars, and two contacts of iron, it is better to operate by 

the double touch in a circle, than by a motion forwards 

and backwards. Again, when we combine these bars in 

a square, the force of that which we wish to magnetise, 

ought to increase in proportion as the other magnet has 

become more energetic ; that, in magnetising horse-shoe 

magnets, it.is much more advantageous to place two of 

these bent bars, with their friendly poles so situated as 

that the magnetic circle be completed ; and that we 

should then touch circularly, with the magnet intended 

to communicate the po-wer. When the two horse-shoe 

bars are separated, they will both lose a considerable 

part of their force, if we do not previously decompose the 

great circuit into two smaller ones, by applying each 

contact to its curved magnet before the sepa:ation. By 

observing this part of the process, the two separated 

magnets lose little or nothing of their power ; al:ld the 

two may be touched in the same time that one is, on the 

usual plan. Mr. Steinhauser also lays the bar to be 

magnetised on others previously made, arranging these 

in the horse-shoe form. 

"-' * * To the long series of facts and observations in the 

first volume, we can add nothing new at present; thoug-h 

the Magnetic Tour of Mr. Hausteen, recently announced 
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and the return of Capt. Parry's polar expedition promise 
to add much to tbe stock of knowledge on this subject, 
and which we rather compress than dilate upon in these 
pages. 

288. Cure for Smokey Chimneys. 

INFLATE a large ox's bladder with air, and tie it by 
the neck to the middle of a stick, which place across the 
insidP. of the chimney, about two feet from the top, or at 
the foot of the chimney-pot. The buoyancy of the air 
keeps the bladder con tinu,1 lly in a circular motion, and 
thereby prevents the rush of air into the tunnel from 
descending so low as the fire-place. 

289. Ignis Fatuus, or JVill-o'-Wisp. 
To a small quantity of water, in a glass tumbler, add 

phosphoret of lime in two or three small lumps : shortly 
will arise little flashes of light, darting out like petty 
lightning, and ascending subsequently in curling clouds; 
these appearances continue some time, and constitute a 
lively illustration of the formation of ignis f atuus, or 
light proceeding out of shallow pools of water. 

290. The Tulip, 

IN its root, resembles, with much exactness, the rami
fications of the future buib, except in being produced 
under ground, as the latter is above it, and includes the 
leaves and flower in miniature, 'hich are destined to be 
expanded in the ensuing spring. By cautiously cutting, in 
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the early spring, through the bull, of a tulip longitudinally 
from the top to the base, and taking off successively the 
concentric coats thereof, the whole flower of the next 
summer's tulip is beautifully exposed to the naked eye, 
with its petals, pistil, and stamina. 

291. Methods of Foretelling Rainy and Fair 
· Jf7eather. 

L'ET a line be made of good whip-cord, that is well 
dried, and a plummet affixed to the end of it, and then 
hung against a wainscot, and a mark drawn under it, 
exactly where the plummet reaches ; in very moderate 
weather the plummet will be found to rise above the 
mark Lefore rain, and to sink below it when the weather 
is likely to become fair. But a better contrivance still, 
is a good pair of scales, in one of which place a brass 
weight of a pound, and in the other a pound of salt, or 
of saltpetre, well dried ; a stand being placed under the 
scale, so as to hinder its falling too low. When rain is 
about to faU, the salt will swell, and sink the scale; 
when the weather is growing fair, the brass weight will 
reg;.tin its ascendency. 

2V2. Contrivance for a JiflatchLamp, pnfectly saf,,, 
which will show the Hour of tlie Nig!tt, williout 
trouble to a person lying in bed. 

IT consists of a stand with three claws, the pillar of 
which is made hollow, for the purpose of receiving a 
water candlestick of an inch diameter. On the top of 
the :pillar by means of two hinges and a bolt is fixed, on 
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a small proportionate table, a box of six sides, lined with 

brass, tin, or any shining metal, nine inches deep and 

six inches in diameter. In the centre of ona of these 

sides is :fixed a lens, double convex, of at least three 
inches and a half diameter. The centre of the side di

rectly opposite to the lens is perforated, so as to receive 

the dial-plate of the watch, the body of which is confined 

on the outside, by means of a hollow slide. ·when the 

box is lighted by a common watch-light, the figures are 

magnified nearly to the size of those of an ordinary 
c,lock. 

293. Luminous Bottle, or Watch-light. 

A BIT of phosphorus, the size of a pea, is to be put in

to a long glass phial, and boiling oil poured care

fully over it, till the phial is one-third filled. The phial 

must be carefully corked, and when used, should be un

stopped a moment to admit the external air, and closed 

again. The empty space of the phial will then appear 

luminous, and give as much li ght as a dull ordinary 

lamp, and just sufficient to see the face of a watch. 

Each time that the light disappears, on removing the 

stopper it will instantly re-appear. In cold weather the 

bottle should be warmed in the hands before the stopper 

is removed. A phial thus prepared may be used every 

night for six months: 

294. Electrical Phenomena.-The K ite. 

M AKE a small cross of two li ght strips of cedar, the 

arms long enough to reach to the four corners of a large 

silk handkerchief, when exte nded; tie the corners of the 
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handkerchief to the extremities of the cross, and you 
have the body of the kite; which being properly fur
nished with a tail, loop, and string, will rise in the air 
like those made of paper; but this being of silk, is better 
adaptPd to bear the wet and wind of a thunder gust, 
without tearing. To the top of the upright stick of the 
cross is to be fixed a sharp pointed wire, rising a foot or 
more above the wood. To the end of the twine, next 
the hand, is to be tied a silk ribbon, and where the silk 
and twine join, a key may be fastened. This kite is to 
be raised when a thunder-storm appears to be coming 
on ; and the person who holds the string must stand 
within a door or window, or some such cover, so that the 
silk ribbon may not be wetted with the rain; and care 
must be taken that the twine does not touch the frame of 
the door or window. 

As soon as any thunder-clouds come over the kite, 
the pointed wire will draw from them the electric fire, 
and the kite, with all the twine, will be electrified, while 
the loose filaments of the twine will stand out every 
way, and be attracted by an approaching finger. When 
the rain has wetted the kite and twine, so that it can 
conduct the electric fire freely, the operator will find it 
stream out plentifully from the key on the approach of 
his knuckle. At this key an electric phial may be 
charged ; and from electric fire, thus obtained, spirits 
may be kindled, and all other electric experiments per
formed, which are usually done by the help of a rubbed 
glass or tube, and thereby the identity of the electric 
matter with that of lightning completely demonstrated. 

N. B. Much care is necessary when much lightning 
takes place ; the string must then be held by a peg. 
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295. Barometrical Curiosities of Nature. 

IN flowers of every description, some change or other 

may be seen by the close observer, at every change in 

the state of the air in which they vegetatP ; and indeed 

this extends in more or less degree to every part of ve

getable creation. We are even told, that in Siberia, 

' where this operation of nature goes on most rapidly, 

it may be heard also on placing the ear to the ground. 

-Of this, however-non-constat. The petals of most 

flowers expand in the sun, but on the approach of rain 

they contract, as they n.11 do at night; but as the seeds 

become mature these indications cease. On the con

trary, every one of the trefoils contract their leaves in

variably at the approach of falling weather, and thus 

serve the cultivatot as his natural barom'3ter. 

T!te Aquatic Tripod, or Tricipede. 
WITH A PLATE, 

representing its application to Wild Duck Shooting. 

THE principle upon which this machine is constructed, 

is that of procuring buoyancy in the water fur a super

incumbent weight, equal to the body to be placed upon 

it at any time ; and is derived from the formation of 

military bridges by means of pontons ; the mode of pro

pelling it along being a new application to the ponton, 

varying in some trifling points in the hands of the several 

makers. Three strong tin, iron, or copper cases are to 

be formed of oval plates (in pairs) each of these being 

hollow in the middle, and bearing some resemblance to 

the largest dining dishes, say 30 inches long by20 inches 

wide, and two being laid together, the edges are to be sol

dered, or welded strongly, and the case or p9nton is com-
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plete. See fig. I; a, b, represents the side view, the dutted 
line c being the side edge of the junction of the two plates. 
All round, at this edge, let it be defended from injuries, 
by a sheathing of the same material, soldered on, with a 
wire in the middle, from which four other wires or rods 
are to ascend, from a, and b, from c, and its opposite, so 
as to meet just above the top of your ponton, with a cen
tre resembling that of a crown ; or rather the lower plate 
may be made larger than the uppe1 one, and the proj ect
ing rim be hammered over the wire, and then welded, 
soldered, or brazed, according to the material employed. 
At the apex, or point of meeting, a knob of adequate 
dimensions d, to act as a socket for the supporting rod 
e, is to be attached. This knob may be made of box , 
oak, or any hard wood, or indeed of iron, and a pin 
passing up through the apex and knob will serve abo 
to enter a hole in the supporting rod. A nut secures the 
whole together compactly. 

The three pontons are thus arranged :-The first in 
front, the other two in the rear, at a distance of ten feet 
from the first and eight from each other. From each, as 
is seen, ascends a strong iron rod ; these bending towards 
each other, at the junction, a seat is form ed for the ma
rine traveller, or spor tsman, as the case may be ; and the 
contrivance for navi gating still waters m;i,y be considered 
complete. :For his convenience and safety, however, the 
rider has a breast-high support a3ceuding from his seat, 
in order that he may sit flrm while ta.<ing aim at wild 
fowl, &c. fo r which titis machine is peculiar y well 
adapted. He has also a pair of slings or stirrups the 
length of his legs, which being fastened to the saddle, 
add .still mote to the firmness with which he may carry 
on his operations. Several other addenda. may also be 
contrived, as a ring to secure a fishing rod, or a guP • 
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before, and a basket to carry his game, &c. behind. Of 

course the strength of his whole machine must be adapted 

to these circumstances of additional incumbent weight, 

and of his own-if he be above the common size. Tee 

ascending wires ( where they submerge) as well as the 

rims and crowns of the pontons, should be flattish at the 

sides, or sharpish fore and aft, so as to offer the least pos

sible impediment to progression. 

Next come to be described the means of strong, exact, 

and varied propulsion. This will of course be regulated 

by the obstruction offered to the rider's progress by parts 

of the machine itself in passing through the water, and 

the pressure he is enable to give to the water in the con• 

trary direction, so as to steer himself along, or diagonally, 

as may be requisite. The machine of M. de uz Chapelle 

had not its recommendation in the first particular t ; that 

of Mr. Kent (a Scotchman) in the latter. That used by 

Mr. Andrew Scheerborn, at Scheveningen, in Holland, was 

more remaxkable for strength than ingenuity: he traversed 

the rough sea off that place, and actually went through 

the terrible breakers there on the 15th of July, 1822, when 

they broke 12 feet high. 

To Mr. Kent we are indebted for the application of the 

paddle-~, which are fastened to the soles of the feet or 

boots, by leather straps, like the spur-leaiher. These 

are made of block-tin four or five inches wide below, 

narrowing to the width of the boot, in shape of a dove's 

tail; at the narrow part next the sole is a joint, with a 

shoulder, to keep the paddle vertical when the rider 

, Ne~rly a third of the voyag~r•s body was under water, resembling 

the contrivance of Daniels, of Kendal, and others of our day; and we 

do not hear th11t 11'.I. dt !a Chapelle ever brought his Scaphandar to perfec

tion :-it w11s trietl at '!ilaris 1760. The same Frenchman _invented LIi 

VM01r1loque. 
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strikes out the foot, as he does backward ; but in bring
ing his foot forward, it will be seen, the joint permits 
the paddle to yield to the water as each foot respectively 
is preparing to strike out anew. The ordinary pace is that 
of walking, or alternating, now the rig·ht leg, now the left; 
but much greater speed, not to say velocity, is acquired 
by the rider seizing his " breast - high support," and 
striking out both legs at once. In the act of turning to 
this or that side, one leg is used vigorously, while the 
other remains quiescent, or the toe of the boot is pro
truded into the water to assist this operation, by way of 
pivot, or as boatmen say, to baclc-water. That is a mis
take of Dr. Brewster's wherein he states, that the ma
chine of Kent was " directed by means of a bridle." 

The same exhibitor was also wrong in the shape of 
his pontons, which was an oblong hemispheroid, and 
presented four times the obstruction that will be found 
in those made after the foregoing directions. The conse
quence was, that he never proceeded with his machine at 
a greater rate than five miles an hour, and yet named it 
Velocipede. We cannot agree with the practice of throw
ing any degree of fable into the clescription of a machine 
( or other matter) likely to be applied to an useful pur
pose; and therefore protest that nQ gas or air ( other 
than atmospheric) was introduced, or is at_ all necessary 
to the buoyaney of such pontons. That Mr. Kent might 

'have " filled these cases with little hollow balls, at
tached by a chain, and capable of floating the machine 
in case of accident," is not improbable. We do not be
lieve the fact, and conceive them utterl y 11 s0less; and 
moreover, feel sincerely sorry to have occasion for makinp, 
thi.s remark. 

We may add here, that this machine has been brought 
ipto use during the winter of 1822, in shooting the nu-
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merous arctic birds which the season impelled upon onr 
shores. I quote a cotempora1-y: " ThP, Edito1· of the (;hes
ter Cm·onicle attributes the plenty of wild ducks to an
other cause than the hard weather : he says, ' These 
hirds have had a desperate and fatal enemy in two men, 
frnrn ( we believe) Lincolnshire; they have a sort of raf t, 
on which they float along the margins of rivers or lakes 
left by the tide. On this raft is a large gun, &c. With
out further information, however, than thatjust quoted," 
says the Editor, whom I now transcribe, "We strongly 
suspect that the sort of raft spoken of is no other than 
the AQUATIC TRIPOD, or Tricipede, which has been lately 
used on some waters of Lincolnshire, with complete suc
cess."' Vide Annals of Sporti1,,g for January, 1323, 
page 126. 

The sportsman re.presented on our plate is alone, with
out dog to fetch his game, or bag to bag it; he is lik1::vrise 
drawn uncumbered with the concealment sometimes 
practised, of bushes or sprigs hung about his person
that a clearer understanding might be had of the machine 
itself: in this instance, as in many others throughout 
this little volume, appearan,Pe is again sacrificed to 
utility. 

THE END. 

New Editions of the .'fr~t T.7olu me oithese Rraealions 
are constantly on sale, !'rice ::s. Gd. board., w;th a 
fol<l ing plute . 

1., n, ·,•n · 
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